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ABSTRACT

The Role of Water Molecules in Biomolecular Interfaces.

Whilst the incorporation of water occurs in many biomolecular interfaces, the role they 

play is poorly understood with little attention paid to their contribution in dictating the 

specificity of an interaction. To investigate this the Src Homology 2 (SH2) domain of 

the viral Src protein kinase and its interactions with various phosphotyrosyl peptides 

and peptidomimetic ligands was studied. X-ray analysis shows that a feature o f SH2 

domains is the involvement of water molecules in the peptide binding-site. SH2 

domains play a fondamental role in signal transduction and are therapeutic drug targets. 

Changes in water molecule content (incorporation, removal) and/or effects on binding 

affinity of the biomolecular complexes are examined using a combination of the 

thermodynamic isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) and nanoflow electrospray 

ionisation mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) techniques and correlated to known structural 

information. The results from this study are used to predict the nature of possible water- 

mediated binding in the SH2 domain of Fyn using similar ligands.

The role of water in binding interactions is further investigated by applying an empirical 

relationship based on the correlation of solvent-accessible surface area burial and 

changes in heat capacity (ACp). The experimental ACp is determined using ITC for the 

SH2/ligand interactions. The effects of proton linkage on binding are considered and 

five different surface area-based models are tested (relating to the treatment of 

conformational flexibility in the peptide ligand and the inclusion of proximal ordered 

solvent molecules in the surface area calculations). This allows the calculation of a 

range of thermodynamic state fonctions (ACp, A5, AH  and AG) directly from structure. 

Comparison with the experimentally derived data shows little agreement for the 

observed trends in the interactions of selected phosphotyrosyl peptides and SrcSH2. 

Furthermore, the different models have a dramatic effect on the calculated 

thermodynamic functions, thus binding energies predicted from these types of 

correlations are highly modél' dependent.
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Thermodynamic parameters determined from ITC experiments, for the binding 211

of the SrcSH2 domain to the peptidomimetic PDl 10 at varying temperatures. 

Thermodynamic parameters determined from ITC experiments, for the binding 211

of the SrcSH2 domain to the peptidomimetic PD357 at varying temperatures. 

Thermodynamic parameters from ITC experiments, for the binding of the 212

FynSH2 domain to the pYEEE phosphotyrosyl peptide at varying temperatures 

Thermodynamic parameters from ITC experiments, for the binding of the 213

FynSH2 domain to the pYEEV phosphotyrosyl peptide at varying temperatures 

Thermodynamic parameters from ITC experiments, for the binding of the 214

FynSH2 domain to the pYEEW phosphotyrosyl peptide at varying temperatures 

Thermodynamic parameters determined from ITC experiments, for the binding 215

of the FynSH2 domain to the peptidomimetic PDl 10 at varying temperatures.
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ABBREVIATIONS

ACp The change in heat capacity

AH The change in enthalpy

AG The change in the Gibbs free energy

AS The change in entropy

APS Ammonium persulphate

atm Atmospheric pressure

Da Dalton

DSC Differential Scanning Calorimetry

DTT Dithiothreitol

E.coli Escherichia coli

EDTA Ethylenediaminetetra-acetic acid disodium

ESI-MS Electrospray ionisation mass spectrometry

H Hydrogen (e.g. hydrogen-bond equivalent t

HEPES N-[2-hydroxyethyl]piperazine-N-[2 ethane

H2O Water

IPTG Isopropyl-p-D-thiogalactopyranoside

ITC Isothermal titration calorimetry

MES 2-[N-morpholino]ethane sulphonic acid

MOPS 2-[N-morpholino] propane sulphonic acid

M r Relative molecular mass

PDB Brookehaven protein data bank

SDS Sodium dodecyl sulphate

SDS-PAGE SDS-polyacrylamide-gel-electrophoresis

SH2 Src Homology 2

TEMED N, N, N’, N’-tetramethylethylenediamine

Tris Tris(hydroxymethyl)aminoethane

UV Ultra-violet light

UV-Vis Ultra-violet and visible light
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Virtually all biological functions are mediated through molecules interacting with each 

other. Hormones interact with receptors, nucleic acids interact with proteins during gene 

transcription/translation, and protein kinases interact with other proteins in signal 

transduction. Under-activity, over-activity or inactivity of these interacting systems can 

lead to disease states -  consequently, a detailed insight into bio-molecular interactions is 

vitally important in the rational design of new therapeutic drugs to combat such 

conditions. It is generally recognised that the structure and function of biological 

systems depend on interaction with the surrounding solvent. In most biological systems 

the solvent is water (H2O) but the actual role of water molecules in molecular 

recognition and interaction is not well understood. Generally this thesis addresses the 

role of water molecules in protein-ligand interactions and can be subdivided into two 

main areas of study:

• The role of water in dictating specificity in a particular protein-ligand system.

• The effect of interfacial water molecules in structure-thermodynamic correlation.

A large fraction of all living cells is made up of water (the human body itself is roughly 

70 % water) and since the elucidation of biological macromolecular structure (proteins, 

nucleic acids or lipids), water molecules have been observed to be in intimate contact 

with these systems in aqueous solution. Water is known to play a role in the catalytic 

processes of enzymes. For example, lysozyme is inactive when dry but becomes active 

at a hydration of 0 .2 g HiO/g protein, reportedly less than a single water molecule layer 

coverage (Poole & Finney, 1986). Water is also integral to the structure of DNA - the 

structural differences between A- and B-DNA are due to the differing solvent content of 

the crystal forms (Dickerson et a l ,  1982). Often water is said to be “essential” in 

biological systems but to detail the actual behaviour that makes water so necessary, or 

to outline the multiple roles water molecules fulfil is very difficult. Currently, structure-
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based drug design strategies tend to exclude water molecules from binding interfaces as 

the structural and thermodynamic effects of such interactions are hard to determine and 

model.

Over recent decades, increasing interest in water molecules in and around proteins has 

brought together several areas of research: structure determination (X-ray and neutron 

diffraction, nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR)), thermodynamic analysis 

(isothermal titration calorimetry, (ITC)) and computer methods of analysis and 

simulation (molecular modelling). X-ray crystallography and NMR data reveal the 

presence of bound water molecules but yield no information on why they are present, or 

what role they play. Some of the key questions involving the role of water molecules in 

protein interactions are: Do these molecules act to fill the void not occupied by protein 

atoms and if so, how long do they occupy these spaces? How strong are the interactions 

between the protein and water molecules? Do these water molecules contribute to the 

stability and affinity for a particular protein-binding interaction? Studying the role of 

water molecules in protein-protein interactions raises further questions: Is there 

evidence of the conservation of water molecule binding-sites between the free and 

associated states of biological macro molecules? Can the sites of water inclusion in 

binding interactions be identified/predicted? What influence, if any, do water molecules 

have on the energetics of an interacting system? What contribution do the water 

molecules make to the overall stability and binding of a system upon complex 

formation?

1.1 Water molecules in proteins

To illustrate how water molecules can affect and connect with biological molecules this 

section provides a summary of the chemical properties of water and the effect these can 

have on the thermodynamics of an interacting system.

1.1.1 Properties of water molecules

For a seemingly simple molecule consisting of only three atoms, H2O both as a pure 

liquid and as a solvent has some unusual and distinctive properties (Franks, 1983). A 

single water molecule is said to have a ‘V-planar’ structural geometry (Figure 1.1 A). 

Though in terms of electronic configuration it is tetrahedral with the oxygen atom at the 

centre of the tetrahedron with the four points represented by the protons and two lone
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pairs of electrons (Figure I.IB). To a large extent the unusual properties of water relate 

to the dipole that results from the greater electronegativity of the single oxygen atom as 

compared to the two hydrogen atoms; drawing negative charge away from the positively 

charged nuclei of the hydrogen atoms. This polar charge distribution (where the oxygen 

is slightly negatively charged and the hydrogen is slightly positively charged) coupled 

with the relatively small size of the molecule gives H2O the ability to participate in 

strong polar (electrostatic charge-dipole) interactions known as hydrogen bonds (H- 

bonds) (Figure I.IC). The charge distribution can be modelled as four charges located 

along the vertices of a tetrahedron (Figure I.IB ) yielding a high degree of spatial 

directionality and allowing an optimal four H-bond contacts with other water molecules. 

The H-bond formation can occur via each set of lone-pair electrons on the oxygen atom 

(where the O donates electron charge to the interacting moiety) and two via the 

hydrogen atom (where each H accepts electron charge). Strong water-water H-bonds 

result in the anomalous physical properties of H2O (liquid state 0 to 100 °C at latm, 

increased volume in the formation and structure of ice (Figure 1. ID), high boiling point, 

maximum density at 4 °C, high surface tension) and also the reluctance to dissolve inert 

non-polar or hydrophobic solutes (Isrealachvili & Wenneerstrom, 1996). Because of its 

polar nature H2O does interact with other hydrophilic polar and charged molecules 

including acids, salts, sugars, proteins and DNA molecules.

The versatility of water is such that it can confer a high-level of adaptability to a surface 

or cavity allowing a bio molecule to interact with various ligands (e.g. the oligopeptide 

binding protein, discussed in Section 1.2.3). However, water can also provide increased 

specificity and affinity to an interaction by its removal (e.g. HIV protease-inhibitor 

interactions, discussed in Section 1.2.1) or inclusion upon binding (e.g. Trp operator- 

repressor complex, discussed in Section 1.2.2). This versatility is due to its ability to act 

as both H-bond donor and acceptor. H2O occupies less space than the polar side chains 

of an amino acid, whilst potentially forming multiple H-bonds. The small size of H2O 

results in fewer steric constraints, as compared to larger bio molecules, on adopting the 

required binding orientation.
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Figure 1.1: Schematic representation of (A) a water molecule showing its 'V -planar structural

geometry. (B) Schematic illustration of the tetrahedral electron configuration or spatial charge distribution 

of a water molecule. The oxygen atom O is at the centre of the tetrahedron. (C) Representation of 

‘hydrogen-bonding’ between water molecules (represented as dotted lines). Bonding occurs through co

operative interaction due to the 0-H  bond having a polar charge distribution. This partly results from the 

greater electrophilic nature (electronegativity) of the O atom. (D) The tetrahedrally molecular packing 

structure of ice (the low-pressure form as observed by X-ray and neutron diffraction studies, Franks, 

1983), each water molecule is co-ordinated to four nearest neighbours.
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The distinctive properties which make H2O so versatile also make the accurate detection 

of bound water molecules in and around bio molecules (and their complexes) difficult to 

determine experimentally using standard structural characterisation techniques (Levitt & 

Park, 1993). Data from solution structures using NMR have found that the water 

molecules are in rapid exchange with the bulk solvent molecules. Information on 

solvent water molecules in and around protein atoms can also be obtained using X-ray 

crystal diffraction studies. There are certain factors however, which may limit the 

reliability of the results from this method, for example, structural data must be refined to 

a resolution higher than 2.0 A to resolve any ambiguities in the water oxygen positions 

that are revealed with this technique. The water molecules are observed as regions of 

electron density that are averaged 1) over the time required to collect the data and 2 ) by 

the density of all the other molecules in the crystal lattice. Data collection can take 

several hours so the exact position of the electron density can fluctuate over this period 

and the position of the water molecule is assigned to the point that corresponds to a 

local maximum of electron density. To achieve the crystalline state (as required by this 

technique) the solvent conditions used may result in structures being determined in 

solutions with lower water concentrations than in nature, so observed water-protein 

interactions may actually be underestimated. Finally, there is no universally standard 

practice amongst crystallographers to report H2O positions and often their identification 

is the last step in structural refinement. The assignment of water molecules could in 

some cases help to improve the apparent fit of the data (Ladbury, 1996).

Whilst the limitations of these techniques must be kept in mind, both NMR and X-ray 

structure determination have provided a wealth of knowledge about water molecules in 

proteins. Combining high-resolution structural detail from these powerful techniques 

with accurate thermodynamic data can help to provide further understanding of the role 

of water molecules in biomolecular interfaces.

1.1.2 Energetics of water molecules at a protein-protein interface

To begin to understand the role of water molecules in a biomolecular interaction 

information on the interacting moieties (e.g. protein and ligand) must be obtained in 

both the free and bound states. To fully characterise an interaction, an understanding of 

any change in conformation or state of hydration upon binding must be obtained and the 

entropie and enthalpic effects assessed. The AG° is made up of two components; the
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change in enthalpy of binding (A//°) and the change in entropy of binding (A5°) for the 

interaction (see equation [1.1]). The balance of these two components dictates the 

magnitude and sign of the final AG° value and hence whether a reaction will occur.

AG° = A//° - TA5° [1.1]

1.1.2.1 Favourable energetic contribution to protein-protein interactions from the 

removal of binding-site water molecules

Firstly, it should be stated that a water molecule in a protein-ligand interface makes a 

more favourable contribution to the free energy as compared to a ‘vacuum’ in the same 

position. Water molecules on a protein surface or in a protein-ligand interface are in a 

more ‘ordered’ state than when free as part of the bulk solvent. The incorporation of 

H2O into a binding interface is therefore generally considered energetically 

unfavourable i.e. ‘pinned-down’ interfacial water molecules have fewer degrees of 

freedom. The removal of water molecules from biological molecules on forming a 

complex can drive an interaction due to the favourable entropie contribution to AG° 

resulting from the liberation of H2O into the bulk solvent. Figure 1.2 shows a schematic 

representation of a receptor protein molecule (R) binding to a ligand molecule (L) in an 

aqueous medium. In scheme A, the free states of protein (Ri) and ligand (Li) are both 

surrounded by water molecules. Upon binding (RiLi) the water molecules are released 

into bulk solution, replaced by other chemical moieties (from Li) in the interface that 

leads energetically to a significantly favourable A5° contribution to AG°. The released 

water molecules enter the bulk phase and become disordered, resulting in a large and 

positive AS°, that is much greater than the negative A5° cost from the ordering of Ri and 

Li. This favourable gain in AG° (in scheme A) manifests itself as an improvement in 

binding affinity or tighter binding. In general, because the entropie cost of trapping 

otherwise highly mobile water molecules is significant, it has been assumed that an 

interface devoid of water molecules will necessarily give a higher binding affinity than 

one where gaps are filled by water. Whilst true in some cases, it is not always the case, 

yet this potential gain in entropy (to help drive the reaction) has guided synthetic 

inhibitor design strategies to include the displacement of interfacial water molecules as 

an objective (examples discussed in Section 1.2).
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Figure 12: Schematic representation of protein-ligand binding interactions in aqueous solvents

focussing on the thermodynamic effects of water molecules in the process. (A): Protein R, interacts with 

protein L, such that all surface water molecules are removed from the binding interface upon formation of 

the R|L| complex. Thermodynamically this interaction results in a favourable (upward grey arrow) 

entropie contribution to the free energy of binding due to the displacement of the surface water molecules 

increasing the relative disorder of the system as a whole. The enthalpic contribution is small since H- 

bonds with water occur on R and L surfaces as well as in bulk solvent. (B): Protein R2 interacts with 

protein L2 to form complex R2L2 where some surface water molecules are detained in the binding 

interface. This results in an unfavourable (downward grey arrow) entropie contribution to the free energy 

of binding, due to the imposed restricticm on the degrees of freedom of the interfacial water molecules. 

However the resulting formation of H-bonds by these interfacial water molecules (with the protein, ligand 

and each other) leads to a greater enthalpic contribution to the free energy of binding, which compensates 

for the entropie cost.
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1.1.2.2 Favourable energetic contribution from binding-site water molecules to 

protein-protein interactions.

It has been hypothesised that the inclusion of water molecules can sometimes provide 

an overall favourable energetic contribution to the free energy of binding of the 

interaction (Ladbury, 1996; Renzoni et a l ,  1997). This is illustrated in scheme B: an 

unfavourable entropie cost (negative is associated with the restriction of water 

molecules from bulk-solvent into the R2L2 biomolecular interface, and hence there is an 

unfavourable A5° contribution to AG° (due to order imposed on R2, L2 and H2O). 

However, a water molecule in an optimal position can form several H-bonds with 

surrounding amino acid side chains interacting at the interface such that it is tightly 

bound. This extra water mediated H-bond formation can lead to a favourable enthalpic 

gain (negative A//°) greater than the entropie penalty (for restricting the degrees of 

freedom of the H2O) making an overall favourable contribution to AG°.

To summarise, there are four different ways that water molecules could play a role in 

the thermodynamics of binding in protein-ligands interfaces:

1) H2O removal from a hydrated apolar surface: it is generally supposed that water 

organisation around apolar or hydrophobic residues ‘suffers’ a certain amount of 

imposed order (possibly forming pentagonal rings as seen in clathrate hydrates, 

Jeffery & McMullan, 1967). The release of such H2O upon binding would result 

in a positive A5° (favourable) contribution to AG°. This is coupled with a 

smaller negative A//° (favourable) contribution caused by the formation of intra- 

H2O H-bonds and some negative A6"° (unfavourable) contribution due to the 

ordering of the interacting macro molecules. These changes result in an overall 

positive A5° (favourable) contribution, so the binding interaction is entropically 

driven (scheme A).

2) H2O removal from a hydrated polar surface: the H-bonds between polar residues 

and the H2OS are broken, causing a positive A/7° (unfavourable) contribution to 

AG°. This also results in a large positive A5° (favourable) contribution, due to 

the release of H2O into the bulk solvent along with an associated negative A5° 

(unfavourable) due to loss in the degrees of freedom of the reactants.

3) H2O trapped in surface having been brought in from the bulk solvent: in this 

scenario, there would be a large unfavourable, negative A5° contribution to the
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binding interaction, from restricting the H2O. However, this is coupled with a 

larger favourable, negative gain from the formation of the new H-bonds 

contacts.

4) H2O trapped in surface having already been H-bonded to one of the interacting 

moieties: in this case there is a lower entropie cost than would occur with 3), due 

to the restricted interfacial H2O being already H-bonded to at least one other 

moiety. There would also be a significant favourable gain, due to slight 

rearrangement of H-bonds (strengthening, repositioning).

Thus, varying degrees of A5° and contributions to binding depend on the varying 

degrees of redistribution of H-bonds and changes in the ordered state of water.

The thermodynamic contributions to protein-protein binding interactions of either water 

removal or inclusion to the binding interface have not yet been precisely characterised. 

Knowing the value of A5° due to water release from proteins would be valuable when 

estimating the thermodynamics of ligand binding. Often water is H-bonded to polar 

groups in protein active sites before being displaced upon the binding interaction of 

ligands, causing a change in both A5° and Aff°. Change in enthalpy is a measure of heat 

evolved or released on going from the free to bound state at constant pressure, such as 

measured in ITC binding experiments. These heat changes occur as a result of bond 

making and breaking (e.g. van der Waals interactions and H-bond formation). To 

support the hypothesis that inclusion of waters on a protein-ligand interface can have a 

favourable contribution to AG° data from crystalline salt hydrates enable estimation of 

TAS° and AH°. The upper limits of TAS° and AH° for the transfer of a water molecule 

from the bulk solvent into a protein-protein interface can be estimated to be -9 .0  kJ 

mol'^ (Dunitz, 1994) and -16.0 kJ m ol'\ respectively at 298 K (Connelly, 1997). These 

maximal estimates can only apply to ‘firmly bound’ water molecules, such as those 

buried within a protein or indeed within a protein interface, as comparison is made to 

crystal lattice structures. Based on these values it is possible to estimate a contribution 

to AG° of -7.0 kJ mof* for the inclusion of a water molecule from the bulk phase into a 

binding interface of a protein upon interaction. This translates to an improvement in the 

equilibrium binding constant (Kb) of more than an order of magnitude.
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1.2 The role of water molecules in protein recognition and binding

There are several well-defined examples where water molecules are involved in 

defining the interaction between biological macromolecules, indeed some water 

molecules appear to act as extensions of the protein structure and take part in the 

recognition process. This section outlines a few such examples:

• Examples where exclusion of water molecules from a binding-site results in 

increased in binding potency.

• Followed by the alternative scenario where the incorporation of water molecules 

into a binding interface actually aids the interaction.

• Finally cases which highlight water molecules as defining influences on the 

specificity of interactions are shown.

1.2.1 Exclusion of water molecules from the interface

An example of an ‘ordered water molecule’ guiding the structure-based design of novel 

high affinity drugs is demonstrated in the interaction of HIV-1 protease with peptide 

ligands. A solvent inaccessible, tetrahedrally co-ordinated structural water molecule 

(denoted water-301) is seen in the crystal structure of nearly every HIV-1 

protease/inhibitor complex bridging the ‘flaps’ of the protein to the inhibitor, as shown 

in Figure 1.3A(a) (Wlodawer & Erickson, 1993). The water molecule is observed in 

solution NMR with a residence time of longer than 10  ̂ s confirming that water-301 is 

not merely an artefact of crystallisation (Grzesiek et a l ,  1994). The first rationally 

designed approved protease drug Saquinavir (Ro 31-8959, Invirase, Hoffmann-La 

Roche) has an inhibition constant {K\) of 0.12 nM (IC50 < 0.4 nM) against HIV-1 

proteinase at pH 5.5 (Roberts et a l, 1990). The solved crystal structure shows 

Saquinavir (Ro 31-8959) in the active site of the HIV-1 protease interacting in an 

extended conformation forming a characteristic set of hydrogen-bonds including the 

presence of a water molecule which interacts with both enzyme and inhibitor (Krohn et 

a l ,  1991). The functional substitution of water-301 led to the design of cychc urea- 

based inhibitors (Lam et a l ,  1996, Grzesiek et a l ,  1994) and more recently cyclic 

cyanoguanidines (Jadhav et a l,  1998). The rigid ring in the urea-based inhibitors 

contains a C =0 group with the oxygen as a mimic for water-301 (Figure 1.3A(b)); this 

is thought to result in favourable entropie contributions leading to higher affinity, whilst 

still being highly potent and specific inhibitors for the protease. The urea moiety of one
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Figure 1.3: (A) Schematic showing HIV-1 protease inhibitors (a) a peptidomimetic inhibits

interacting with the HIV-1 protease active-site via structurally observed ‘water-301’ and (b) the designed 

cyclic urea inhibited displacing the structural water (adapted from Lam et al., 1996). (B) The scytalone 

dehydratase binding-pocket and (a) some of the observed interactions formed with the salicylamide 

inhibitOT, protein residues and structural water molecules and (b) the proposed interactions between the 

cyanoquinoline based inhibitor and protein residues with displacement of a structural water molecule by 

the nitrile group. (Schematic (a) is adapted from Chen et a i, 1998).
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such inhibitor DMP-323 {K\ = 0.27 nM) was observed to displace and mimic water-301 

in the crystalline state (1.8 A) (Lam et ah, 1994) and in solution (Grzesiek et a l ,  1994). 

However, due to a “low oral bio availability in humans”, this compound was ultimately 

abandoned for use as a drug (for a thorough review detailing inhibitors of HIV 

proteinase see Wlodawer & Vondrasek, 1998 and references therein).

The structure-based design of potent inhibitors of scytalone dehydratase (SD), the 

molecular target for the design of compounds to protect rice plants from the fungal 

disease caused by Magnaporthe grisea, have also been guided by the displacement of a 

water molecule from the active site (Chen et a l ,  1998). X-ray diffraction data of the 

SD-salicylamide inhibitor complex showed an extended H-bonding network between 

the protein side chains, the inhibitor and two observed water molecules (Lundqvist et 

a l,  1994). Starting with quinazoline and benztriazine a new set of inhibitors were 

designed involving the displacement of an active-site water molecule. Compounds were 

synthesised with a nitrile functionality to take the place of one of the crystallographic 

water molecules. This water molecule is observed in the crystal structure within the 

binding-pocket forming H-bonds with the salicylamide carbonyl oxygen atom and the 

phenolic hydroxyls of two protein Tyr residues (Y30 and Y50) - see Figure 1.3B(a). The 

new set of cyanoquinoline and cyanocinnolines were found to have a 2 -2 0  fold increase 

in binding potency. The X-ray crystal structure (1.65 Â) showed the nitrile group had 

displaced the water molecule whilst maintaining favourable interactions with the Tyr 

residues (Figure 1.3B(b)) {Ch&n et a l ,  1998).

In both the above examples, the benefits in binding efficacy gained by the removal of an 

interfacial water molecule are obvious. There is a favourable gain in entropy when a 

constrained water molecule is freed into the bulk solvent and the release yields the 

potential for binding-interactions with residues that previously co-ordinated the water 

molecule. However, the steric and electronic environment where the water had been 

bound would have offered an enthalpic contribution to compensate for the entropie 

penalty of detainment. Inhibitor analogues designed to displace a bound water molecule 

must regain the lost enthalpic stabilisation derived from the water - the next example 

illustrates the outcome when this is not achieved. The immunosuppressive drug 

cyclosporin A (CsA) binds to the intracellular receptor protein cyclophilin (Cyp). The 

X-ray crystallographic studies showed the interaction to be mediated by three fully H-
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bonded water molecules and one partially bonded, located in the bottom of the binding 

pocket which remain in place regardless of whether Cyp type A or B is bound (Mikol et 

a i,  1995). A CsA derivative compound was designed to provide additional protein- 

protein interactions within the pocket by the introduction of a hydroxypropyl chain. 

Comparison of the structures for the CypA/CsA and the CypA/derivative-CsA 

complexes showed identical backbone conformations and that the derivative-CsA did 

infact make more interactions with the CypA (Papageorgiou et a i ,  1993). However, loss 

in rigidity of the peptide backbone in the derivative complex was observed, with an 8-9 

fold lower binding affinity than CsA for CypA. The reduction in binding efficacy was 

attributed to the displacement of one of the tightly bound water molecules within the 

pocket and the loss of associated H-bonds. These water molecules observed in the 

binding-site acted as part of the protein structure. The level of binding affinity was also 

affected by the greater mobility of the peptide backbone. Papageorgiou and co-workers 

concluded that additional protein-ligand interactions did not compensate for loss in 

enthalpic stabilisation resulting from the lost network of water H-bonds and the 

conformational destabilisation of the cyclosporin backbone.

1.2.2 Incorporation of water molecules at the interface

The inclusion of water molecules can act to stabilise an interaction and in some cases, 

may actually be necessary for binding to occur. To illustrate this, the X-ray 

crystallographic studies ( 1.8 Â) of the antibody-antigen interaction between the Fv 

fragment of the monoclonal antibody D1.3 (mAbDl.3) and hen egg-white lysozyme 

(HEWL), both in the free and bound states, show large numbers of water molecules in 

and around the binding interface (Bhat et a i ,  1994). These studies reveal the burial of 

four water molecules and the formation of an extensive H-bonded water network 

bridging the antibody-antigen, allowing full complementarity. No significant 

conformational change is observed in either of the antigen or antibody structures upon 

binding. Comparison of the crystal structures of the free and bound Fv show that the 

complex incorporates additional water molecules as well as retaining some of the water 

molecules associated with the free antibody structure. Furthermore water-assisted 

binding is still observed after site-directed mutagenesis changing Trp92 to Asp of the Fy 

antibody, with the incorporation of two extra water molecules filling the void left by the 

Trp residue (Ysern et a l ,  1994). This supports the notion that the water molecules act to 

increase complementarity between the interacting surfaces.
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The structure of the trp repressor/operator complex revealed water-mediated interaction 

at the protein-DNA interface with few direct protein-DNA contacts (Otwinowski et a l, 

1988). In this well-documented example, there are three ordered water molecules 

thought to be important for specificity. These water molecules mediate interaction via 

H-bonding to the DNA base pairs (known to be important for sequence recognition) and 

protein side chains which otherwise do not interact (Figure 1.4A) (Bass et a l ,  1988). 

Sigler and co-workers showed that the structure represented a specific complex (Haran 

et a l,  1992) and using single point mutational studies, that the water molecules 

mediated sequence-specific recognition (Joachimiak et a l ,  1994). This was supported 

by comparing the hydration patterns of the free and bound states of the protein and 

DNA, found to be strikingly similar (Schevitz et a l ,  1985; Zhang et a l ,  1987; Shakked 

et a l,  1994). A mutation from an earlier study (Bass et a l ,  1998) of the target DNA 

sequence resulted in lower binding affinity due to the disruption of one of the water 

sites and a subsequent mutation which managed to reinstate the water binding-site, also 

restored much of the binding affinity (Joachimiak et a l ,  1994). The study of hydration 

patterns revealed that the free protein molecule already had two of the three interfacial 

water molecules present on its surface and the free DNA had all three. The water 

molecules can be thought of as acting as non-covalent extensions with the protein and 

DNA recognising each other’s hydration pattern (Figure 1.4B) (Shakked et a l, 1994).

1.2.3 The role of water molecules in determining specificity

When a protein binds to a ligand non-covalent interactions are established and some of 

these interactions can be mediated via water molecules. Varying the number and 

positions of such water molecules can allow a protein to distinguish between similar 

compounds or broaden the level of binding-site specificity. For example, the L- 

arabinose binding protein (ABP) binds to two different sugars - D-galactose (Gal) and L- 

arabinose (Ara) - with relatively similar affinities, but discriminates against the sugar D- 

fucose (Fuc). Upon binding, each sugar is completely enclosed in a cavity formed 

between two globular domains of ABP, but they adopt similar conformations as shown 

from the X-ray crystallography studies (Quiocho et a l ,  1989). The three sugars differ in 

the substituent on C-5; L-arabinose has the functional group -O H  at this position, D- 

galactose -C H 2OH and D-fucose -C H 3. The ability of ABP to bind L-arabinose and D- 

galactose but not D-fucose has been attributed to water molecules observed in the X-ray 

structure. For instance, the replacement of D-galactose by L-arabinose results in an extra
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Figure 1.4: (A) Schematic showing llie stereochemical details of tlie network of H-bonds (shown as

dotted lines) between die protein, DNA and water molecules (blue circles) of tlie trp repressor DNA 

complex (adapted from Otwinowski et a i, 1988). (B) The similar hydration patterns of free and bound 

DNA alludes to conservation of HiO at tlie protein-DNA interface, (a) The protein-DNA interface in tlie 

trp-repressor DNA complex, (b) The unbound DNA target. Water molecules which mediate specific 

interactions between tlie protein and DNA are shown in blue all others are shown as grey spheres. (Figure 

adapted from Shakked et a i, 1994).
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water molecule incorporated into the binding site occupying the space previously used 

by the larger -C H 2OH. The subsequent local rearrangement results in the formation of 

an extra hydrogen bond in the ABP-Ara complex, which is reflected in a slight increase 

in the binding affinity (Æb(ABP-Ara) 2.4 x 10  ̂ M '\  ^b(ABP-Gal) 1.71 x 10  ̂ M'^) 

(Fukada et a l ,  1983). Despite trapping an otherwise highly mobile water molecule into 

the binding site, the entropie cost of this is similar to the penalty paid for the 

immobilisation of the -C H 2OH group of D-galactose. Formation of the ABP-Fuc 

complex however, would unfavourably position the apolar -C H 3 group in the water- 

containing region of the binding site - indeed, the energetic effects of this -C H 3 group 

are observed as a decrease in the binding affinity Æb(ABP-Fuc) 0.26 x 10  ̂M ' (Quiocho 

et a l ,  1989).

The oligopeptide binding protein (OppA) interacts with peptides of two to five amino 

acid residues regardless of amino acid sequence. X-ray crystallography studies show 

peptide burial, with the protein forming strong direct interactions with the peptide main 

chain along salt-bridges with the a-amino and a-carboxyl groups. The peptide residues’ 

side chains engage with cavities isolated from bulk solution in the protein and interact 

via water-mediated contacts. Such isolation of a ligand is generally associated with 

interactions where there is a high level of complementarity and specificity (Tame et a l ,  

1994). In a thermodynamic study the effect of change in the water content of one of the 

cavities was investigated by the insertion of a range of amino acid side chains. 

Comparing a series of tripeptides (LysXxxLys) changing only the central amino acid, 

showed that although the shape of the cavity remained invariant, the water molecule 

content in the cavity varied (Tame et a l ,  1996). The variance in water content was 

observed to be dependent on the central peptide residue inserted in the binding cavity at 

the time. Upon binding, water molecules are incorporated into the cavity, which has a 

measurable effect on the binding affinity. For example, swapping the bulky 

hydrophobic side chain of Trp with the smaller side chain of Ala, required three extra 

water molecules to fill the void. The equilibrium binding constant (Xb) of the protein for 

the peptide decreased from LysTrpLys = 9.0 (± 2.5) x 10  ̂M'^ to LysAlaLys = 17.8 (± 

3.0) X 10  ̂ M '\  so the incorporation of these water molecules actually increased the 

binding affinity. From the measured thermodynamic parameters it was observed that the 

largest contribution to the free energy was due to a favourable enthalpy (AA//° Trp_̂ Aia =
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-1.2 kJ mol ^  AAG° xrp̂ Aia = -1 7  kJ mol'^). A similar result was observed when the 

central residue was changed between two charged residues (from Lys to Glu), leading to 

the inclusion of an extra water molecule and tighter binding. The inclusion of this extra 

water molecule caused the binding affinity to increase by an order of magnitude. The 

resultant favourable enthalpy contribution to free energy was significant enough to 

compensate for any unfavourable entropie cost from restricting the movement of the 

water molecule into the cavity (AAH° Lys^ciu = -15.5 kJ mol \  TAAS° Lys ĉiu = -8.9 kJ 

mol'^) (Tame et a i ,  1996).

Comparison of the tripeptide-protein X-ray crystallographic structures revealed that the 

side chain in the cavity would be accommodated by water molecule uptake and release 

and that the retained water molecules are found in definite conserved water binding- 

sites (Figure 1.5 A). These water molecules change the specificity of the peptide-binding 

cavity by acting as an extension of the protein. It was suggested that the water 

molecules adopt energetically favourable positions of optimal H-bonding compensating 

for any entropie cost for restricting them in the binding-site (Tame et a i ,  1996). Figure 

1.5A, created from the superposition of four OppA/LysXxxLys complex structures 

(where Xxx = Ala, Glu, Lys & Trp), clearly show that the conserved water molecules 

form distinct clusters. Probing the binding cavity for water positions of the lowest 

potential energy using the program GRID (Goodford, 1985) supported the hypothesis 

that the water molecules adopt energetically favourable positions. Using the GRID 

analysis method based on electrostatic and Lennard-Jones potentials, regions where 

water is theoretically able to bind with optimal binding energy (i.e. forming optimal H- 

bond in both length and orientation) were identified and found to superimpose over the 

actual observed molecules extremely well as shown in Figure 1.5B (Ladbury, 1996).
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B

Figure 1.5: (A) Superposition of four structures showing the OppA binding-site for the central

tripeptide residue. The LysXxxLys peptides shown are Ala (yellow), Glu (green), Lys (blue) and Trp 

(red). Water molecules incorpŒated into the protein-ligand interface are colour-coded according to the 

structure they derive from (adapted from Tame et a i, 1996). (B) The conserved water-binding-sites are 

found in positions that would be predicted by considering electrostatic and Lennard-Jones potentials, (a) 

The structure of the trilysine peptide and van der Waals surfaces as observed in the complex with OppA. 

The water positiois are also shown in the green. For clarity OppA residues are not shown, (b) The same 

structure as depicted in (a) with contoured energy surfaces derived using the GRID program.. The contour 

surfaces marked as white grid-lines correspond to positions of favourable energy for the water, based on 

Lennard-Jones and electrostatic functions within the binding cavity with the trilysine peptide. The 

contours fit onto the positions of the water molecules observed crystallographically in the OppA-trilysine 

interface, (adapted from Ladbury, 1996).
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1.3 Model system

The above examples (Section 1.2) illustrate the ability of water molecules in binding- 

sites to change the specificity o f a site and in some cases, increase the affinity of a 

protein for a particular ligand. This suggests that water molecules may contribute to the 

stability of a complex and may be involved in the determination of correct recognition 

and function of some macro molecules. To investigate this hypothesis, the role of water 

molecules in a particular protein-peptide interaction was studied both experimentally 

and theoretically and is presented in this thesis. The system chosen for studying the role 

of water molecules in protein-protein interactions was the Src Homology 2 (SH2) 

domain of the protein Src and its association with an 11-mer phosphorylated tyrosyl 

(also referred to as phosphotyrosine and abbreviated as pTyr or pY hereafter) peptide. 

The peptide ligand includes the following sequence of eight amino acid residues found 

in the hamster middle tumour antigen (hmT), Glu-Pro-Gln-pTyr-Glu-Glu-Ile-Pro. This 

section serves to give a brief historical background on SH2 domains and why SrcSH2 

was chosen for the study.

The SrcSH2 domain is a good model system for various reasons: 1) The structure of 

SrcSH2 has been solved with and without phosphotyrosine-containing ligands and the 

hmT/SrcSH2 X-ray crystallography structure shows water molecules in the binding 

interface. 2) Until now these water molecules have largely been ignored with little 

attention paid to their possible role in dictating specificity. These water molecules 

observed in the binding interface allow assessment of the role of H2O in dictating 

specificity. 3) Currently, there is much research involved in drug discovery to inhibit 

tyrosine kinase signal-transduction pathways, the full understanding o f the mechanism 

of specificity employed by the SH2 domain interactions would help in the design of 

such drugs. SrcSH2 itself is a drug target and as such the exact mode of specificity for 

the binding interactions is much sought after knowledge. 4) SH2 protein domains can be 

readily expressed in isolation retaining their pTyr affinity. The cellular interactions can 

be modelled using isolated SH2 domains and pTyr-containing peptides.

1.3.1 The structure of SH2 protein domains

There are numerous solved SH2 domains structures. For example, the elucidation of 

SH2 domain structures from Src (Waksman et a l ,  1992; 1993; Xu et a l ,  1997; 

Williams et a l ,  1997), Lck (Eck et a l ,  1993; Mikol et a l ,  1995; Tong et a l ,  1996), Fyn
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(Mulhern et a l ,  1997), Abl (Overduin et a l ,  1992) and p85a (Booker et al ,  1992) using 

X-ray crystallography and NMR techniques has given a detailed insight into the SH2- 

pTyr complex. Many of the 3-dimensional SH2 domain structures exhibit homologous 

domain architecture. These consist of a central triple stranded anti-parallel p-sheet core 

flanked by two a-helices and extended by an additional p-strand and a small triple 

stranded p-sheet as shown in Figure 1.6A - the 3-dimensional structure of the apo 

SrcSH2 domain (Waksman et a l ,  1993). The N- and C- termini are close to each other, 

this feature is thought to facilitate the introduction of these domains to interacting 

proteins without disrupting the conformation of the rest of the protein. To facilitate the 

comparison of structures described in this thesis a nomenclature used by Harrison and 

co-workers (Eck et a l ,  1993) will be used for the SH2 domains. The p-sheets and a - 

helices are respectively lettered pA through to pG and a  A and aB , the loops are 

labelled by the secondary structures they connect. For example PD5 indicates the fifth 

residue in the fourth p strand. The following description applies in particular to the Src 

family SH2 domains (e.g. p85 has fewer P strands). The SH2 domain starts with a very 

short p (strand pA) followed by a  A  which forms part of the hydrophobic pTyr- 

interacting pocket. The spine of the domain is formed by a continuous p meander 

formed by strands pB to pF these strands form two p-sheets which are connected by the 

long p-strand labelled D in the first sheet and D ' in the second. Strand PF leads into 

helix aB  forming part of the second interacting ionic cavity, followed by a long loop, 

BG. The final P-strand pG is part of the p-sheet formed by pB - pD, see Figure 1.6A.

The two pockets observed in SH2 domain structure are important in ligand interaction 

and are thought to play a role in ligand recognition. The majority of Src family 

SH2/tyrosyl-phosphopeptide interacting structures show the ligand to lie in an extended 

conformation across the SH2 domain, perpendicular to the central p-sheet strands, with 

the pTyr interacting with the positively charged pocket making ionic and H-bonds with 

the protein via the phosphate group. The specificity o f the SH2-peptide interaction is 

influenced by the hydrophobic cavity, capable o f forming a number of hydrophobic 

interactions with the pTyr +3 residue of the peptide (the pTyr position is conventionally 

assigned as zero with other residues numbered in relation to it, in the C-terminal 

direction) (Waksman et a l ,  1993). Figure 1.6B, clearly shows the interaction between 

SrcSH2 and pYEEI peptide likened to that of a “two-pronged plug” with the pTyr and
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Figure 1.6: (A) The crystal structure of the apo SrcSH2 domain (Waksman et al., 1993) coloured

by structure type, a-helices are shown in magenta, the (3-sheets in gold and loops in grey. The 

nomenclature for the secondary structure type is the notation defined by Harrison and co-workers (Eck et 

al., 1993), shown in yellow. (B) The crystal structure of the SH2 domain of Src bound to the tyrosyl 

phosphopeptide derived from the hamster middle T antigen; sequence EPQpYEEIPIYL (Waksman et at., 

1993). The peptide (shown in green) is docked to the SH2 domain ligand-binding site via the ‘two- 

praigs’ i.e. phosphotyrosine and isoleucine peptide residues (labelled pTyr and +3). The phosphate group 

on the pTyr is coloured red and gold. The SH2 domain a-helices are labelled for clarity. (C) The X-ray 

crystal structure of chicken Src kinase is shown coloured according to structure type except for the SH2 

domain which is shown in blue (Xu et a i, 1997). The tail of the C-terminal lobe docked into the ligand- 

binding site of the SH2 (shown in green with the phosphate on the pTyr coloured in red and gold).
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pTyr +3 residues as the “prongs” and the SH2 domain as the “two-prong socket” 

(Waksman et a l ,  1993). Mutations to the pY +3 binding pocket result in changes to 

SH2 binding specificity and activity suggesting that specificity may be determined by 

residues of the SH2 domain which form this pocket (Marengere et a l ,  1994; Bradshaw 

& Waksman, 1998). Figure 1.6C shows the solved X-ray structure of c-Src kinase with 

an SH2 domain in the kinase protein. The SH2 domain has been coloured differently to 

the rest of the protein and the pTyr containing C-terminal tail of the C-terminal lobe 

domain is shown interacting with the SH2, thought to fulfil a regulatory function (Xu et 

a l ,  1997). The structure of SH2 domain in the kinase protein remains very similar to 

those of isolated Src family SH2 domains.

1.3.2 Importance of specificity in SH2 domains

SH2 domains were first identified from sequence similarities in the N-terminal non- 

catalytic regions of Src related protein tyrosine kinases (Sadowski et a l ,  1986; Pawson, 

1987; Mayer et a l ,  1988). Figure 1.7A shows a sequence alignment of some SH2 

domains (coloured according to structure). SH2 domains consist of approximately 100 

amino acids and have been identified as sub-units in a diverse array of intracellular 

proteins (illustrated by the examples shown in Figure 1.7B). Many proteins containing 

SH2 domains are found in a single cell (Cohen et a l ,  1995; Pawson, 1995). Mutational 

and biochemical studies performed on the v-Crk and Abl SH2 domains demonstrated 

interaction with pTyr-containing proteins (Matsuda et a l ,  1990; 1991; Mayer et a l ,  

1991). Since proteins containing SH2 domains are found in numerous intracellular 

tyrosine kinase signalling pathways in a given cell, the question of how the pathways 

maintain their mutual exclusivity becomes important. Knowing how these interactions 

maintain specificity would aid our understanding of the mechanism used in intracellular 

signalling. The SH2 domain is relatively stable when expressed in isolation and has 

been shown to retain the ability to associate with tyrosine phosphorylated proteins (for 

review see Pawson & Gish, 1992; Mayer & Baltimore, 1993). Interactions o f SH2 

domains with phosphorylated cognate ligands can be mimicked using tyrosyl 

phosphopeptides. Many studies have sought to understand the basis of specificity using 

peptides. Examination of SH2-binding sites led to the suggestion by Cantley and co

workers that the SH2 domain requires the pTyr to be embedded within a specific amino 

acid sequence, with this being of primary importance in determining the high affinity 

binding of the interaction (Cantley et a l ,  1991).
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Figure 1.7: (A) An SH2 domain sequence/structural alignment. The aligned SH2 domains are coloured 

according to secondary structure; red denotes regiwis of a-helix, blue denotes P-sheet structures. (B) 

Schematic showing the structures of selected SH2-containing proteins, (adapted from Pawson & Gish, 

1992). The proteins are divided into two groups: Enzymes with intrinsic catalytic activity and adapters 

without known catalytic domains thought to interact with tyrosine kinases. Abbreviations: SH2 - Src 

homology 2 domains. SH3 - Src homology 3 domains. PTPase -  phosphotyrosine phosphatase domain. 

GLY/PRO -  glycine/proline-rich region.
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1.3.2.1 Basis for specificity in SH2 domains and tyrosyl phosphopeptide binding

Songyang and co-workers (1993; 1994) performed a series of systematic in vitro studies 

involving selection from randomised eight amino acid pTyr-containing peptide libraries 

of the sequence GlyAspGly-pTyr-XxxXxxXxxSer (where Xxx is any naturally 

occurring amino acid except tryptophan or cysteine) to identify optimal binding 

sequences for particular SH2 domains. Different SH2 domains were observed to 

recognise specific motifs. The pTyr +1 to pTyr +3 positions of these peptides were 

randomised and 22 recombinant SH2 domains were used to screen the peptide library. 

This work disclosed that binding of all SH2 domains remained dependent upon pTyr 

recognition and also showed that each SH2 domain preferentially bound distinct 

sequences. The importance of the pTyr +1 and +3 peptide residues was established and 

these experiments allowed the classification of SH2 domains into two main groups. The 

first group showed a preference for the peptide motif pTyr-hydrophilic-hydrophilic- 

hydrophobic and included the cytoplasmic tyrosine kinases (Abl, Crk and Nek) and the 

Src family tyrosine kinases SH2 domains (Src, Fyn, Lck, Fgr, etc). The second group 

selected the pTyr-hydrophobic-X-hydrophobic motif and included the SH2 domains of 

proteins with various enzyme activities (p85 of PI3K, Syp, phospho lipase C (PLC-yl), 

SHPTP-2). Mutational studies of both the ligand (Larose et a l ,  1995) and SH2 domains 

showed that relatively little alteration was required to modify the binding preferences of 

the SH2 domains (Marengere et a l ,  1994; Songyang et al., 1995). For instance, in the 

study by Larose and co-workers a pTyr-containing peptide derived from the tail of the 

p-receptor for the platelet-derived growth factor (p-PDGFR) specific to the PLC-yl 

SH2 domain, substitution of the pTyr C-terminal peptide residues (pY +1 to +3) from 

pYIIP to pYMDM resulted in association to the p85 SH2 domain of PI3K as well as the 

PLC-yl SH2 domain with significant affinity. Additional substitution of the pY +4 

residue (pYMDMS) was found to discriminate against the PLC-yl SH2 domain but still 

associated with the p85 SH2 domain of PI3K, creating a p85-specific binding site.

1.3.2.2 Arguments against specificity in SH2 binding interactions

Studies using SH2 domains interacting with randomised peptide libraries (as outlined 

above) have given rise to the generally accepted notion that SH2 interactions maintain 

specificity by only interacting with pTyr contained within certain ‘specific’ amino acid 

sequences. As highlighted previously, SH2 domains are highly sequence homologous.
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Structurally conserved domains, involved in tyrosine kinase intracellular signal 

transduction. SH2 domains mediate different linear signalling pathways through highly 

specific interactions in a large number of proteins (in some cells there are in excess of 

one hundred SH2 domains). However, upon closer inspection of reported binding data 

using SH2 domain/pTyr peptide interactions suggest that the interactions are less 

specific than generally suggested. The determination of preferential ‘specifc’ amino 

acid sequences (N- and C-terminal to the pTyr) for different SH2 domains, does result 

in the selection of the highest affinity peptide sequences. However, it is important to 

note that the method entails consecutive rounds of binding and washing, resulting in 

successively higher concentrations of the highest affinity binding motifs. In such a 

process the selected interactions are those with the highest affinity but the level of 

difference in affinity between these and other often so-called ‘non-specific’ binding 

motifs is not necessarily very high.

Whilst various techniques have been used to obtain binding affinities for the various 

SH2 domains and their ‘specific’ pTyr-containing peptides, only surface plasmon 

resonance (SPR) and isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) derived measurements are 

presented in Table 1.1 (data for SrcSH2 domains is shown in Table 1.4). Reported 

equilibrium binding constants (Æy) range from 0.01 x 10  ̂ M'* to 300 x 10  ̂ for the 

various domains interacting with different pTyr peptides. However, taking one example, 

the LckSH2 domain has been shown to have a higher affinity to the hmT based pYEEI 

binding motif than its own auto-regulatory peptide (TEGQpYQPQP) derived from the 

C-terminal tail o f the Lck kinase (Payne et a l ,  1993). In the ITC data from binding 

experiments (Table 1.1), the LckSH2 domain and various (specific and non-specific) 

tyrosyl phosphopeptides shows that values range over less than one order of 

magnitude. Such a small range of difference between ‘specifc’ and ‘non-specific’ 

peptides does not suggest a high level of specificity. In a bid to determine the basis of 

specificity on something other than ligand sequence, Ladbury & Arold (2000) compared 

the surface topology and charge distribution on the interacting surfaces of various SH2 

protein domains. They found that binding-sites were generally almost indistinguishable 

with respect to the location of charged (negative and positive), apolar and polar 

residues. This suggests that recognition of an SH2 domain by a potential ligand via the 

distribution of charged, hydrophobic or hydrophilic residues is not the principal cause of 

specificity.
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Table 1.1: Table showing summary of thermodynamic parameters obtained using SPR and ITC, determined for the binding of SH2 

domains to phosphotyrosine peptides taken from selected published data. (N.B. not including SrcSH2, see Table 1.4).

SH2 Domain pTyr-peptide
T
C

K i
fiM

/fbXlO^
m '

AH°
kJmol'

TAS°
kJmol'

AG°
kJmol'

Meth Ref.

N-PLC-yl DND(pY)IIPLPDPK ns 1.08 0.93 - - - SPR Larose et al., 
1995

C-PLC-yl DND(pY)IIPLPDPK ns 0.38 2.63 - - - SPR Larose et al., 
1995

N + C-PLCyl DND(pY)IlPLPDPK ns 0.08 12.5 - - - SPR
Larose et al., 
1995

N + C-PLCyl DND(pY)IIPAPDPK ns 0.72 1.39 - SPR
Larose et al., 
1995

N + C-PLCyl DND(pY)IIPLADPK ns 0.14 7.14 - SPR
Larose et al., 
1995

GST-p85
N-term GDG(pY)MPMSPKS 25 0.003 306 - - -48.43 SPR Ladbury et al., 

1996

p85 N-term SVD(pY)VDMSL 25 0.47 2.30 -39.28 -3.05 -36.23 ITC Ladbury et al., 
1995

p85 N-term SVD(pY)VDMSL 25 0.24 4.23 - - -37.82 SPR Ladbury et al., 
1995

Fyn EPQ(pY)EEIPlYL 25 0.74 1.36 -36.6 -1.61 -35.0 ITC Ladbury et al., 
1996

Fyn ATEPQ(pY)QPGEN 25 24.39 0.04 -18.1 8.16 -26.3 ITC Ladbury et al., 
1996

Fyn EPQ(pY)EElPlYL 30 1.43 0.70 -42.2 -8.3 -33.9 ITC
Ladbury et al., 
1996

Fyn ATEPQ(pY)QPGEN 30 47.84 0.02 -20.2 4.9 -25.1 ITC Ladbury et al., 
1996

Lck TATEGE(pY)EPGP 10 2.94 0.34 -22.84 -7.1 -29.96 ITC Lemmon & 
Ladbury, 1994

Lck KTAENAE(pY)LRV
APQS 10 4.46 0.22 -5.52 23.5 -29.0 ITC

Lemmon & 
Ladbury, 1994

Lck KTAENPE(pY)LGLD
VPV 10 71.43 0.01 -7.87 1.5 -22.51 ITC

Lemmon & 
Ladbury, 1994

Lck TATEGE(pY)EPGP 10 6.62 0.15 -27.36 0.7 -28.10 ITC
Lemmon & 
Ladbury, 1994

Lck TATEGE(pY)EPGP 10 20.0 0.05 -28.58 -0.31 -25.48 ITC
Lemmon & 
Ladbury, 1994

LckR134K TATEGE(pY)EPGP 10 41.67 0.02 -17.66 -23.85 -6.2 ITC
Lemmon & 
Ladbury, 1994

Lck TATEGE(pY)EPGP 25 4.24 0.24 -35.06 ^ .35 -30.71 ITC
Ladbury et al., 
1995

GST-Lck TATEGE(pY)EPGP 25 2.92 0.39 -33.56 -1.31 -32.26 ITC Ladbury et al., 
1995

Lck EPQ(pY)EEIPIYL 25 1.85 0.54 -55.6 -22.9 -32.7 ITC
Renzoni et al., 
1997

Lck EPQ(pY)EEVPIYL 25 1.72 0.58 -50.6 -17.7 -32.9 ITC
Renzoni et al., 
1997

Lck EPQ(pY)EEDPIYL 25 5.00 0.20 -45.6 -15.4 -30.2 ITC
Renzoni et al., 
1997

GST-Lck EGQ(pY)EElP ns 0.023* 43.5 - - - SPR
Morel ock et 
al.,1995

GST-Lck EGQ(pY)GEIP ns 1.52’ 0.66 - - - SPR Morelock et 
al.,1995

GST-Lck EGQ(pY)EGIP ns 1.38* 0.73 - - - SPR Morelock et 
a/., 1995

GST-Lck EGQ(pY)EEGP ns 1.51* 0.87 - - - SPR Morelock et 
al.,1995

ns -temperature not stated in publication. A //° is stated when directly determined from ITC experiment. The parameter AG° is 
calculated from K̂ , using AG° = -RTln/fb when the temperature o f the experiment is known. TAS° is determined when applicable 
using TA5° = M i°  - AG°. *Ks -  equilibrium constant for a solubilised analogue o f the immobilised ligand (competitive binding).
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The limited level o f specificity could arise from another structural effect such as 

incorporation of water molecules in the binding interface or changes in the protonation 

state. Investigation of the possible role of water molecules in the interactions o f SrcSH2 

and pTyr-containing ligands is one of the targets of this work.

1.3.2.3 SH2 domains as therapeutic drug targets

The SH2 domain is widely distributed among cytoplasmic proteins and plays a role in 

tyrosine kinase signalling pathways effecting a wide range of cell responses such as 

regulation of enzyme activity, cell differentiation, growth, proliferation and apoptosis 

(Cantley et a l ,  1991; Pawson & Schlessinger, 1993; Kuriyan & Cowbum, 1997). 

Uncontrolled signalling through the protein tyrosine kinase pathways can lead to disease 

states. Indeed aberrant kinase pathways have been linked to the development of some 

cancers (Luttrell et a l ,  1994; see also the review by Daly et a l ,  1995 and references 

therein), deficiencies in the immune system, metabolic disorders (see Liu & Roth, 1998 

and references therein) and osteoporosis (Soriano et a l ,  1991). These systems have thus 

become an intense focus of study in addition to being potential targets in drug and 

inhibitor design. SH2 domains in general (for a review see Levitzki, 1996) and specific 

SH2 domains have been targeted; Syk and Lyn (Fu et a l ,  1998) Src (Gilmer et a l ,  

1994; Charifson et a l ,  1997; Sharipour et al ,  1997; Pacofsky et a l ,  1998; Profit et a l ,  

1999) and Lck (Llinas-Brunet, et a l ,  1999). For a general review on the 

pharmacological manipulation of the pTyr-peptide/SH2 interactions see Beattie (1996) 

and references therein.

1.3.3 The SH2 domain of Src

1.3.3.1 Structural characterisation of the SH2 domain of Src

The SrcSH2 domain is one of the most studied SH2 domains with a wealth of structural 

information available - to illustrate. Table 1.2 lists free and bound structures from the 

Brookhaven protein data bank (Bernstein et a l ,  1977). Structural studies of the SrcSH2 

domain bound with the hmT 11-residue phosphopeptide at 2.7Â using X-ray diffraction 

indicate that this peptide binds in an extended conformation (Waksman et a l ,  1993). 

The main interactions are formed between the SH2 and the four central peptide residues 

(pTyr)GluGluIle, with the pTyr and the isoleucine (in the pY 4-3 position), embedded in 

two pockets on the protein surface. The pTyr binding-site is an electropositive pocket 

that includes two Arg (aA2 and PB5) residues and one Lys pB6  residue. The ability to
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Table 1.2: Summary of structures containing a SrcSH2 domain available in the PDB archive*.

Structure Res Â PDB
Code Reference

v-SrcSH2 complex with PDGFR based peptide ..1^5....... Isha Waksman, G., e ta l,  1992

v-SrcSH2 complex with EGFR based peptide 2.0 Ishb „

apo v-SrcSH2 2.5 Ispr Waksman, G., e ta l,  1993

v-SrcSH2 complex with hmT based peptide 2.7 Isps »

c-SrcSH2 complex with Ac-pYEEIE peptide 2.0 Ishd Gilmer, T., et a l, 1994

Human SrcSH2 + pYEEEIE - Ihcs Xu, R.X., et a l, 1995

Human SrcSH2 + pYEEEIE - Ihct

c-SrcSH2 complex with ace-malonyl tyr-glu- 
(n,n-dipentyl amine)

2.2 la07 Charifson, P. S., e ta l,  1997

c-SrcSH2 complex with ace-difluoro phophostyr- 
glu-(n,n-dipentyl amine)

2.2 la08

c-SrcSH2 complex with ace-formyl phophostyr- 
glu-(n,n-dipentyl amine)

2.2 la09

c-SrcSH2 (with cl 88a mutation) complex with ace- 
formyl phophostyr-glu-(n,n-dipentyl amine)

2.2 la la ”

c-SrcSH2 complex with ace-phophostyr-glu- 
(n,n-dipentyl amine)

2.2 la lb

c-SrcSH2 complex with ace-phophostyr-glu- 
(n-me (-(CH2)3-cyclopentyl)

2.2 la ic

c-SrcSH2 complex with ace-phophostyr-glu- 
(3-butylpiperidine)

2.2 la le

Self-associated apo SrcSH2 2.1 Ibkl Holland, D. R., unpublished

SrcSH2 + D-Amino acid tripeptide 2.0 Ibkm

v-SrcSH2 complex with urea substituted compound 2.1 Iskj Plummer, M. S., e ta l,  1997a

c-Src tyrosine kinase 2.35 2ptk Williams, J. C., e ta l,  1997

Human tyrosine protein kinase c-Src 1.5 Ifmk Xu, W., et a l, 1997

Human tyrosine protein kinase c-Src + Amp-pnp 1.5 2src Xu, W., et a l, 1999

*Co-ordinate files deposited in the Brookhaven PDB archive, (Bernstein et al, 1977) at the time of writing.
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select for pTyr is thought to result from an invariant Arg PB5 buried at the bottom of 

the pocket that can only achieve optimal binding interacting with one of the negative 

charges on the phosphate from the long pY side chain. The Glu side chains at pY +1 

and pY +2 lie across the surface of the SH2 domain. The second lie-binding pocket has 

a neutral charge and is lined by hydrophobic residues, with at least four hydrophobic 

contacts with the peptide (Waksman et a l ,  1993). Accessible surface area calculations 

of both the SH2-peptide complex and free peptide demonstrated that the He side chain is 

almost completely buried (Bradshaw et a l ,  1998). This binding site is thought to be 

critical for determining peptide specificity - anchoring and correctly orientating the 

peptide on the surface of the SH2 domain. Although the pY +3 pocket is largely 

hydrophobic there are a few hydrophilic side chains at the bottom of the pocket. To date 

however, the precise factors that contribute to the high affinity of the SrcSH2-peptide 

interaction have not been determined. Furthermore, the crystal structures of the apo and 

peptide-bound forms indicate that water molecules mediate a large proportion of the 

contacts between the SH2 domain and the C-terminal region of the peptide. By focusing 

on the possible role of water molecules in these binding interactions, a clearer 

understanding of the mechanism used by SH2 domains to distinguish specificity may be 

obtained.

1.3.3.2 Water molecules in SrcSH2 crystal structures

Part of the work in this thesis is focussed upon the role of water molecules in mediating 

the interactions of the SrcSH2 domain. Three crystal structures were selected to help 

illustrate this mediation of binding and ultimately for correlation with experimental 

data: 1) the apo SrcSH2 domain (PDB code, Ispr) 2) the specific peptide (hmT-based) 

SrcSH2 complex (PDB code, Isps) and 3) the complex between the SrcSH2 domain and 

a ‘non-specific’ peptide (C-tail; based on residues 525-532 of the C-terminus of the Src 

protein, which is thought to be involved in an intramolecular auto regulation interaction) 

(PDB code, Ifmk). Table 1.3 presents the likely H-bonds for each water molecule 

observed in each structure; the interacting moiety (H-bond column) and bond lengths; 

and whether the water is accepting (A) a H-bond or donating (D) a H-bond from the 

interacting moiety. The water molecules are labelled according to the structure they are 

from; the apo SrcSH2 water molecules are labelled A l to AS, the structural waters from 

the specific pYEEI/SrcSH2 complex and the C-tail-SrcSH2 complex are labelled S 1 to 

S4 and T1 to T6 , respectively (nomenclature taken from Chung et a l ,  1998).
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The crystal structure of the apo SH2 domain shows that the phosphotyrosyl peptide 

binding-site contains up to eight water molecules (Figure 1.8A). Most of these are 

thought to make only weak H-bond interactions (i.e. greater than 2.8 Â in length) and 

are expected to be undergoing rapid solvent-exchange. Three water molecules H2 0 _A 1, 

H2 0 _A2  and H2 0 _A3 are observed to make three or more H-bonds of appropriate 

distance (all <3.1 Â) within the binding-site. A fourth, H2 0 _A4 , appears to make four 

H-bonds, but these are all > 3.5 Â in length and hence H2 0 _A4  has a lower probability 

of interacting tightly with the protein.

A close-up of the ligand binding-site with the hmT-pYEEI bound SrcSH2 crystal 

structure shows five water molecules in close proximity to both peptide and SH2 

(Figure 1.8B). It appears that three water molecules mediate the interaction between the 

protein and the Glu +1 and +2 peptide residues. These three water molecules in close 

proximity with each other and the central Glu residues are thought to be particularly 

important, forming a H-bonded network bridging the peptide and the protein. The 

interaction between the peptide and the EEI binding-site is clearly detailed in the 

schematic representation (Figure 1.9a) taken and adapted from Chung et a l ,  (1998). The 

main chain carboxyl group (C=0) of the Glu +1 interacts with the main chain amide 

(NH) of Lys |3B6 of the SH2 domain via a water molecule (H2 0 _S2 , see Table 1.3). 

The main chain amide of the Glu +1 group forms an H-bond with the His pD4 residue 

of the SH2 domain and its Cp carbon packs against Tyr residue pD5. A long-range (> 4 

Â) salt bridge is formed between the carboxylic acid group (COOH) of the Glu +1 

peptide residue and the Lys pD3 residue (NH3) of the protein. The carboxyl group of the 

Glu 4-2 interacts with the guanido (NH2) group of Arg pDT of the SH2 domain, the 

main chain carboxyl group of Lys pB6  of the SH2 domain and the main chain carboxyl 

group of Lys pB4 of the SH2 domain each via a different water molecule (H2 0 _S4 , 

H2 0 _ S 1 and H2 0 _S3 , respectively, see Figure 1.9a). The pY 4-3 He residue of the 

peptide interacts with several hydrophobic residues although there are no observed 

water-mediated interactions between this residue and the protein.

The program GRID (Goodford, 1985) was employed to assess the energetic contribution 

to the binding of the crystallographically observed water molecules, this analysis was 

performed by Dr. Debora Renzoni (Table 1.3). Data was obtained by taking each water
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Figure 1.8:

(A) Structural schematic of the peptide 

binding-site of the apo SrcSH2 domain. 

Using co-ordinates from the X-ray crystal 

structure (Waksman et al., 1993) the 

amino acid residues and water molecules 

observed are shown. Distances between 

the protein amino acids and the water 

molecules (in Â) are shown adjacent to 

the dotted lines which indicate the likely 

positioning of hydrogen bonds. Protein 

residues have been labelled (in blue) 

according to the notation first used by 

Eck et al., (1993). The water molecules 

have also been labelled and are 

represented as boxes.

(B) Close-up of the SrcSH2-pTyr binding 

interaction focusing on the pYEEI 

binding-site with observed H2O (yellow 

spheres). The pY peptide is shown in 

stick formation and coloured red and the 

peptide residues are labelled in yellow, 

the SH2 domain is shown in grey with 

some of the structure types labelled in 

blue for clarity. There are five interfacial 

water molecules pictured here, selected 

as being within 3.0 Â from both the 

protein and the peptide (there is another 

water fulfilling this criterion C-terminal 

to the He on the periphery of the binding 

site). The three central water molecules 

are thought to be particularly important in 

mediating contact between the Glu 

peptide residues and the protein. Using 

the co-ordinates from the X-ray 

crystallography file (deposited in the 

PDB databank) this figure was created 

with Rasmol (Sayle & Milner-White, 

1995).
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Table 1.3: Hydrogen bonding and calculated energies of the SH2 water molecules.

Water H-Bond
Bond 

length Â

Donor/

Acceptor

Energy 

kJ mol '
Water H-Bond

Bond 

length Â

Donor/

Acceptor

Energy 

kJ mol '

Apo SrcSH2 domain SrcSH2-pYEEI(hmT) complex

Al Or| Tyr aB9 2 J 4 D -19.2 SI O Lys pD6 2.72 D -19 9

Al HN Thr EFl 2.05 A -16.5 SI H2O S2 3.02 A -14.8

Al 0  Thr ppl 2.88 D -15.7 SI 0  He PE4 3.26 D -14.4

Al HN He EF2 1.93 A -6.9 SI H2O S3 3.95 A -2.9

Al Total -76.0 SI Total -58.5

A2 0  Asp BG2 2.97 D -20.6 S2 H2O S I 3.02 D -15.7

A2 HOr| T yraB 9 1.94 A -16.2 S2 HN Lys pD6 2.32 A -12.5

A2 Oy Thr EFl 3.02 D -7.0 S2 H2O S 4 3.54 A -8.9

A2 HQyThrPFl 2.63 A -3.3 S2 OGlu-t-l pep 2.59 D -3.3

A2 Total -57.0 S2 Total -54.5

A3 O He PE4 3.12 D -16.1 S3 HN He pep 2.10 A -15.9

A3 O Lys P06 2.92 D -9.9 S3 0  He pE4 2.81 D -7.1

A3 HNti2 Arg pOT 2.28 A -6.0 S3 H2O S I 3.95 D -2.9

A3 Total -44.2 S3 Total -39.7

A4 Total -28.3 S4 Oe2 Glu 4-2 pep 2.80 D -14.1

A5 Total -25.8 S4 H2O S2 3.54 D -8.9

A6 Total -21.3 S4 HNti2 Arg PD'l 2.74 A -6.4

A7 Total -21.3 S4 Total -36.5

A8 Total -12.3

Water H-Bond
Bond 

length Â

Donor/

Acceptor

Energy 

kJ mol '

SrcSH2-C-tail complex

T1 H2O T4 2.88 D -18.5

T1 H2O T2 2.90 D -18.0

T1 HNti Arg EF3 2.08 A -7.1

T1 HN Asn pep 2.71 A -6.5

T1 Total -61.1

T2 H2O T I 2.90 A -18.0

T2 Oy Thr EFl 2.98 D -17.0

T2 0  Gly pep 2.93 D -2.1

T2 Total 4 4 .5

T3 0  Gly BG3 2.99 D -15.9

T3 HOti Tyr PD5 3.73 A -11.8

T3 Total -39.8

T4 Total -15.8

T5 Total -14.5

T6 Total -13.7

Table legend:

For each water molecule listed, the length of the H-bond 

formed (in Â) and the moiety the water molecule 

interacts with is shown. The water molecule accepts (A) 

a H-bond from or donates (D) a H-bond to the moiety 

shown in the second column. If the interacting residue is 

from the peptide then the abbreviation ‘pep’ is used. The 

total energies for each individual water are presented 

which include contributions from residues in the vicinity 

and both electrostatic and Lennard-Jones potential 

energy, determined used GRID analysis (Goodford, 

1985). (These data are taken from Chung et a l ,  1998. 

The GRID analysis was performed by Dr. Debora 

Renzoni).
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molecule and assessing the potential energy (Lennard-Jones and electrostatic) based on 

surrounding chemical groups - including other water molecules. Where two water 

molecules interact with one another the program allows free rotation of both to adopt 

the most energetically favourable orientation. From the data in Table 1.3 it is possible to 

see at least one water molecule is likely to be conserved between apo and pYEEI 

peptide bound forms of the SH2 domain. Analysis of the energetic data from GRID 

shows for example that water H20_A3, observed on the apo structure as donating H- 

bond interactions with O Lys pD6 and O He pE4 of the protein is likely to become 

water H20_S1, which retains these two interactions upon binding with the pYEEI 

peptide. Although the energetic data cannot be compared between the different 

structures, comparison of H2 0 _S 1 with the other interfacial water molecules from the 

same peptide-bound structure predicts this to be the strongest interacting water molecule 

in the complex. The C-tail peptide derived from the tail o f the C-terminal domain is 

shown binding to the SrcSH2 domain in Figure 1.9b. Clear differences are seen in the 

observed peptide-protein and water mediated H-bond contacts as compared to the 

pYEEI/SrcSH2 binding interaction. The X-ray data shows that there may be as many as 

six mediating water molecules in the C-tail/SrcSH2 binding-site, a greater number than 

for the pYEEI peptide interaction.

1.3.3.3 Specificity of the EEI residues in determining the binding interaction

The screening of SH2 domains against libraries of random tyrosyl phosphopeptides 

established the three residues immediately C-terminal to the pTyr as important in 

conferring specificity (Songyang et a l ,  1993). Combined with structural data, the 

SrcSH2 domain has been said to have the highest affinity for the pYEEI hmT based 

peptide (Waksman et a l ,  1993). Further biochemical studies using pYEEI 

phosphopeptides binding to both Src and other Src family SH2 domains have shown 

that this interaction may not be as specific as has been proposed (Gilmer et a l ,  1994; 

Cousins-Wasti et a l ,  1995; Mikol et a l ,  1995; Morelock et a l ,  1995; Tong et a l ,  

1996). To illustrate, an ELISA-based assay revealed each of the pY +1 through to pY 

+3 (Glu, Glu and He) peptide residues as being important for high-affinity recognition 

of the peptide. Furthermore, replacement of any one o f the three pY C-terminal residues 

of the pYEEI binding motif with Gly caused a greater than 10-fold reduction in affinity 

for the Lck-SH2 domain; indeed substitution of the pY +1 residue resulted in the largest
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Figure 1.9: Structural schematic of the peptide binding-site of the SrcSH2 domain bound with

pTyr-containing peptides derived from (a) the hamster middle tumour antigen (hmT) containing the 

sequence pYEEI and (b) the C-terminal tail of Src kinase containing the sequence pYQPGEN. Using co

ordinates from the respective X-ray crystal structures the amino acid residues and water molecules 

observed are shown. Only peptide residues C-terminal of the pTyr are shown, with peptide backbones are 

shaded grey. The distances between the protein amino acids and the water molecules (in Â) are shown 

adjacent to the dotted lines which indicate the likely positioning of hydrogen bonds. Protein residues have 

been labelled (in blue) according to the notatioi first used by Eck et al., (1993). The water molecules 

have also been labelled and are represented as boxes.
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loss of interaction affinity (Morelock et a l ,  1995; Cousins-Wasti et a i ,  1995.) Clearly a 

full understanding of the phosphopeptide-SH2 domain interaction and the apparent 

mode of specificity remains to be identified.

1.3.3.4 Thermodynamic characterisation of SrcSH2-ligand binding-interactions

Binding experiments studied using SPR and the interaction of the 11-residue pYEEI 

hmT based peptides and GST-fused SrcSH2 domains, showed varying affinities; 

EPQ(pY)EEIPIYL ca. = 3-6 nM (Payne et a l ,  1993) and EPQ(pY)EEIPIYLK Ka = 

80 nM (Marengere et al ,  1994). Another study employing competition assays obtained 

relative affinities for the peptide EPQ(pY)EEI (IC50 = 0.2 jiM) and PEDG(pY)EEVL 

(IC50 = 0.11 |iM) interacting with SrcSH2 (Mikol et a l ,  1995). Furthermore, TTC 

measurements (N.B. the only method which directly measures binding affinities) of 

SrcSH2-tyrosyl phosphopeptide interactions (Table 1.4) show significantly weaker Ka 

values, (i.e. in the jiM range Ladbury et a l ,  1995; Bradshaw et a l ,  1998; Bradshaw & 

Waksman, 1998; 1999). Recently an investigation into the possible ‘co-operative’ 

interactions between peptide residues in the protein-peptide interface looked at whether 

such interactions influence the mode of binding or specificity (Bradshaw & Waksman, 

1999). To study the degree of selectivity of each residue in the pY C-terminal EEI 

binding motif, serial substitutions were made systematically at positions pY +1 through 

to pY +3 and the binding interactions were probed using calorimetry. Co-operativity 

was evaluated using ‘double mutant cycles’, where the binding of two peptide variants 

each with a single point mutation at different positions is measured, followed by the 

running the same experiment with a peptide containing both the mutations to close the 

cycle. The level o f co-operativity is obtained by comparing the magnitude of non

additive energetic coupling between mutants. Results indicated that conservative 

substitution to the EEI motif (at each position) would retain a significant level of 

affinity in the binding interaction (e.g. He to Leu or Val and Glu to Gin or Asp). 

Furthermore, if substitutions were made from the wild-type residue to an Ala residue 

then a more marked reduction in AG°obs was observed, particularly for pY +2 and +3 

positions. The substitution of He to Ala would lose much of the hydrophobic contact in 

the pY +3 pocket thus resulting in the inevitable loss of binding affinity.
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Table 1.4: Table showing thermodynamic parameters determined for the binding of Src-SH2

domains to phosphotyrosine peptides at 25 °C using ITC experiments, taken from selected publications.

SH2 pY-peptide /fbXlO^
M"'

AH°
kJmol*

TAS°
kJmol*

AG°
kJm ol'

Reference

Src LGGQpYEEIPIP 2.20 -35.52 0.67 -36.19 Ladbury et a l ,  1995

Src LGGQpYEEIPIP 1.60 -35.06 0.33 -35.40 Ladbury et a /., 1995

GST-Src LGGQpYEEIPIP 1.10 -33.85 0.63 -34.48 Ladbury et al. , 1995

GST-Src LGGQpYEEIPIP 1.60 -32.68 2.72 -35.40 Ladbury et a l , 1995

Src PQ(pY)EEIPI 5 -27.20 10.88 -38.07 Bradshaw et a/., 1998

Src TQ(pY)VPMLE 0.17 -14.23 15.48 -29.71 Bradshaw et a i , 1998

Src PQ(pY)QPGEN 0.03 -19.25 6.69 -25.94 Bradshaw et a/., 1998

Src PQ(pY)EELPI 4 -32.22 5.45 -37.67 Bradshaw et a i ,  1998

Src PQ(pY)EEVPI 3 -31.80 5.02 -36.82 Bradshaw et a l ,  1998

Src PQ(pY)EEAPI 0.9 -28.03 5.86 -33.89 Bradshaw et a l ,  1998

Src PQ(pY)QEIPI 2.1 -31.80 4.18 -35.98 Bradshaw & Waksman, 1999

Src PQ(pY)DEIPI 5.3 -37.24 1.26 -38.49 Bradshaw & Waksman, 1999

Src PQ(pY)AEIPI 2.9 -32.22 4.18 -36.40 Bradshaw & Waksman, 1999

Src PQ(pY)GEIPI 0.16 -20.08 9.62 -29.71 Bradshaw & Waksman, 1999

Src PQ(pY)EQIPI 1.9 -31.80 4.18 -35.98 Bradshaw & Waksman, 1999

Src PQ(pY)EDIPI 2.4 -25.94 10.46 -36.40 Bradshaw & Waksman, 1999

Src PQ(pY)EAEPI 0.96 -26.36 7.95 -34.31 Bradshaw & Waksman, 1999

Src PQ(pY)EGIPI 0.51 -25.10 7.53 -32.63 Bradshaw & Waksman, 1999

Src PQ(pY)EELPI 2.3 -23.43 12.97 -36.40 Bradshaw & Waksman, 1999

Src PQ(pY)EEVPI 2.2 -22.59 13.81 -36.40 Bradshaw & Waksman, 1999

Src PQ(pY)EEAPI 0.57 -21.34 11.30 -32.63 Bradshaw & Waksman, 1999

Src PQ(pY)EEGPI 0.26 -15.06 15.90 -30.96 Bradshaw & Waksman, 1999

Experiments by Ladbury et a l ,  (1995) were conducted in buffer 50 mM MOPS, pH 6.8, 100 mM NaCl and 1 mM 
DTT. Experiments by Bradshaw et a i ,  (1998) were conducted in buffer 20 mM MES, pH 6.0, 50 mM NaCl, 1 mM 

BME, 1 mM EDTA. Experiments by Bradshaw & Waksman, (1999) were conducted in buffer 20 mM HEPES, pH 

7.5 and 100 mM NaCl.
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1.3.4 The SH2 domain of Fyn

Fyn is a member of the Src family of kinases playing a physiological role in the 

initiation of signals from the T-cell receptor complex (for review, see Bolen et a l ,

1991). The FynSH2 domain is structurally homologous to the SrcSH2 domain as 

revealed by the NMR solved complex structure of FynSH2 bound to a pTyr peptide of 

sequence EPQpYEEIPIYL (Mulhem et a l ,  1997). NMR studies have shown chemical 

shift changes in the hydrophobic pocket of the FynSH2 domain going from the hmT 

peptide to a peptide corresponding to the C-terminal of Fyn implying a strong 

interaction between the hmT peptide and the hydrophobic pocket (Pintar et a l ,  1996). 

The FynSH2 was adopted as a further model system in this work based on the fact that 

Fyn is not as well characterised structurally (compared to SrcSH2), yet the domain has a 

high sequence identity to the SrcSH2 domain (Mulhern et a l ,  1997). There are no 

structures available to show whether there are interfacial water molecules mediating 

interaction between FynSH2 and pTyr-containing peptides. However, the high level of 

structural homology allows the test of the hypothesis, for the role of water in the binding 

interaction in SH2 domains. That is, the water molecules perform a similar mediating 

binding role as seen for Src (and possibly other SH2 domains).
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1.4 Interfacial water molecules, thermodynamic data and structure correlation

With an ever-expanding body of high-resolution structural data on biomolecular 

complexes, we have enormous amounts of information available on the complementary 

nature of interacting surfaces and the orientation of interacting groups. These static 

snap-shots provide an insight into how the macromolecules interact, but provide little 

information as to why they might interact. To rationalise structural detail in terms of 

energetics it is necessary to correlate structure with experimentally determined 

thermodynamic data. Only a complete understanding of this link will allow full 

characterisation and understanding of biomolecular interactions. Once established this 

knowledge could save the time and financial expenditure required in the current 

methods of design, production and testing of potential therapeutic compounds. Thus, 

prediction of binding energies directly from three-dimensional structure is currently a 

major goal in biophysics and the driving force for structure-based drug design. The 

immediate challenge remains to develop methods which are both transferable (complex 

to complex) but which are also computationally affordable. Currently, most methods 

developed for this purpose employ empirical schemes of some kind to calculate binding 

energies. There are a number of atomic level structure-based scoring methodologies 

suitable for calculating protein-protein and protein-ligand interaction energies from 

structure (see for example, Horton & Lewis, 1992; Jackson & Sternberg, 1995; 

Wallqvist et a l ,  1995; Weng et a l ,  1996). In addition there are those methods that 

relate change in heat capacity (ACp) to the change in solvent exposed surface area on 

binding (see for example Murphy & Friere, 1992; Spolar & Record, 1994).

The recent increase in the extent and reliability of experimentally determined binding 

energies has further stimulated advances in this field. In particular, binding studies 

carried out using isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) provide direct accurate 

measurement of observed (denoted by ‘obs’) binding constants (Æy obs) and enthalpies of 

binding (A//°obs)- These measured parameters can be used to obtain not only 

information on the free energy change for the association (AG° obs) but also the 

fundamental components AS° obs and ACp obs all o f which should be included in binding 

energy calculations. These components are also useful in understanding the molecular 

basis of binding affinity i.e. the enthalpy/entropy contribution to binding. For example, 

formation of a complex between a drug and a protein (or DNA) may result in the
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creation of hydrogen bonds. This would result in a favourable enthalpic contribution to 

the free energy, but also incur an entropie cost from the imposed order accompanying 

bond formation. Whilst determining the binding affinity of an interaction is important, 

alone it will not yield molecular insights into the interaction. For instance, two separate 

drug ligands could have similar binding affinities, but differ greatly in terms of enthalpy 

and entropy contributions to the free energy depending, for example, on factors such as 

hydration. Dissecting the free energy of binding into its component parts and describing 

an interaction in these terms would enable the identification of crucial factors (residues, 

conditions) that contribute to the interaction and hence candidates for 

mutation/alteration. Therefore the development of structure based methods for 

predicting binding energies which also allow calculation of these additional 

thermodynamic components are potentially o f great use in the design of novel 

compounds. The most productive link between thermodynamic parameters and 

structural data has been based upon the value of ACp and changes in solvent exposed 

protein surface area (A AS A) going from one equilibrium state to another. However the 

relationship appears to break down when water molecules are involved in the binding 

interaction (Ladbury, 1996).

1.4.1 Correlating ACp and the change in solvent exposed ASA.

From protein folding studies, where the folding of a protein into a three-dimensional 

structure requires the removal of previously exposed amino acid side chains from the 

surrounding water a large negative ACp is observed (Privalov & Makhatadze, 1993). 

The ACp is directly related to the surface area of a hydrated molecule allowing ACp to be 

estimated when structural data is available (Gill et a l ,  1985). There are several factors 

that contribute to ACp for processes involving proteins (unfolding/folding/binding). The 

hydrophobic effect is generally thought to be the most important (Sturtevant, 1977). It 

results from the formation of ‘cages’ of structured water molecules of abnormally high 

heat capacity and low entropy around apolar groups. The folding/binding together of 

such hydrophobic surfaces in proteins releases the ordered water molecules back into 

the bulk phase and results in a favourable A5° such that the transition is entropically 

driven. The removal of apolar surface area from surrounding solvent going from one 

state to another (hydrophobic effect) decreases the heat capacity. Any breaking of H- 

bonds (where surface water is concerned) going from one state to another with 

increasing temperature will contribute to the heat capacity. The creation of electrostatic
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charges in aqueous solution upon a change in state decreases the heat capacity. A shift 

with temperature of an equilibrium between two states (such as free and bound) 

contributes to the heat capacity (Sturtevant, 1977). The initial correlation between ACp 

and the change in solvent-exposed surface area burial on going from one equilibrium 

state to another arose from data obtained from the changes in the heats of transfer of 

liquid hydrocarbons and amides and from protein folding/unfolding studies (Ha et al. , 

1989; Spolar et a l ,  1989; Livingstone et a l ,  1991). Dissecting out the contributions 

from the removal of apolar and polar surface area to the energetics of protein folding led 

to the formation of predictive relationships between ACp and surface area burial.

Figure 1.10 shows a plot of ACp against the change in apolar surface area (AASAapoi) on 

a logarithmic scale using the data from Spolar and co-workers from protein 

folding/unfolding studies and heats of transfer (Livingstone et a l ,  1991; Spolar et a l ,

1992). Using a least-squares analysis a best-fit line allowed the determination of the 

relative contribution from changes in apolar and polar surface area (data not shown) 

which lead to the formulation of equation [1.2] yielding ACp in units of J mol * K * 

(Spolar et a l ,  1992). The AASAapoi has the greater effect on ACp whereas the change in 

polar surface area (AASApoi) to solvent exposure has a smaller effect and actually works 

to reduce the ACp (Spolar et a l ,  1992; Murphy & Freire, 1992).

ACp = (1 .34  ±  0.17)AASAapoi -  (0 .59  ±  0.17)AASApoi [1.2]

Several authors have used surface area based empirical methods to calculate

thermodynamic parameters of binding -  not simply ACp (Murphy et a l ,  1990; Murphy 

& Friere, 1992; Spolar & Record, 1994). These schemes also allow calculation of the 

individual thermodynamic elements A//°, A5° giving AG° (equation [1.1]) and the 

equilibrium binding constant (Æy) - related to AG° by AG° = -RTln(Æy) where R is the 

molar gas constant and T is the temperature in Kelvin. The ability to predict the values 

of the ATb for a given process based on structural information, has huge potential 

(particularly in the pharmaceutical industry and the design of drugs). The differences

between the variously reported methods are mainly due to variation in the constants

applied to polar and apolar surface. These empirical solvent-ASA-based calculations 

have been successfully applied in the prediction of binding energetics - protein-peptide
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Figure 1.10: L og-log plot o f the change in heat capacity  (ACp) versus the change in apolar solvent

accessible surface area (AASAapoi) going form  one state to another. D ata sets show n are for the processes 

o f  hydrocarbon and am ide heats of transfer and protein fo lding (grey triangles). L iv ingstone et a i ,  (1991), 

used the data from these processes to dem onstrate  the d irect proportionality  betw een ACp and AASAapoi 

y ield ing  a contribution  to ACp o f (-1 .34 ± 0 . 17)AASAapoi, A sim ilar analysis perform ed on the influence to 

ACp from  AASApoi going from one state to the other show ed ACp to be proportional (0 .59 ±  0 .1 7)AASApoi 

resu lting  in the re la tionsh ip  as shown in equation [1.2] (Spolar ef a /., 1992).
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(Gomez & Friere, 1995) and protein-protein (Baker & Murphy, 1997; 1998) 

interactions, protein folding energetics (Murphy & Gill, 1991; Murphy & Friere, 1992) 

and have aided structure-based drug design (Luque et a i ,  1998). A comprehensive 

overview of the practical implementation of the method has been presented by Baker & 

Murphy (1998). Their method is similar to that of Spolar & Record (1994) in that a 

complete thermodynamic description of the binding event can be calculated directly 

from solvent-accessible surface area. Equations (detailed in Chapter 3) are derived that 

allow calculation of the thermodynamic state functions (ACp, A S , AH  and AG ) from 

changes in accessible surface area derived directly from the structure. These values can 

then be compared with experimentally determined parameters. The prediction of 

binding energetics from structure using empirical models is still an area of some 

disagreement with conflicting interpretations of experimental data (Varadanrajan et a l ,  

1992; Connelly et a l ,  1993; Ladbury et a l ,  1994). Certainly, several different empirical 

models have been proposed to explain the same binding phenomena. In cases where 

there may not be good agreement with predicted and experimentally observed 

parameters a change in conformation could be a possibility. Other factors might include 

the extent of hydration and incorporation of water molecules, as well as ionisation 

effects.

1.4.2 Interfacial water molecules and their effect on ACp

Many biomolecular interactions incorporate water molecules into the interface upon 

binding. The possible effect that such interfacial water has on thermodynamic 

parameters such as ACp has not been explored and incorporated into the previously 

mentioned empirically based methods solvent-AS A schemes for calculating/predicting 

thermodynamic parameters. The previously cited trp repressor protein (Figure 1.11) 

when associated with a twenty base-pair oligonucleotide corresponding to its operator 

site illustrates how inter facial water molecules can affect predictions. The system is well 

characterised structurally (both free and bound) (Schevitz et a l ,  1985; Lawson & Sigler, 

1988; Otwinowski et a l ,  1988; Zhao et a l ,  1993; Shakked et a l ,  1994) and 

thermodynamically (Ladbury et a l ,  1994). The measured (ACp obs) obtained using ITC 

was more than twice the predicted value (ACp c a ic ) using the empirical relationship given 

in equation [1.2] (ACp obs = -4.0 kJ mol'^ K *; ACp caic = -1.8 kJ mol'^ K'^). It has been 

proposed that water molecules mediating the binding interaction contribute to the ACp
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(Ladbury et a l ,  1994) based on contributions from restriction of soft vibrational modes 

(Sturtevant, 1977).

In a recent review, Morton and Ladbury (1996) used the MetJ repressor with a twenty 

base-pair oligonucleotide containing the eight base-pair metbox operator as an 

additional example to investigate the correlation between ACp and surface area burial. 

Again ITC thermodynamic data is available for this system (Hyre & Spicer, 1995), 

structural data of the free protein (Rafferty et a l ,  1989) and protein-DNA complex 

(Somers & Phillips, 1992) have been determined. Water molecules were observed in the 

interface between the protein and DNA. As with trp the MetJ protein-DNA interaction 

has a significantly larger negative experimentally determined ACp obs than the ACp caic 

value predicted (ACp obs = -1.2 kJ mol^ K ACp caic = -0.4 kJ mol ' K '). The structural 

data for each of the protein-DNA systems (in the free and bound states) establishes that 

no significant conformational changes occur upon binding that could potentially result 

in greater surface burial and hence account for the observed discrepancy between 

experimental and calculated ACp values. Figure 1.12 illustrates how equation [1.2] 

underestimates the ACp obs in each example. Again, the role of water molecules in 

contributing to ACp obs appears to be important for the MetJ protein-DNA interaction.

1.4.2.1 The ACp caic value of an interfacial water molecule

In X-ray crystallographic structures water molecules observed in the interfaces of 

protein-ligand complexes are generally said to be more ‘ordered’ than rapidly 

exchanging bulk solvent water. This is slightly misleading but interfacial water 

molecules are presumed to have residence times in excess of 10'^ s (Otting & Wuthrich, 

1989). Upon incorporation into a protein-ligand binding interaction there is a reduction 

in the translational and soft vibrational modes of bound water molecules, as compared 

to bulk solvent water, which results in a negative contribution to ACp (Sturtevant, 1977).

Based on the upper limits derived from data from hydrated inorganic crystalline salts 

(Dunitz, 1994) the ACp for incorporation of a water molecule into a crystal lattice can be 

valued at approximately -4 0  J K ' (mole of water) ' . In the previously highlighted cases 

of the trp and MetJ protein-DNA complexes Morton & Ladbury (1996) assumed that 

the difference between the maximum predicted ACp caic (derived from AASAapoi) and the
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Figure 1.11: The structure of the trp repressor-operator complex. The protein is shown as a-carbon

backbone with «le monomer in yellow and the other in green. The DNA operates is shown in a stick 

formatiez, (oxygen in red, sulphur and phosphorus in yellow, nitrogen in blue and carbon atoms in 

white). Interfacial water molecules observed in the X-ray crystal structure (within 3Â of both protein and 

DNA) are shown as blue spheres (Picture courtesy of J. E. Ladbury, Morton & Ladbury, 1996)
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Figure 1.12: The same log-log plot of ACp versus AASAapoi for the processes of hydrocarbon and

amide heats of transfer and protein folding as previously seen (Figure 1.10) with the addition of the 

experimentally determined ACp values for the trp and MetJ protein-DNA binding interactions.
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experimentally measured ACp was attributed to interfacial water molecules. They 

determined that the average ACp per restricted interfacial water molecule was found to 

be of the same order or magnitude as the above crystal lattice water molecule {trp 

complex ~ -25  J (mole of water)'^ MetJ complex ~ -50  J K'  ̂ (mole of water)'^). 

Another indicator of the restriction of soft vibrational modes in the intermolecular 

interface of the crystallographic structure is the observed change (going from one state 

to another) in the Debye-Waller temperature factors (also known as B-factors). Morton 

& Ladbury observed a reduction in the B-factors of protein residues involved in 

interacting with the DNA going from the free to bound state. However, the authors note 

that the actual contribution to ACp from an interfacial water would vary according to the 

water molecule itself and it is difficult to determine which waters contribute and by how 

much.

1.4.3 The ACp of SH2 binding interactions

In this thesis, the ACp values for SrcSH2 and FynSH2 interactions with various pYEEX 

peptides are determined and used to investigate predictive relationships such as the 

method of Baker & Murphy (1998). In particular the SrcSH2/pYEEI interaction is used 

to investigate several different empirical models for the correlation of surface area 

burial with experimental data by assessing the influence on the energetics of the 

assumptions made in the model. The application of several different binding models that 

might realistically describe protein-peptide energetics in SH2-phosphotyrosyl peptide 

binding is investigated. Application of a given model is critically dependent on i) the 

availability of accurate thermodynamic data for the binding energetics (including 

determination of the effects of proton uptake/release during binding), and ii) the 

existence of high-resolution structural data for the system of interest. In addition the 

ACp values for SH2/peptidomimetic interactions are used as a comparison in contrast 

with peptide ligands to further test the SH2 interactions and the role of interfacial water 

molecules.
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1.5 Outline of Thesis

The work in this thesis is concerned with studying the role of water in biomolecular 

interactions. Whilst the incorporation of water occurs in many biomolecular interfaces, 

the role they play is poorly understood. This thesis starts with an investigation of water 

molecules incorporated into the binding site of the Src Homology 2 (SH2) domain of 

the viral Src protein kinase (v-SrcSH2) when interacting with various phosphotyrosyl 

peptides and peptidomimetic ligands. Changes in water molecule content 

(incorporation, removal) and/or effects on binding affinity of the biomolecular 

complexes were examined using a combination of the thermodynamic isothermal 

titration calorimetry (ITC) and nano flow electrospray ionisation mass spectrometry 

(ESI-MS) techniques -  with correlation to known structural information (Chapter 2). 

The results from this study were then used to predict the nature of possible water- 

mediated binding in the SH2 domain of Fyn using the same phosphotyrosyl peptides 

and peptidomimetic ligands and again employing ITC and nanoflow ESI-MS (Chapter 

2). Further investigation of the water-mediated binding interaction involved determining 

the change in heat capacity for the SH2-ligand interactions together with a detailed look 

at a structure-based theoretical method in calculating thermodynamic parameters and 

the predictive merits as applied to the SrcSH2/ligand system (Chapter 3). Finally, the 

conclusions from the work are drawn in a general summary in Chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 2

WATER-MEDIATED BINDING IN  SRC HOMOLOGY 2 DOMAINS

2.1 Introduction

ITC has been used to provide a full thermodynamic characterisation of the binding 

interaction between the protein domain SrcSH2 and the hmT-antigen-based peptide. 

These data have been used to investigate the role of water molecules at the protein- 

peptide interface. The thermodynamic profile has been correlated with structural data in 

order to investigate the involvement of water in dictating specificity in the SH2 protein 

domain ‘model system’ associated with various ligands. A novel application of 

nanoflow electrospray ionisation mass spectroscopy (ESI-MS) has also been used to 

provide direct information on the number of water molecules in the protein-ligand 

interface. Correlation of the results with structural data (where possible) is used to 

investigate specificity, and potential disruption of and/or change in water content. To 

investigate the interactions of SrcSH2 a series of binding studies were carried out using 

1) tyrosyl phospho-peptides based on the hmT antigen with variation at the pY+3 

position; 2) a non-specific peptide, corresponding to the sequence of the C-terminal tail 

of the full tyrosine kinase; 3) a de-phosphorylated tyrosine version of the hmT peptide 

and 4) peptidomimetic ligands synthesised as possible binding inhibitors.

2.2 Materials and methods

All liquid media, solid media and buffers were made using distilled, de-ionised water 

(ddHiO) and sterilised by autoclaving for 20 minutes at 120 °C, 20 psi (~ 1.35 bar). 

Media components were purchased from DIFCO. Unless otherwise stated the BDH 

chemical company supplied the chemicals used.

2.2.1 Protein expression

The plasmids pET3a and pRK172 with Src and Fyn inserts were supplied as kind gifts 

from G Waksman, (University o f Washington, St Louis, USA) and T Mulhern,
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(University of Oxford, Oxford, UK) respectively, were transformed into calcium 

chloride competent E.coli cells. The BL21 (À.DE3 plysS) strain of E.coli was used to 

express the SH2 domain of Src (residues 144 to 249 of the viral Src protein) and the 

SH2 domain of Fyn (residues 143 to 248 human p59^" tyrosine kinase).

2.2.1.1 Preparation of calcium chloride (CaCIi) competent E.coli ceils

A single BL21 (plysS) colony, picked from a freshly streaked Luria Bertani (LB) agar 

plate (per litre; 5g Bacto® yeast-extract, lOg Bacto® tryptone, lOg sodium chloride 

(NaCl) plus 15g Bacto® agar for solid media), was used to inoculate a 5 ml solution of 

sterile LB media containing 34 pg/ml of the antibiotic chloramphenicol. Following 

overnight incubation of the culture at 37 °C and shaking at 200 rpm, 2.5 ml was diluted 

back into a 250 ml flask containing 50 ml of fresh LB broth plus chloramphenicol (34 

pg/ml). The culture was then re-incubated at 37 °C with shaking at 200 rpm, until a cell 

density (O D ô o o ) of 0.5 absorbance units was obtained, (approximately 2 hours). The 

flask was placed on ice for 20 minutes to quench further growth and then the contents 

were transferred into ice-cold 50 ml Falcon tubes. Cells were pelleted by centrifugation 

for 10 minutes at 2,500 rpm, 4 °C (Labofuge400R, Heraens, Germany). The pellet was 

gently resuspended into 20 ml ice-cold 100 mM CaCL, kept on ice for a fiirther 30 

minutes and then centrifuged, as described previously. The resultant pellet was 

resuspended in 1 ml ice-cold 100 mM CaCL, aliquoted as 100 pi fractions into ice-cold 

500 pi Eppendorf tubes and kept on ice until required. These 100 pi aliquots could be 

snap-frozen using a mixture of methanol and dry-ice and kept at -70 °C (for no longer 

than 1 month).

2.2.1.2 Transformation of CaCL competent E.coli cells

A quick transformation procedure was used involving CaCL competent E.coli cells and 

a 37°C heat-shock step. Plasmid DNA (up to 2 pi) was added to an aliquot of CaCL 

competent cells flicked gently to mix and placed on ice for 15 minutes. The Eppendorf 

tube was transferred to a water bath, (preheated to 37 °C), incubated for 5 minutes and 

returned to ice for 5 minutes. A 400 pi volume of fresh LB broth was added to the tube, 

which was mixed and placed in an incubator at 37 °C and 200 rpm for a further 10 

minutes. A 100 pi aliquot of the resulting cell culture was spread onto an LB agar plate 

containing the antibiotics ampicillin (100 pg/ml) and chloramphenicol (34 pg/ml) for
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selection. The plates were incubated for 12 - 16 hours at 37 °C and then stored at 4 °C 

until required.

2.2.1.3 Induction and over-expression of proteins

Conical flasks containing 200 ml LB media and ampicillin (100 pg/ml) were inoculated 

with a single colony of transformant and incubated overnight (37 °C and 200 rpm). Cell 

culture was initiated by adding 50 ml of the overnight culture to inoculate 2 litre flasks 

containing 500 ml of fresh media and antibiotic and grown in an incubator (200 rpm, 37 

°C). When an ODeoo of 0.6 absorbance units was reached for the SH2 domains, a 1 ml of 

sample was taken and labelled ‘pre-induction’. Expression of the proteins was induced 

by the addition of IPTG (Melford Laboratories Ltd.) to an overall concentration of 0.2 

mM. Following incubation for a further three hours shaking at 200 rpm, 37 °C, another 

1 ml sample was taken and labelled ‘post-induction’. The cells were pelleted at 4 °C,

5,000 rpm for 20 minutes using a Sorvall GS3 light rotor in an RC5B centrifuge. The 

pellet was resuspended in 10 ml of lysis buffer, (20 mM HEPES, 1 mM EDTA, 1 mM 

DTT at pH 7.5), per ml of pellet. The suspension was transferred into ice-cold 50 ml 

Falcon tubes, centrifuged using a benchtop Labofuge400R at 4 °C, 3,000 rpm for 30 

minutes with the resulting pellet stored at -20 °C.

The pre- and post- induction samples were centrifuged at 13,000 rpm for 2 minutes 

using a benchtop micro-centrifuge (Eppendorf) immediately after sampling. The pellets 

resuspended in 30 pi ddH%0 and 50 pi of SDS sample buffer (62.5 mM Tris, 2 % [w/v] 

SDS, 10 % glycerol, 5 % [v/v] 2-p-mercaptoethanol (BME) and 0.001 % bromophenol 

blue at pH 6.8). 10 pi of each sample was assayed by SDS-polyacrylamide-gel- 

electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) at 75 V. Successful inductions of the various protein 

domains were demonstrated by the presence of an intense band of the correct estimated 

molecular weight in the post-induction gel lane, (see Figure 2.1a for a typical example 

gel).

2.2.2 Protein purification

2.2.2.1 Purification procedures

Frozen cells (in lysis buffer) were thawed on ice and lysed using sonication (5 times 20 

seconds at full power, on ice). The lysate was centrifuged in a Sorvall SS34 rotor in a
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RC5B centrifuge at 18,000 rpm at 4 °C for 60 minutes to remove insoluble cell debris. 

The protein containing supernatant was decanted and applied at a flow rate of 2 ml/min 

to an S-Sepharose Fast Flow column (Pharmacia) pre-equilibrated with 20 mM HEPES, 

1 mM EDTA and 1 mM DTT at pH 7.5. The protein was eluted (at an increased flow 

rate of 4 ml/min) using an NaCl gradient (0 to 1 M) in the same buffer, see purification 

profile Figure 2.2A. The protein in the elution fraction was dialysed overnight into 50 

mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 1 mM DTT, 1 mM EDTA and 150 mM NaCl. The dialysed 

material was then passed through an affinity column of o-phospho-L-tyrosine agarose 

beads (SIGMA) pre-equilibrated in the same buffer. The protein was eluted with 50 mM 

Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 1 mM DTT, 1 mM EDTA and 1 M NaCl, this step served both to 

further purify the protein and test its affinity, example of column profile shown in 

Figure 2.2B. Samples were taken at every stage of the purification procedure for each 

SH2 domain and added to equivalent volumes of SDS sample buffer. 10 |il of each 

sample was loaded onto a tricine gel and electrophoresed at 75 V. Purity of the SH2 

domains was deemed to be > 95 % by SDS-PAGE which showed the protein as a single, 

definitive band.

2.2.2.2 Concentrating the protein

The Src and Fyn SH2 domains were concentrated using a Centriprep concentrator 

(Amicon, Inc.) with a 3,000 molecular weight (MW) cut-off and then dialysed into 

required buffer using Spectra/Por dialysis membranes (Pierce Warmer). For the SH2 

domains, only membranes with MW cut-offs of 3,000 and 6,800 were used.

2.2.2.3 Protein storage

Unless otherwise stated protein solutions and buffers were stored at 4 °C. In order to 

prevent any microbial growth, sodium azide (NaNg) was added to a final concentration 

of 0.02% to protein solutions and buffers. To inhibit the action of metallic proteases 

EDTA was present to a final concentration of 1 mM. The reducing agent DTT was 

present at a concentration o f 1 mM to prevent non-native disulphide bridge formation.
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Figure 2.1: Typical results from the SDS-PAGE gels at various stages of SH2 domain protein

growth and purification, (a) Gel showing induction of protein expression for SrcSH2. Lanes (M) broad 

range Mr marker in descending order: 200, 116.3, 97.4, 66.2, 45, 31, 21.5, 14.4 and 6.5 kDa; (1) -  (5) 

SrcSH2 pre-induction; (6) -  (9) SrcSH2 post-inductiai, the dark band indicated by the arrow shows the 

over-expression of the SH2 protein, (b) Gel showing samples taken at various stages of preliminary 

purificaticm using a sepharose ion-exchange colurrm. Lanes (M) broad range marker (see above); (1) cell 

lysate, (2) & (3) waste lysate ‘afterload’; (4) -  (7) fracticxis collected during column washes; (8) -  (14) 

increasing NaCl gradient for elution of protein. Fractions (10) -  (13) inclusive taken cmto further 

purification, (c) & (d) Purification using the phosphotyrosine affinity column for the SrcSH2 and

FynSH2 domains, (c) The SrcSH2 domain. Lanes (M) broad range marker; (1) pure SrcSH2 control; (2) 

blank; (3) pooled, dialysed fractions from ion-exchange column; (4 & 5) afterload; 7 - 8  column washes; 

(9 & 10) IM NaCl elutioi fracticxis containing SrcSH2. (d) The FynSH2 domain Lanes (M) broad range 

marker; (1) pooled, dialysed fractions from ion-exchange column; (2 & 3) afterload; (4 & 6) column 

washes; (7 & 8) IM NaCl elution fractions containing FynSH2.
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Figure 22: Typical column profiles acquired during the purificaticm of the SrcSH2 domain. (A) S-

sepharose fast flow column using a (0 - IM) NaCl elution gradient (a) loading the column with cell lysate,

(b) washing through column with low salt buffer results in elution of the impurities unable to bind to 

column (c) fractions 11-17 (inclusive) at = 0.3 M NaCl contain the eluted SrcSH2 domain. (B) O- 

phospho-L-tyrosine agarose bead column (a) loading under low salt conditions (b) washing the column 

with low salt buffer (c) eluticwi stage using high salt buffer, yielding purified protein.
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2.2.3 Biochemical characterisation of purified proteins

2.2.3.1 Measurement of protein concentration

2.2.3.1.1 UV spectroscopy

Protein UV-Vis spectra were acquired using a Varian Cary 100 Bio UV 

spectrophotometer, which recorded scans for a wavelength range 340-240 nm at a rate 

of 60 nm/min. Typical scans for protein domains SrcSH2 and FynSH2 and the pYEEI- 

hmT peptide are shown in Figure 2.3. Generally for the protein solutions, the 

absorbance reading was obtained at 280 nm was corrected by subtracting the measured 

absorbance at 320 nm (where the absorbance reading for proteins should be zero). This 

value was taken as the actual absorbance of protein, since it excluded the absorbance 

due to buffer components and the quartz cell.

0.7-1

0 .6 - SrcSH2
FynSH2
pYEEI

0 .5 -

0 .4 -8
0 .3 -o

0.1 -

0 .0 -

240 260 280 300 320 340

Wavelength, nm

Figure 2.3: Typical UV-Vis spectra acquired for the protein domains of SrcSH2, 0.027 mM (— )

and FynSH2, 0.031 mM (---- ) and the pYEEl-hmT peptide, 0.220 mM (-----).

The buffers used for dialysis of the SH2 domains contained the reducing agent DTT to 

prevent the formation of disulphide bonds between free cysteine residues. Since DTT 

has an absorbance, the spectroscopic determination of exact protein concentrations 

requires that the same concentration of DTT be present in both protein solution and 

reference buffer. DTT is prone to oxidation and difficult to maintain at constant 

concentration, hence it was always added at last moment to the dialysis buffer. 

Consequently, all concentration measurements of the protein solutions were taken 

immediately upon removal from the buffer solution (following dialysis). The same
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buffer solution was used as the reference, ensuring that the levels of DTT are identical 

to that in the protein solution. The protein concentration was calculated using equation

2.1 from Beer Lamberts law and the measured absorbance of the protein:

A280 = e • c . 1 [2.1]

Where A280 is the absorbance at 280 nm, e is the molar extinction coefficient (M * cm'^), 

c is the protein concentration, (M) and 1 is the cell pathlength (cm).

2.2.3.1.2 Calculation of the molar extinction co efficient

Amino acids containing aromatic groups are the major contributors to the UV 

absorbance spectrum of proteins within the 260-280 nm wavelength range. 

Conventionally, absorbance readings are taken at 280 nm for proteins where the amino 

acids tryptophan, W (X^ax taken at 279nm), and tyrosine, Y (Xmax taken at 274nm), make 

substantial contributions. Methods based on the number of W and Y residues in the 

primary sequence of the SH2 domains can be used to calculate the approximate protein 

extinction co-efficient. W and Y have approximate extinction co-efficients of 5,500 and 

1,400, respectively, (Cantor & Schimmel, 1980). This method was employed to 

calculate the extinction co-efficient E280 = 19,400 M'* cm'^ used to determine the protein

concentration of the FynSH2 domain. However, the value of the extinction co-efficient 

of SrcSH2 £280 = 13,73 

(Ladbury et a l ,  1995).

of SrcSH2 £280 = 13,730 M'^ cm'* was taken from previously published literature values

2.2.3.2 SDS-PAGE

Tris-Tricine gels were used to analyse the SH2 protein domains. The stacking and 

resolving gel components are detailed in Table 2.1. 200 |il of a 10 % APS solution and 

100 pi of TEMED were added to the resolving gel mixture and then poured between gel 

plates of a Mini-PROTAN®II gel electrophoresis apparatus (BIO-RAD) and allowed to 

set, (approx. 5 - 1 0  minutes). After the same amounts of APS solution and TEMED had 

been added to the stacking gel, the mixture was poured onto the resolving gel and was 

left to set with well forming combs inserted. Tris-tricine gels require two different 

running buffers, a cathode buffer (100 mM Tris-Cl, 100 mM Tricine and 0.1 % SDS) 

and an anode buffer (200 mM Tris-Cl, pH 8.9). The cathode buffer was poured into the
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reservoir formed between two gels and used to flush out the loading wells before use. 

The anode buffer was poured into the gel reservoir into which the gels were immersed. 

Protein samples were boiled in SDS sample buffer for 5 minutes, micro-centrifuged at

13,000 rpm for 2 minutes and loaded using a 25 pi Hamilton syringe (Supelco Inc.).

Table 2.1: Summary of the constituents of the Tris-Tricine SDS-PAGE gels.

Component 10 % Resolving gel 4 % Stacking gel

3 M Tris-Cl (pH 8.45) 3.3 ml 3.3 ml

10 % SDS 3.3 ml 3.3 ml

Acrylamide/bisacrylamide (Easigel, Scotlab) 3.3 ml 1.3 ml

ddHiO - 2.0 ml

Gels were electrophoresed at 75 V until samples reached the resolving gel at which 

point the voltage was increased to 100 V, the applied voltage was switched off once the 

dye (in the loading buffer) had begun to flow out of the gel. Staining of the gels required 

a minimum of 1 hour in an aqueous solution containing 5 % [w/v] coomassie-blue 

(SIGMA), 40 % [v/v] methanol and 7 % [v/v] acetic acid. The gels were then destained 

in 20 % [v/v] methanol and 10 % [v/v] acetic acid. The destain solution was changed 

continuously until the dye was no longer visible. After destaining, the gels were soaked 

in a preservative solution (10 % [v/v] glycerol) and dried between acetate sheets for 3 

hours using an air gel dryer (BIO-RAD).

2.2.3.3 Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC)

2.2.3.3.1 Application

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) is used to directly measure the energetics of 

biological macromolecules that undergo molecular change. The change can be in 

conformation, the extent of aggregation, the extent of hydration, melting and the state of 

folding, or a mixture of these. Generally, DSC is used to measure the heat capacity of a 

system as a function of temperature. For the purposes of this work, DSC was used to 

gain information on the state of folding for the SH2 protein domains with increasing 

temperature and not used as part of the thermodynamic characterisation of the system 

under study. Thus a detailed explanation of the DSC technique is not provided, for a 

thorough discussion of the technique see Jelesarov & Bosshard, 1999 and references 

therein.
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2.2.3.3.2 Protocol

All DSC scans were performed using a MicroCal MGS differential scanning micro

calorimeter (MicroCal Inc., USA). Typically, a heating scan rate of 1 °C min'^ was used 

and the samples scanned over the temperature range 10 - 90 °C. Data collection and 

analysis was carried out using Origin (v 2.9 software). Protein solutions were 

thoroughly dialysed against the same MES buffer used for the isothermal titration 

calorimetry experiments; 20 mM MES, pH 6.0, 1 mM DTT, 1 mM EDTA and 50 mM 

NaCl. Baselines were obtained over the range 1 0 - 9 0  °C, using buffer in both sample 

and reference cells and were subtracted from subsequent protein unfolding transition 

profiles. A minimum of 1.7 mg/ml (2.3 mg) of protein was used for all DSC 

experiments.

2.2.4 Ligands

2.2.4.1 Preparation of the pY peptides

The phosphopeptides used in this study were based on the hamster middle-sized tumour 

(hmT) specific binding peptide EPQ(pY)EEIPIYL (pYEEI-hmT) (Songyang et a l,  

1993). Its de-phosphorylated form EPQYEEIPIYL (YEEI) and four substituted peptides 

in which the ‘pY -1-3’ He of pYEEI was replaced with an Asp, a Glu, a Val and a Trp, 

(pYEED, pYEEE, pYEEV and pYEEW, respectively) and the C-terminal tail peptide 

from the full length Src kinase (residues 525-532) EPQ(pY)QPGEN (C-tail) were all 

synthesised (OCMS, University of Oxford) and then purified by reversed-phase HPLC 

(Pintar et a l, 1996). A summary o f these peptides and the nomenclature used in this 

thesis is presented in Table 2.2.

Table 2.2: Summary of the amino acid sequences and nomenclature of the SH2 domain binding

peptide ligands used in this work.

Peptide ligand Nomenclature M r  g mol ’

EPQpYEEIPIYL pYEEI or pYEEI-hmT 1491.51

EPQYEEIPIYL YEEI 1393.54

EPQpYEEDPIYL pYEED 1493.44

EPQpYEEEPIYL pYEEE 1507.47

EPQpYEEVPIYL pYEEV 1477.49

EPQpYEEWPIYL pYEEW 1564.57

EPQpYQPGEN C-tail 1159.05
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2.2A.2 Measurement of pY peptide concentration

Lyophilised peptides were dissolved in the buffer from the SH2 domain dialysis and the 

pH checked prior to titration. Due to the hygroscopic nature of the pY peptides, 

measuring the amount used by weight was observed to be inaccurate. At the time of the 

experiments in this work, a published value for the extinction co-efficient for a 

phosphorylated tyrosine amino acid residue was unavailable. To measure the peptide 

concentration using spectroscopy a method of estimating the extinction co-efficient was 

necessary. A known weighed amount of phosphorylated L-tyrosine (SIGMA, Mr = 261.6 

g mol'^) was dissolved in ddH2 0  using a 1 or 5ml volumetric flask, the concentration 

was then adjusted to be 1 mg/ml using standard chemical equations. The UV-Vis spectra 

was acquired over a range of 340-240 nm and referenced against ddHzO. Readings were 

taken at both 270 and 280 nm and the whole process was repeated a further two times. 

An estimation of the pY extinction co-efficient was obtained at 270nm and 280nm of 

£270 = 695 M'  ̂ cm^ and Ezso = 380 M'* cm' ,  respectively. Each pYEEX peptide, 

EPQ(pY)EEXPIYL, contains another Tyr residue adding a further Ezso = 1400 M"' cm'', 

the resulting value for the extinction co-efficient for the peptides was, 8280 = 1780 M ' 

cm"' except for the pYEEW peptide which contained an extra Trp so E280 = 7280 M"' 

cm ' (Trp 8280 = 5500 M'* cm '').

2.2.4 3 Preparation of the peptidomimetic SH2 ligands

The three peptidomimetic ligands used in binding experiments with the SH2 domains 

were a kind gift from Dr. Elisabeth Lunney, (Parke-Davis Pharmaceutical Research). 

The chemical structures are shown above in Figure 2.4 together with the schematic 

showing the pYEEI portion of the specific-binding peptide for comparison. The solid 

compounds were initially dissolved in 100 % dimethylsulphoxide (DMSO). The ligands 

were diluted to experimental concentrations using the dialysate from the SH2 domain 

dialysis, such that the final concentrations of DMSO were 1 % or 4 % (depending on the 

ligand). Ligand concentrations were obtained by weight. A summary of these ligands 

and the nomenclature used in this thesis is presented in Table 2.3.
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Figure 2.4: Structural schematic of the pYEEI-hmT peptide and the peptidomimetic ligands used.

(A) The pY to pY +3 peptide residues from pYEEI involved in the SH2 binding interaction used as the 

structural starting point for molecular modelling which led to the synthesis of the non-peptide ligands: (B) 

PDl 10, (C) PD357 and (D) PD441, respectively.

Table 2.3: A summary of the nomenclature used in this work for the SH2 domain inhibitor ligands.

Ligand Nomenclature M r  g mol ’ % DMSO

B PDllO 484.45 1

C PD357 693.5 1

D PD441 or urea-based 649.51 4
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2.2.5 Binding experiments

2.2.5.1 Isothermal Titration Calorimetry (ITC)

2.2.5.1.1 Principles and applications

ITC provides an accurate, direct method of measuring the enthalpies of binding and 

determining the stoichiometry for complexation of heterogeneous biomolecular 

interactions, such as protein-subunit, protein-protein, protein-peptide, protein-drug and 

protein-DNA complexes. By measuring the heat or enthalpy of binding it is a useful tool 

for detecting intermolecular interactions as well as gaining information on the 

fundamental thermodynamics of the interaction (Ladbury & Chowdhry, 1996; Cooper, 

1998). A schematic representation of an ITC calorimetric unit Figure 2.5, shows the 

calorimetric unit to contain a differential cell system, housed within an isothermal jacket 

that is cooled at temperatures below that which is required for experiment. ITC 

experiments are conducted at a constant temperature, to keep the cells and cell contents 

at the required experimental temperature heat energy is applied. The reference and 

sample cells are heated by a thermopile linked by feedback control maintaining zero 

temperature difference (AT = 0) between the reference and the sample cell. The 

reference cell contains pure distilled de-ionised water (ddHiO) (if interactions are 

conducted in aqueous conditions) plus 0.02 % azide. The sample cell contains 

component A  (macromolecule) of the interacting moieties in buffer and a stirring 

device. A syringe contains component B (ligand) in the same buffer (ideally A and B are 

of known concentration). Under computer control, the syringe injects a known aliquot 

of B  into the solution of A. A reversible interaction occurs between the two components 

causing heat to be released (exothermic) or absorbed (endothermie).

The calorimeter measures the heat energy per unit time (|iJ/s or |xW) required to keep 

the sample and reference cells at identical temperatures. Measurement is taken from 

prior to each injection of the aliquot in an equilibrium state (the baseline) to when the 

equilibrium has been re-established after the injection. The concentrations of A  and B 

are chosen such that during the course of a series injections the binding or interacting 

sites on component A  become saturated. The heat detected in the last few injections is 

due simply to the heat of dilution of component B. Raw data is typically plotted as the 

heat energy (or power) required to maintain the system at experimental temperature 

against time. The peaks produced during the course of a titration experiment are
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converted to heat output per injection by integrating with respect to time and 

concentration and plotted versus the molar ratio of the components [A]/[B]. Control 

experiments are performed to subtract the heats of dilution associated with the addition 

of B  into buffer and buffer into A. The final binding isotherm is obtained by subtracting 

the heats of dilution of both reaction components. For an interaction comprised of a 

single-independent reaction site, a corrected binding isotherm has a characteristic 

sigmoidal curve. The molar enthalpy of interaction, AH°, equilibrium binding constant, 

Kb, and the stoichiometry, N, of the interaction can be determined from the isotherm 

providing the initial concentrations of the reactants are known (see Ladbury & 

Chowdhry, 1996).

syringe and 
stirring device 
(paddle at end 
' of needle)

''jacket
cell/wall

AT

heat 
(release or 
absorbed)

reference cell 
containing 

water or buffer

sample cell 
containing 

macromolecule

Figure 2.5: Schematic of a typical ITC calorimetric unit (adapted from Ladbury & Chowdhry,

1996). Measuring the heat energy per unit time, the apparatus applies the required energy to maintain zero 

temperature difference between the sample and reference cells.

2.2.5.1.2 Protocol

All calorimetric titrations were performed using a MicroCal MGS isothermal micro

calorimeter (MicroCal Inc. Northampton, MA, USA). Prior to titration experiments, the 

SH2 domains were exhaustively dialysed in MES buffer; 20 mM MBS, pH 6.0, 1 mM
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DTT, 1 mM EOT A and 50 mM NaCl, for a minimum of 24 hours at 4 °C. Solutions of 

dialysed protein were degassed under vacuum in advance of use in the ITC. In a typical 

titration 25 - 30 pM SH2 domain was placed in the 1.35 ml reaction cell, while 250 - 

400 pM phosphopeptide was loaded into the 250 pi injection syringe. Following 

thermal equilibration, 18 serial aliquots of 15 pi ligand were injected every 300 seconds, 

with stirring effected by rotation of the injection syringe paddle set at 400 rpm. Data 

acquisition and analysis was carried out using the Origin software, v 2.9, (MicroCal 

Inc., USA) as described elsewhere (Ladbury & Chowdhry, 1996). Heats associated with 

the dilution of the peptide into buffer and buffer into protein, determined in separate 

experiments, were subtracted prior to data fitting.

Figure 2.6 shows the heats of binding (graph A) and the resulting binding isotherm 

(graph B) obtained at 25 °C by titrating pYEBI into SrcSH2. Also shown are the heats 

of dilution produced by titration of the same peptide into the buffer used to dialyse the 

protein and resolubilise the lyophilised peptides. The heats of dilution are roughly 

constant and are comparable to those observed towards the end of the peptide-protein 

titrations, clearly seen in Figure 2.3B. For binding experiments with the peptidomimetic 

drug ligands 1 % DMSO was added to the dialysed protein (and buffer solution used in 

dilution experiments). The urea-based ligand (PD441) required 4 % DMSO and the 

concentrations used for this ligand were 160 jiM of SH2 domain and 1.6 mM ligand. 

Control experiments using the pYEEI/hmT peptide and each SH2 domain were carried 

out in the presence of DMSO.

2.2.5.1.3 Calculation of thermodynamic parameters

The binding enthalpy (A//°obs) is measured directly and the equilibrium association (or 

binding) constant (Æ̂b.obs) is obtained from the data using the identical single set of sites 

model. These measured parameters can be used, along with standard thermodynamic

relationships to calculate the free energy (AG°obs) and entropy (TA5°obs) of binding:

AG°obs = -RTln (ürb.obs) [2.2]

TA5°obs = AH°obs - AG°obs [2.3]
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Figure 2.6: (A) Raw experimental data: each peak shows the heat produced by serial injection of

pYEEI-hmT peptide aliquot (0.27 mM) into SrcSH2 protein solution (---- , 0.03 ImM) or buffer (— , 20

mM MES, pH 6.0, 1 mM DTT, 1 mM EDTA and 50 mM NaCl) at 25 °C. (B) Binding isotherms resulting 

from integration of heats with respect to time: Integrated heats of binding (# ) for the pYEEI peptide into 

a solution of SrcSH2 in buffer. Integrated heats of dilution ) for the reference titration where pYEEI is 

injected into buffer.
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Where, R is the molar gas constant (8.314 J mol'^) and T is the experimental 

temperature (Kelvin). The thermodynamic data obtained in this work are based on the 

total macro molecular concentrations neglecting the ‘non-ideality’ of the solution, thus 

the parameters are valid only under the specified conditions. They will always be 

referred to as the observed parameters and denoted by the subscript ‘obs’ throughout the 

thesis. In addition, when the superscript ° is encountered in the thermodynamic symbols 

it denotes that they are measured at a standard pressure (P°) of 1 atmosphere.

2.2.6 Nanoflow electrospray ionisation mass spectrometry (ESI-MS)

2.2.6.1 Principles and applications

A mass spectrometry (MS) experiment produces, differentiates and detects ions in the 

gas phase. Information is obtained on the relative molecular mass of the detected ion(s). 

Traditional MS experiments use thermal vaporisation to transfer small molecules into 

the gas phase. However, thermal vaporisation is not an ideal technique for use with 

biologically relevant molecules which are invariably large, non-volatile or thermally 

unstable to withstand vaporisation. Electrospray is the means used to generate ions of 

macro molecules without degradation (Dole, 1968). The development of electrospray 

ionisation mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) to sample ions for mass spectroscopic analysis 

directly from solution, resulted in ESI-MS becoming a popular and well-established 

technique used in biochemical, pharmaceutical and medical research (for a review see 

Siuzdak, 1994; Gaskell, 1997 and references therein).

The electrospray process starts with a solution of macromolecule (e.g. protein, protein 

complex) sprayed through a capillary. The capillary is held at a high voltage causing an 

electric field, which draws the liquid out generating a mist or spray of highly charged 

droplets. These droplets pass down a potential/pressure gradient towards the analyser. 

The droplets reduce in size by a combination of solvent evaporation and the 

phenomenon of ‘Coulomb explosion’. The droplet has such a high surface charge 

density that once it reaches a point (the Rayleigh limit) it explodes into smaller droplets 

(see Figure 2.7). This process occurs until the droplet has become a fully desolvated 

macromolecule ion. Conventional, electrospray ion sources spray fluid 

(electrostatically) out of a stainless steel capillary with an inner diameter of 100 fxm, at a 

flow rate of 1 - 10 pl/min, 1 cm away from the counter electrode. This yields droplets
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with an initial size > 1 |xm diameter. In a typical experiment the sample (containing the 

macro molecule of interest) has a concentration of 0.5 nmol/jxl, each droplet at this stage 

would contain more than 150 000 molecules. For nanoflow electro spray, a ‘micro 

electrospray’ ion source has been developed (Wilm and Mann, 1994), where the fluid is 

sprayed from a gold-coated borosilicate glass capillary pulled into a fine needle such 

that it has a smaller orifice of 1 - 3 )Lim. Figure 2.8 shows the essential features in a 

nanoflow electro spray instrument. The capillary is held only 2 - 5  mm away from the 

sample cone and the analyte is passed through at a rate of 1 - 2 jil per hour. Initial 

droplet sizes are < 200 nm diameter and evaporation is aided by a counter flow of 

heated nitrogen gas ( - 1 0  L/hr).

2.2.6.2 Protocol

Proteins were dissolved in milHQ water (Millipore) which was adjusted to the required 

pH with formic acid (Fisons Scientific Equipment). The two SH2 protein samples were 

purified by washing with water at pH 2.0 three times followed by buffer exchange at pH

5.0 eight times using centricon-10 concentrators (Amicon). The samples were diluted to 

give 15 pM stock solutions. To adjust the pH of the peptides, whose molecular weights 

were too low to allow buffer exchange with centricons, each peptide was dissolved in 

water at pH 5.0 and lyophilised twice. The peptides were re-dissolved in water at pH 5.0 

at a concentration of 15 pM. Binding experiments were performed with equimolar 

mixtures of SH2 domain and each peptide, at a final concentration of 7.5 pM for each 

species. The mixture was allowed to equilibrate at room temperature (22 °C) for at least 

10 minutes before acquisition of mass spectrum. For competitive binding experiments, 

SH2 was added to an equimolar solution containing two peptides to give an 

SH2:peptide l:peptide2 ratio of 1:1:1 at final concentration of 5 pM  each.

Mass spectra were acquired with a Platform II mass spectrometer (Micromass Ltd.) 

fitted with a nanoflow ESI probe for both apo-SH2 domains and the peptide binding 

experiments with the pYEEI, YEEI, pY 4-3 variant peptides and the C-tail peptide. All 

nanoflow electro spray capillaries were prepared in-house from borosilicate glass 

capillaries of external diameter 1.0 mm and internal diameter 0.5 mm on a Model P-97 

Flaming/Brown Micropippette Puller (Clarke Electro medical Instruments). The 

capillary needles were then gold-coated with a Polaron SEM coating system (Applied
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Vacuum Engineers). Platform II mass spectrometer conditions were set with a capillary 

voltage of 1.3 kV and a skimmer offset of 5 V. Other parameters were chosen to 

maximise the amount of complexed species observed while maintaining the best 

possible signal intensity and were kept constant throughout the experiment. All analyses 

were performed in 100 % aqueous condition at pH 5.0 without source heating. Each 

spectrum corresponds to 8 scans in the mass range m/z 800 to 2200 and was calibrated 

against hen egg-white lysozyme in H2O at pH 5.0. The raw data were processed using 

Masslynx version 2.3 with minimal smoothing and baseline subtraction.

To ensure that results were comparable control ITC binding experiments (between the 

pYEEI peptide and both Src and Fyn SH2 domains) were performed at 25 C in 20 mM 

MES, 1 mM DTT, 1 mM EDTA and 50 mM NaCl dialysate buffer, but at pH 5.0 as 

used in the nanoflow ESI-MS experiments. A binding interaction using ITC is observed 

under the same pH conditions used in the nanoflow ESI-MS experiments (the binding 

isotherms and Kb values are shown in the Appendix). For example, at pH 5.0 the 

equilibrium binding constant for the SrcSH2/pYEEI interaction (Kb at pH 5.0 = 5.65 (± 

0.7) X 10  ̂M'^) is observed to be of an order of magnitude at lower than observed pH at 

6.0. However, this is in good agreement with observations made by Bradshaw & 

Waksman, (1998) (K* at pH 5.0 = 1.7 (± 0.4) x 10  ̂M"').
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Figure 2.7: Schematic representation of the evaporation and desolvation events (‘Coloumb

explosion’) during an ESI-MS experiment resulting in the macromolecule ion.
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Figure 2.8: Diagram showing the essential features in a nanoflow electrospray mass spectrometer.

Ionisation occurs as the initial droplets leave the electrospray capillary needle, aided by the counter flow 

(or drying-out) Nz gas.
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2.3 Results

2.3.1 DSC of the SH2 domain of Src

For the purposes of this work, differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) was used to 

confirm that proteins were in a folded state under the experimental conditions adopted 

for ITC studies. Figure 2.9 shows a typical result from the DSC experiments on the 

SrcSH2 domain protein used in this study. The melting transition is a sharp, narrow 

peak and the negative change in heat capacity on going from folded to denatured state is 

indicative of the irreversible nature of the SrcSH2 unfolding protein transition. An 

immediate repeat scan of the SH2 domain did not show any transition and resembled a 

buffer-buffer scan (data not shown). The SH2 domain is stable to about 50 °C. The peak 

is maximal at 58.8 °C at a SrcSH2 concentration of 0.18 mM. The protein concentration 

used in the DSC experiments is 6-fold those used in the ITC titration experiments.

QOIO-

QOCB-

o

& aooo- 

-aoœH

T e n p e ra lu re  ( ° Q

Figure 2.9: Typical result of a differential scanning calorimetry experiment of the SrcSH2 protein

used in this study. The peak is maximal at 58.8 °C. Experiments were performed with protein 

concentrations comparable to the ITC experiments (0.18 mM) in 20 mM MBS, pH 6.0, 1 mM DTT, 1 

mM EDTA and 50 mM NaCl.

2.3.2 SrcSH2 domain and pY-containing peptide ligands

To explore the role of the residue in the pY +3 position from the pYEEI peptide in 

dictating specificity, binding studies were performed with a series of peptides with 

mutations in this position. It was hypothesised, based on structural detail, that alteration 

of the pY 4-3 residue would not affect the network of observed interfacial water 

molecules (as previously described Section 1.3.3.2). In addition, a peptide with a
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different sequence C-terminal of the pY (the C-tail peptide) was also studied to observe 

the effects on bound water.

2.3.2.1 ITC binding experiments with SrcSH2 and pYEEX and C-tail peptides

Figure 2.10 shows a typical titration curve obtained at 25 °C by titrating the pYEEI- 

hmT peptide into the SrcSH2 domain and the corresponding binding isotherm, obtained 

after integration with respect to time of the heats observed per injection of ligand. 

Binding enthalpies, A//°obs, and stoichiometries, N, are obtained by fitting the corrected 

data to a model based on a single binding site. All A//°obs were corrected for measured 

heats of dilution before data analysis.

Time (mm)
-10 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70

- 5 -

-18

S -5-
n -10-

- p  -1 5 -

C  -2 0 -  

1 -25:

I - 4 0 -

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5

[pYEEI]/[v-SrcSH2]

Figure 2.10: Sample data for the titraticxi of pYEEI-hmT peptide into SrcSH2 at 25 °C, (20 mM

MES, pH 6.0, 1 mM DTT, 1 mM EDTA and 50 mM NaCl). (A) Raw experimental data: each peak shows 

the heat produced by serial injection of peptide aliquot (15 pi of concentraticxi 0.32 mM) into protein 

solution (1.33 ml of concentration 0.025mM). (B) Binding isotham: resulting from integration of heats 

with respect to time, with appropriate correction using dilution data.

The results for association experiments between the series of peptides based on the 

pYEEI-hmT peptide mutated at the pY 4-3 He position and the SrcSH2 domain are 

shown in Table 2.4. Corrected binding isotherms obtained using the pYEEX peptides 

(where X is varied to D, E, V and W) are shown in Figure 2.11. For all the different
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peptides studied, binding enthalpies were found to be negative. The integrated binding 

isotherm data for the varying peptides shows A//°obs, to range from -27.5 to -38.7 kJ 

mol'^ for the pYEED and pYEEI peptides, respectively. Qualitative examination of the 

data in Figure 2.11 shows that the binding isotherms are very sharp with a mid-point at 

1 mole SH2/1 mole peptide. This indicates that binding is tight and of similar magnitude 

for all the peptides analysed. Quantitative examination of the experimental data (Table 

2.4) shows that the binding constants are very similar i.e. = 10  ̂ M '\ For all 

phosphorylated tyrosyl peptides, the stoichiometry was found to be 1 mole peptide to 1 

mole SH2 protein. These data are in agreement with previous ITC binding experiments 

between the SrcSH2 domain and hmT based peptides: KGGQpYEEIPIP (in 50mM 

MOPS, lOOmM NaCl, ImM DTT at pH 6,8) = 1.9 (± 0.3) x 10  ̂ M ', AH%bs = -

35.31 + 0.25 kJ mol ’ (Ladbury et al., 1995) and PQpYEEIPI in (in 20mM MES, 50mM 

NaCl, ImM BME, ImM EDTA at pH 6.0) K = 5 (+ 2) x 10® M ‘, AH“obs = -27.2 ±

2.1 kJ m o l’ (Bradshaw et at., 1998). No binding was detected (under these 

experimental conditions) for the de-phosphorylated peptide, YEEI, confirming the 

absolute requirement of the phosphorylated tyrosine in the binding interaction. This is in 

agreement with other reported observations which show that without the presence of the 

phosphorylated tyrosine binding does not occur (see Mayer & Baltimore, 1993).

From the ITC binding data, the order of preference for the pY +3 residue is He > Val > 

Glu > Trp > Asp, under the experimental conditions used. Despite the dramatic 

differences in each variant X residue, the ‘specific-peptide’ or wild-type peptide with He 

in the pY +3 position, binds only three times tighter than the lowest affinity peptide Trp, 

(Table 2.4). This suggests that the pY +3 amino acid confers little in terms of specific 

contacts, at least under the conditions used in these experiments. The interaction 

between the C-tail based peptide and the SrcSH2 domain is significantly weaker than 

the interaction with the pYEEX peptides; C-tail Kb obs = 7.0 x 10"̂  M'^ compared to 

pYEEI Kb obs = 10.8 X 10  ̂ M '\ The A7/°obs from the C-tail peptide is much less 

favourable, whilst the A5°ob$ contribution remains similar to that of the pYEEI 

interaction (Table 2.4). Comparison with the reported value for the C-tail interaction 

(20mM MES, 50mM NaCl, ImM BME, ImM EDTA at pH 6.0, Kb obs = 3.4 x 10  ̂M'*) 

shows good agreement with values being within error limits (Bradshaw et a i ,  1998).
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Figure 2.11: ITC binding isotherms obtained from integrated heats of binding corrected for heats of

dilution from the titration of peptides pYEEX (where X is changed from I to D, E, V and W) into a 

solution of v-SrcSH2 in 20 mM MES, pH 6.0, 1 mM DTT, 1 mM EDTA and 50 mM NaCl at 25 °C.

Table 2.4: Thermodynamic parameters determined from ITC experiments, for the binding of the v-

SrcSH2 domain to the tyrosyl phosphopeptides at 25 °C.

PEPTIDE* N
Xb, obs

(xlO") M '
A/Tobs kJmol'

TAS°obs

kJmol'^
AG°obs kJmol

pYEEI 1.00 10.78 ±0.92 -38.7 ± 2.9 1.4 ±3.10 -40.1 ±0.20

pYEED 0.97 2.64 ± 0.44 -27.5 ± 1.7 9.1 ±2.10 -36.6 ± 0.40

pYEEE 1.00 4.87 ±0.52 -32.7 ± 1.5 5.4 ± 1.60 -38.1 ±0.27

pYEEV 1.00 6.24 ± 0.54 -28.6 ± 1.8 10.15 ± 1.65 -38.8 ±0.12

pYEEW 1.02 3.18 ±0.28 -32.25 ± 1.65 4.85 ± 1.85 -37.1 ±0.20

YEEI No binding interaction observed.

C-tail 1.01 0.07 ± 0.02 -25.7 ±1.5 2.00 ± 1.75 -27.7 ±0.17

All experiments were performed in 20 mM MES, pH 6.0, 1 mM DTT, 1 mM EDTA and 50 mM NaCl. 

Reported values are the mean of at least three independent titrations with the standard deviations shown 

as error. *EPQ(pY)EEXPIYL hmT based peptide, where X is varied. ^TAS°obs was calculated using 

TA5°obs = A//°obs - AG°obs- *AG°obs was determined from AG°obs = -RTln(A'b°obs)-
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2.3.2.2 Nanoflow electrospray ionisation mass spectrometry (ESI-MS)

Following the thermodynamic characterisation of the binding interactions with the 

pYEEX peptides and the SrcSH2 domain, a method was required to investigate whether 

the number of water molecules altered with the variant peptides. A rapid, routine 

determination of the number of water molecules involved in a binding interaction was 

therefore investigated. The determination of a series of X-ray crystallographic structures 

of the various peptides bound to the SH2 domain would involve a huge time expense, 

thus, a novel application of nanoflow ESI-MS for the quantification of water molecules 

was used in this study of SH2-peptide interactions. These experiments were performed 

in collaboration with Dr. Evonne Chung in the research group of Dr. Carol Robinson 

(University of Oxford). The nanoflow ESI-MS experiments are performed using milder 

conditions as compared to normal mass spectrometry, i.e. using a small capillary ion 

source close to the inner orifice and adjusting the cone-voltage (Wilm & Mann, 1994). 

These adjustments yield smaller droplets, which by virtue of size can undergo 

desolvation in milder conditions, resulting in preserved non-covalent interactions. This 

enables the bio-molecular complex to be maintained until detection and not become 

ionised into fragments. Exploiting the retention of non-covalent interactions, any water 

molecules that interact with a higher affinity than those generally found solvating the 

bio-molecular complex (e.g. in the binding interface) can be retained within the 

complex.

Figures 2.12 and 2.13 show typical examples of the nanoflow ESI-MS experimental 

mass spectra obtained at room temperature, after processing. Nanoflow ESI-MS 

experiments give information on the probability of a complex species occurring. Thus, 

comparison of the relative intensities of the peaks within each spectra obtained during 

these experiments can indicate the probability o f detecting a given species (protein- 

peptide, protein-peptide-xHzO). The analysed spectra for the apo SrcSH2 protein 

domain, the pYEEI/SrcSH2 complex and the C-tail/SrcSH2 complex are shown in 

Figure 2.12A, B and C, respectively. After the main peak in each of the spectra, peaks 

with a greater mass/charge ratio are observed, these additional peaks equate to multiples 

of 18 additional mass units and are attributed to water-bound species. It is thought that 

these species have water molecules that interact tighter than surface or bulk solvent 

molecules, i.e. some form of bonding interaction exists between the water molecule and 

the protein system. The ESI-MS data shows that three water molecules prevail on the
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native SrcSH2 domain, although the most intense peak results from a single-water- 

bound species. Thus, the unbound SrcSH2 has the highest propensity to form a one- 

water-bound-«po species (inset, ‘wba’ peak ‘b’, 12,354.9 ± 0.2 Da). However, the 

significant peak intensity for two- and three- water bound species suggests that these 

water molecules are interacting with certain specific water-binding sites on the surface 

of the protein. These water molecules have to be interacting with the SH2 domain to a 

greater degree (i.e. more tightly bound) than bulk solvent or other surface bound water, 

which evaporates from the macro molecule before detection.

Nanoflow ESI-MS experiments conducted using pYEEI/SrcSH2 and C-tail/SrcSH2 

complexes are shown in Figure 2.12B and 2.12C, respectively. The main peaks 

correlate to the water-free complex (labelled ‘wfc’) for each SH2/peptide binding 

interaction (pYEEI/SH2, 13,773.1 ± 0.5 Da; C-tail/SH2, 13,614.0 ± 0.6 Da). For X = 

lie, Glu or Val the pYEEX/SrcSH2 complexes show the highest probability for forming 

a water-bound-complex (labelled ‘wbc’) species with three water molecules. For 

example with the pYEEI/SH2 spectra (inset Figure 2.12B) the water-free-complex peak 

‘wfc’ corresponds to the mass of the protein-peptide complex and peak ‘i’ is attributed 

to the three-bound-water species. From the relative intensity of the peak as compared to 

the main water-free-complex peak ‘i’ is the most stable and hence the most likely water- 

bound-complex species to occur (13,827.2 ± 0.5 Da). The C-tail/SH2 complex (Figure 

2.12C) favours the formation of a one-water-bound species. In this case, not only is the 

pY 4-3 residue changed, but perhaps more significantly the two Glu residues have been 

replaced. The peaks T, ‘m’ and ‘n’ (inset, spectra C) correspond in mass to the one- 

two- and three-water-bound species’, respectively (13,631.5 ± 0.9 Da, 13,651.0 ± 0.7 

Da, and 13,667.1 ± 0.9 Da, respectively). Changing all the proximal pY 4-1 to 4-3 amino 

acids (inclusive) has had an observable effect on the highest probable water-bound 

species. The intensity of the peak attributed to a three water-bound species has 

decreased as compared to the pYEEI/protein complex, instead the C-tail/SrcSH2 

complex has a higher probability to exist as a one-water-bound species.

ESI-MS analysis of the free pYEEI-peptide molecule (Figure 2.13A) shows no 

observable peaks that could correspond to a species with associated water molecules. 

The isolated peptide does not have a high propensity to form a water-bound species.
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Figure 2.12: Nanoflow ESI-MS spectra of the SrcSH2 domain with and without peptide. Insets show

the major charge state peak converted onto an expanded mass scale and accompanying water molecules 

(as appropriate). (A) The apo-SH2 domain. Expanded spectrum (inset) shows the water-bound-opo (wba) 

species, peaks (b) and (d) correspond in mass to the protein associated with one- and three-water- 

molecules, respectively. Less than 6% of the SH2 domain appears as a dimer (dim) (24 599.9 ± 1 .4  Da).

(B) Equimolar mixture of pYEEI peptide and SrcSH2. ‘wfc’ represents the 1:1 water free complex 

species, (i) is attributed to the protein-peptide complex binding to three water molecules and is the most 

stable water binding complex ( ‘wbc’). A small amount of apoSH2 is observed (12 298.6 ± 0.7 Da), with 

the (ns) peak attributed to a small amount of complex having a second non-specific peptide attachment.

(C) Equimolar mixture of C-tail peptide and SrcSH2 where the water free complex corresponds in mass 

to the complex and the water binding complex peaks (I), (m) and (n) correspond to one-, two- & three- 

water molecules, respectively.
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The low intensity peaks at higher mass/charge ratios than the peak attributed to the free 

pYEEI peptide correspond to sodium and potassium adducts. Nuclear magnetic 

resonance (NMR) spectroscopic studies of the free peptides suggests that they are 

unstructured (Ladbury, unpublished data). The ESI-MS data for the SrcSH2 domain in 

an unfolded state (Figure 2.13B) provides a useful control for the presence of 

specifically bound water molecules. The loss of specific sites of interaction due to the 

denatured state of the protein results with no significant peaks observed that would be 

associated with bound water molecules. However, a few low intensity peaks are 

observed that probably correspond to an unstable (short life-span) water-associated 

unfolded species, (see inset in Figure 2.13B, peak ‘w bu14’).

A comparison of the ESI-MS data obtained for the free and peptide-bound SrcSH2 

domain is plotted in Figure 2.14. Each column represents the size of the ESI peak for 

the mass of the SH2 domain and one through to five water molecules normalised as a 

percentage of the peak associated with the free SH2 domain. The apo protein domain 

has the highest propensity for a one-water-bound species. Distribution of the water 

molecules in the various pYEEX complexes remains similar, despite the side chain 

variation in the pY +3 residue e.g. for pYEEX/SrcSH2 interactions when X = I, E or V 

the highest propensity three-water-bound complex species. For the instances when X = 

D or W, the highest propensity is observed for the formation of a one-water-bound 

complex species - however, there is a significantly high probability for being detected 

also as a three-water-bound complex species. This consistent propensity for the three- 

bound-water species suggests that the varied pY +3 amino acid residue does not have a 

tendency to interact with any water molecules, since there is no observed disruption in 

water content. For example, changing the hydrophobic He residue to an acidic charged 

Glu residue, or a smaller residue such as Val continues to show the highest probability 

being for a three-bound-water species. In comparison, the non-specific peptide (C-tail) 

shows highest propensity to exist as a single-water-bound species with httle observed 

propensity to survive long enough to be detected as a three-bound-water species.
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Figure 2.13: Nanoflow ESI-MS spectra obtained at room temperature. (A) The free pYEEI peptide;

the main peak corresponds to the free peptide, the low intensity peaks observed at a higher m/z are 

attributed to sodium or potassium adducts. (B) The unfolded SH2 protein domain, pH 2.0; ‘u’ denotes 

peaks due to the SH2 domain (mass 12,298.7 ± 0.9 Da). The inset shows data for the +14 charge state of 

the protein, the low intensity peak, ‘wbu14’ is thought to be attributed to a very short-lived water bound 

unfolded species (mass 12,329.1 ± 0.3 Da). The large number of peaks observed is consistent with the 

spectrum of a denatured protein and corresponds to an increased number of charged states (+7 to +17).
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Figure 2.14: ESI-MS data for the binding of water molecules to the SrcSH2-tyrosyl phosphopeptides

interaction. These data are the average of at least three individual spectra. The columns represent the size 

of the ESI peak for the mass of the SH2 domain and 1 to 5 water molecules normalised as a percentage of 

the peak associated with the free SH2 domain.
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2.3.3 The SrcSH2 domain and the peptidomimetic drug ligands

The role of water molecules in SrcSH2-ligand interactions was investigated further 

employing specifically designed compounds. These compounds were created to inhibit 

physiological SH2 binding using a structure-based methodology (Plummer et a i ,  1996; 

1997a; 1997b; Lunney et a l ,  1997). Plummer and co-workers began with the 11-mer 

hmT-based pYEEI peptide and aimed to increase the affinity over the physiological 

ligand by reducing the size, charged nature and the peptidic nature of the compound. 

Furthermore, in an attempt to increase the entropie contribution to binding design was 

directed towards the displacement of the observed water molecules, which mediate the 

binding interaction between the pY +1 and pY 4-2 peptide residues and the SrcSH2 

domain (Waksman et a l ,  1993).

Figure 2.15 shows a general summary of the steps taken to produce the ligands with the 

desired properties: using chemical modification a rotation and inversion were performed 

that left the pY 4-2 Glu pointing towards the pY 4-3 pocket. The pY 4-2 Glu was then 

replaced with a hydrophobic group. In this position, the pY 4-3 He residue now points 

towards the protein surface where the pY 4-2 Glu had previously been (Plummer et al. ,

1996). Eventually the altered He residue was removed altogether and the pY 4-2 Glu 

replaced by various hydrophobic moieties (e.g. in the case of compound PD441, a cyclic 

aliphatic hydrocarbon group) (Plummer et a l,  1997a).

Further experiment led to the substitution of all peptide residues and the introduction of 

a rigid group to act as a bridging moiety between the interacting pockets (seen in both 

PD l 10 and PD357). This latter modification was performed since the authors concluded 

that the contribution of the charged carboxylates from the two Glu amino acids across 

the protein surface (in pYEEI/SrcSH2) as non-essential to binding (Lunney et a l,

1997). Furthermore, since these Glu peptide residues interact with the water network 

their removal would effect the liberation of the waters giving rise to a favourable A5 obs 

contribution to the AG obs of binding. Dr. Elisabeth Lunney kindly sent three of the 

compounds synthesised - one at stage (iii) and two at stage (iv). Figure 2.15. ITC 

binding studies were performed enabling comparison with the pYEEX peptide series.
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Figure 2.15: Schematic representation of the peptidomimetic ligand design process, adapted and

extended from Plummer et al., (1996). The starting point was the 11-mer hmT peptide, following deleticxi 

studies and alanine scans, the molecular modelling was based upon (i) the binding fragment (pYEEI) of 

the hmT peptide, (ii) Structure of ligand following rotation and inversion steps, (iii) Site of substitutif 

with variable aliphatic interacting groups shown in red. (iv) The added rigid bridging moiety is shown in 

red.
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2.3.3.1 ITC binding experiments of structure-based designed ligands

The results of the calorimetric titrations conducted in buffer (20mM MES, pH 6.0, ImM 

DTT, ImM EDTA) with 1 % DMSO (experiments involving the drug PD441 were 

carried out with 4 % DMSO) at 25 °C are shown in Figure 2.16. These binding 

isotherms were set to obtain the thermodynamic parameters listed in Table 2.5. The 

binding enthalpies A//°obs were observed to be negative for all drug compounds and 

ranged from -25.1 (± 0.7) kJ mof* for the PD110/SrcSH2 interaction and -9.1 (± 1.0) 

kJ mol^ for the PD441/SrcSH2 interaction. All the specifically designed 

peptidomimetic ligands have lower binding constants, when compared to the 

pYEEI/SrcSH2 binding interaction. The binding isotherms all have a mid-point at 1 

mole drug/1 mole SH2 domain indicative of 1:1 interactions. Since the presence of low 

concentrations of DMSO was required to solubilise the drug compounds for comparison 

the pYEEI/SrcSH2 interaction was also performed in 1% DMSO. This interaction is 

observed to be slightly weaker than the experiments presented previously, without 

DMSO: (pYEEI/SrcSH2 with 1% DMSO %  obs = 4.0 (± 0,01) x 10* M ‘ c f. 

pYEEI/SrcSH2 without DMSO %  „bs = 10.8 (± 0.9) x 10* M ', see Section 2.3.2.1).

The binding enthalpies for all the drug/protein interactions were observed to be negative 

but smaller in magnitude in comparison with the results obtained for the pYEEI/SrcSH2 

interaction. The observed decrease in favourable enthalpy of binding may be indicative 

of the lack of H-bonds formation (normally formed with the pY peptides) and results in 

a less favourable A7/°obs contribution to the AG°obs. The PD441 ligand has the weakest 

binding interaction with the SrcSH2 domain; Kb obs (PD441) = 0.03 (± 0.004) x 10  ̂M^ 

compared to Æy obs (pYEEI) = 4.0 (± 0.01) x 10  ̂ M \  In studies using a competitive 

radiolabelled phosphopeptide displacement assay, the IC 50 binding affinities were 7.0 

|xM PD441 (Plummer et a l ,  1997a) and 6.6 |iM  PD l 10 (Lunney et a l ,  1997). 

Comparison of these assays with the direct ITC measurements determined in this work, 

the binding affinities are observed to be weaker for the PD441 ligand and tighter for the 

PD l 10 ligand, {cf. IQ obs (PD441) = 33.3 |iM  and IQ obs (PDl 10) = 1.85 )iM). 

Interestingly, PD441 does not have a pTyr, but a slightly altered pTyr mimic (it is 

unclear whether this is the major factor in the loss of IQ) otherwise it is the most 

‘peptide-like’ in nature of the three drugs studied, retaining the pY +1 Glu residue.
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Figure 2.16: Binding isotherms obtained from integrated heats of binding from calorimetric

titrations, corrected for heats of dilution. Titrations of the inhibitor compounds PDl 10(4 ), PD357 ( ),

PD441 4  ) and a control titration 4 )  using the pYEEI peptide into a solution of v-SrcSH2 at 25 °C. The 

experiments were carried out in 20 mM MES, pH 6.0, 1 mM DTT, 1 mM EDTA and 50 mM NaCl, 

containing 1 % DMSO, (except for PD441 where 4 % DMSO was present).

Table 2.5: Calorimetrically derived thermodynamic parametCTS determined for the binding of the

SrcSH2 domain to the peptidomimetic ligands and pYEEI at 25°C.

LIGAND N
^b) obs
(xlO ") M '

A/Tobs kJmol ' TA5°obs kJmol*^ AG°obs kJmol'*

pYEEI* 0.99 4.0 ±0.01 -31.8 ±0.8 5.4 ± 0.6 -37.2 ±0.49

PDl 10 0.94 0.54 ± 0.08 -25.1 ±0.7 7.1 ±0.9 -32.0 ± 1.06

PD357 0.99 0.36 ± 0.08 -23.4 ±1.0 8.3 ± 0.8 -31.7 ±0.51

PD441 1.4 0.03 ± 0.005 -9.6 ± 0.9 15.5 ±0.9 -25.1 ±0.84

All experiments were performed in 20 mM MES, pH 6.0, 1 mM DTT, 1 mM EDTA and 50 mM NaCl 

plus 1 % DMSO (except for ligand PD441 where 4 % had been required). *EPQ(pY)EEIPIYL hmT based 

peptide. ^TA5°obs was calculated using TA5°obs = A//°obs - AG°obs- *AG°obs was determined from AG°obs = - 

RTln(/^b°obs).
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There is an increase in favourable entropy of binding for the ligands (Table 2.5), relative 

to the entropy observed for the ‘specific’ pYEEI/SrcSH2 binding interaction. This is 

consistent with water molecules being liberated from the binding interface causing the 

loss of the water-molecule networks increasing the disorder, resulting in a favourable 

entropie contribution to the binding affinity. Both the changes in enthalpy and entropy 

result in an overall unfavourable contribution to (a less negative value) the change in 

free energy. From these data the preferential order of binding is PD l 10 > PD357 > 

PD441, although none of these bind tighter than the pYEEX peptides.
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2.3.4 The SH2 domain of Fyn

Binding experiments with the pYEEX hmT based peptides and drug compounds to the 

FynSH2 domain were performed to test the hypothesis regarding the importance of 

water molecules in the binding interaction between SH2 domains. Although no reported 

crystal structure of the FynSH2 domain is available to show the positioning of surface 

water molecules, there is « 65 % amino acid sequence identity to that of the SrcSH2 

domain and the NMR solvent structure shows that the structural architecture is almost 

identical. Such similarity would suggest that there is an analogous incorporation of 

water molecules by the FynSFI2 domain when interacting with pY peptides. This 

hypothesis was investigated using a combination of ITC and ESI-MS experimental 

techniques, as described for SrcSH2.

2.3.4.1 DSC experiments of FynSH2 domain
DSC was used to determine the stability of FynSH2. The DSC experiments show that 

FynSH2, in contrast to the SrcSH2 has a thermally induced transition, which shows 

some reversibility (Figure 2.17). The transition is broader and more symmetrical than 

the one observed for the SrcSH2 protein domain. The peak starts to form at around 25 to 

30 °C, indicating that the protein is beginning to unfold.

QOOO
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Figure 2.17: DSC scan of the FynSH2 domain in 20 mM MES, pH 6.0, 1 mM DTT, 1 mM EDTA

and 50 mM NaCl. Experiments were performed with a protein ccmcentration of 0.15 mM. The data shown 

in green denotes the immediate repeat scan after the initial transition (shown in red) was complete.
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The maxima of the heat absorption peaks, Tm (where transition is half-complete) is at 

43.6 °C. In order to ensure that the protein is folded in its native form any binding 

experiments would have to be performed at temperatures of 25 °C or less. The second 

data set in Figure 2.17 (shown in green) is a repeat scan carried out immediately after 

the transition (shown in red) was complete. This shows that there is some level of 

reversibility but clearly, a portion of the protein is irreversibly denatured in the first 

scan. The protein concentration (0.15 mM) used in the DSC experiments is 

approximately 5-fold that used in the FynSH2 ITC binding experiments.

2.3.4 2 FynSH2 domain and hmT based pYEEX variant peptide ligands

2.3.4.2.1 Comparison of FynSH2 and SrcSH2
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[pYEEI]/[SH2 domain]

Figure 2.18: Comparison of ITC binding isotherms obtained at 25 °C from integrated heats of

binding (corrected for heats of dilution) for the interaction between the phosphotyrosyl peptide pYEEI to 

the SrcSH2 and FynSH2 domains, in 20 mM MES, pH 6.0, 1 mM DTT, 1 mM EDTA and 50 mM NaCl.

Figure 2.18 shows a comparison of the corrected binding isotherms obtained from 

experiments with the hmT pYEEI peptide to both the SrcSH2 and FynSH2 domains 

under the same conditions. Generally, the association experiments between the pY 

peptides and the FynSH2 domain resulted in A//°obs values of a greater magnitude (more 

exothermic). Furthermore, the equilibrium binding constants were observed to be 

approximately an order of magnitude tighter (10^ M *) than the equivalent SrcSH2
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peptide binding experiments. Comparison of the two SH2 domain structures and 

sequences does not reveal any features to explain why such a difference occurs.

2.3.4.2.2 ITC binding experiments

Table 2.6 presents the standard thermodynamic parameters, obtained from raw data 

fitted to the single-site model, for the binding experiments between the pYEEX series of 

peptides and the FynSH2 domain. The corrected binding isotherms obtained from 

experiments with the pYEEX peptides are shown in Figure 2.19. The integrated binding 

isotherm data for the pYEEX peptides shows AH°obs to range from -35.6 to -47.1 kJ 

mol'* foi pYEED and pYEEE, respectively. As observed with the SrcSH2 interactions 

all the A//°obs were negative values (favourable enthalpy changes for the interactions). 

On average A//°obs for the pYEEX/FynSH2 binding interactions were -9 .6  kJ mol^ 

greater in magnitude than the equivalent interactions with the SrcSH2 domain. As was 

found with the analogous SrcSH2 experiments, qualitative examination of the data in 

Figure 2.19 shows sharp binding isotherms with a mid-point at 1 mole SH2/1 mole 

peptide, indicative of 1:1 stoichiometries of peptideiprotein. There was no measurable 

binding interaction observed between the non-phosphorylated YEEI peptide and 

FynSH2 protein under the conditions used. In agreement with the SrcSH2 peptide 

studies, this observation further confirms the importance of the pY residue in the 

binding interaction. As with SrcSH2 the AG°obs values for the interactions reveal that 

there are only small differences in affinity for the various pYEEX ligands.

The experimental data in Table 2.6, shows that the equilibrium binding constants (Xb 

obs) are similar, only varying between 10.0 (± 0.0) x 10  ̂ and 16.9 (± 0.4) x 10  ̂ M'^ for 

peptide pYEED and pYEEV, respectively. The binding experiments between FynSH2 

and the pYEEX peptide series are within the same order of magnitude (= 10  ̂ M'^) but 

they are an order of magnitude higher than the affinities observed with the SrcSH2 

complexes. The results obtained by Ladbury et al. (1996) for the interaction between 

FynSH2 and the same pYEEI peptide as used in these studies, observe Xb values of one 

order of magnitude lower, at 25 and 30 °C of 1.36 (± 0.02) x 10  ̂ and 0.70 (± 0.07) x 

10 ,̂ respectively. These experiments were conducted in phosphate buffer (10 mM KPi, 

30mM NaCl, 5mM DTT, pH 6.0). The presence of a phosphorylated tyrosine residue 

has already been established as crucial for any binding interaction to occur in SH2
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Figure 2.19: Integrated heats of binding from calorimetric titrations, corrected for heats of dilutiai.

Titrations of the variant peptides pYEEX into a solution of FynSH2 in 20 mM MES, pH 6.0, 1 mM DTT, 

1 mM EDTA and 50 mM NaCl, at 25 °C.

Table 2.6: Thermodynamic parameters determined from ITC experiments, for the binding of the

FynSH2 domain to phosphotyrosyl peptides at 25 °C.

PEPTIDE* N
X b  obs

( x i o  ") M '

A T T o b s

kJmol'

T A S ^ o b s

kJmol'^

A G ° o b s

kJmol'*

pYEEI 1.00 15.97+1.00 -46.94 ± 1.64 -5.83 ± 2.95 ^0.87 ± 1.70

pYEED 1.00 10.0 ±0.00 -35.60 ±0.56 4.35 ±0.56 -39.95 ± 0.00

pYEEE 1.00 10.85 ±0.09 -47.13 ±0.91 -6.99 ±1.10 ^0.14 ±0.19

pYEEV 1.00 16.93 ±0.40 -39.51 ±0.15 1.71 ±0.52 -41.22±0.18

pYEEW 1.00 12.73 ±0.32 -38.38 ± 1.44 2.09 ± 2.07 ^0.47 ±0.63

YEEI No observed binding inta-action.

All ITC experiments were performed in 20 mM MES, pH 6.0, I mM DTT, 1 mM EDTA and 50 mM 

NaCl. Reported values are the mean of at least three independent titrations with the standard deviations 

shown as errtx. *EPQ(pY)EEXPIYL hmT based peptide, where X is varied. ^TA5°obs was calculated using 

TA5°obs = A//°obs - AG°obs- *AG°obs was determined from AG°obs = -RTln(A:b°obs).
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domains (see Sections 1.3 & 2.3.2). The phosphate group (P0 4 ‘̂) on the pTyr residue is 

an important functional group in the SH2 interactions. Hence, the competitive binding 

of the P0 4 '̂ in the phosphate buffer towards the FynSH2 domain pYEEI interaction 

accounts for the observed discrepancy in Æy values (one order of magnitude). 

Experiments should be conducted in conditions free of any P0 4  ̂ groups other than 

those on the target protein/peptide ligand.

The small variation in AG°obs confirms that the pY +3 residue of the pYEEX peptides 

does not define the specificity o f these interactions, as was seen with the SH2 domain of 

Src. Indeed, Val in the pY +3 position yields the lightest binding interaction but only 

binds approximately 6 % tighter than the so-called ‘specific-peptide’ which has an lie 

residue in this position. The weakest interaction is observed when X = Asp, but even 

then it only binds just over a third less tightly than the He peptide. Interestingly, from 

these data using FynSH2 we see a difference in the order of preference in binding for 

the pY 4-3 residue; Val > He > Trp > Glu > Asp as compared to SrcSH2; He > Val > Glu 

> Trp > Asp. Generally, the hydrophobic aliphatic residues have the highest affinity for 

the SH2 pY 4-3 pocket with charged residues binding with lower affinity interactions.

2.3.4.2.3 Investigation of the water content of the binding site by ESI-MS

The nano flow ESI-MS technique was developed (as previously discussed), to assess the 

number of water molecules involved in peptide-SH2 binding. As with the 

SrcSH2/pYEEX complexes under the nanoflow ESI conditions some water molecules 

appear to be able to prevail in the FynSH2/pYEEX complex. Evidence that these 

molecules are being incorporated in the interface is provided by the peaks attributed to 

water-bound moieties being maintained over the water-free species at high-energy 

conditions. Figure 2.20 shows typical nanoflow ESI mass spectra from experiments 

with the apo-FynSH2 and the complex formed when bound to the pYEEI peptide 

obtained at room temperature, pH 5.0. The masses of the charge states, from 4-7 to 4-14, 

confirm the molecular mass of the protein to be 12,279.4 ± 0.3 Da, in agreement with 

the calculated mass of 12,278.7 Da obtained from amino acid sequence. Comparison of 

the relative intensities of the MS data for the native apo FynSH2 domain (12,279 ± 0.3 

Da) shows the highest probability of a one-water bound apo species surviving (peak B, 

12,301 ±0 .1  Da). A species with two-bound water molecules occurs with a lower but
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Figure 2.20: Analysed nanoflow ESI spectra of (A) the apo-FynSH2 domain and (B) the pYEEI-

SH2 complex. (A) Small peaks labelled ‘B’ and ‘C ’ in the apo-protein based on mass differences can be 

attributed to the water molecules. (B) The water-free complex is labelled (wfc) and the water-bound 

complex is labelled (wbc). The water-bound complex is 54 mass units greater than the water-free 

complex, this is attributed to three bound-water molecules.
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significant probability as shown by the peak intensity of peak C. The spectrum shown in 

Figure 2.20B reveals that after an equimolar addition of pYEEI peptide to the FynSH2 

domain, the complex remains intact with no free moieties observed. The 

pYEEI/FynSH2 spectrum clearly shows the water-free-complex, peaks labelled (wfc) 

corresponding to 13,750.6 ± 0.2 Da (in agreement with the calculated mass for the 1:1 

pYEEI/SH2 complex of 13,752.4 Da). The water-bound-complex peaks labelled (wbc) 

are 54 mass units greater than the water-free-complex (13,804.7 ± 2.1 Da). 

Qualitatively, the inset shows that the relative intensity of the water-bound-complex 

peak is very close to that of the water-free-complex. This would indicate that under 

experimental conditions used, the water-bound-complex has almost the same 

probability of occurring as the water-free-complex. This high relative intensity of the 

water-bound-complex peak (qualitatively ~ 80 % of wfc peak) was not observed with 

the pYEEI/SrcSH2 complex (~ 50 % of wfc peak). This could be indicative of tighter 

interactions between the FynSH2/pYEEI complex and water molecules as compared to 

the water-bound species as observed with Src.

As a further control nanoflow ESI-MS studies were performed using the 

unphosphorylated YEEI peptide (see also ITC experiments Section 2.3.4.2.2). The 

absence of the phosphorylated tyrosine results in no complex being detected by MS 

when mixed as an equimolar solution as other ligands (data not shown). This shows 

good agreement with the ITC data and definitively illustrates the importance of the 

phosphotyrosine residue. Furthermore, this suggests that the hydrophobic contacts 

formed in the pY +3 pocket by the He residue alone are not sufficient to maintain the 

complex in the gas phase of the spectrometer.

The ESI-MS spectra for the experiments using pYEEI/FynSH2, pYEEW/FynSH2 

(included for comparison) and the C-tail/FynSH2 interactions are shown in Figure 

2.21 A, B and C, respectively. Main peaks are assigned to the water-free complex (wfc) 

species and peaks with a greater/mass charge ratio in multiples of =18 mass units are 

assigned as water bound species (wbc). Clearly, these nano flow mass spectra show 

different proportions of water-bound complex as compared to water-free complex 

species, depending upon the ligand bound. The charge states from the FynSH2/pYEEI 

complex (Figure 2.21 A) appear as doublets in the spectrum the second series is
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Figure 2.21: Nanoflow ESI mass spectra of the FynSH2 domain interacting with the tyrosyl peptides

(A) pYEEI, (B) pYEEW and (C) the C-tail phospho peptide each showing different proportions of water- 

bound complex (wbc). The low proportion of water-bound complex in the pYEEW complex is attributed 

to the sterically-hindered bulky nature of the Trp (W) side chain, distorting the peptide backbone away 

from the protein surface. Thus breaking favourable interactions between pY +3 lie-containing peptide 

side chains and the protein, as well as disrupting the proposed water-mediated binding accounting for the 

observed higher proportion of the FynSH2/pYEEI water-bound complex.
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approximately 54 Da higher in mass than the first (see inset). The higher mass series 

corresponds (in mass) to the interaction of three water molecules with the protein- 

peptide complex. The analogous nanoflow ESI-MS experiments investigating the 

SrcSH2 domain interactions (detailed previously, Section 23.2.2) also showed that a 

stable complex containing three water molecules was detected under similar conditions.

As previously observed with some o f the SrcSH2/pYEEX complexes, ESI-MS binding 

experiments of the FynSH2 domain and pYEEX variant tyrosyl peptides show water- 

bound species with masses detected that are consistent with the binding of three water 

molecules. The size of the water-bound complex peak compared to the main water-free 

complex peak varied greatly and was dependent upon the interacting peptide. For 

example, with the pYEEW/FynSH2 interaction (Figure 2 .2IB), the water-bound 

complex consistently showed a small peak corresponding to three bound waters 

suggesting a lower probability of finding these waters in the complex. This low 

proportion of water-bound-complex in the pYEEW-containing peptide is attributed to 

the steric nature of the bulky Trp side chain distorting the peptide backbone away from 

the protein surface. In comparison the higher proportion of water-bound complex 

species observed with the He containing peptide is attributed to the favourable 

interactions made between the side chain and hydrophobic binding peptide and the H- 

bonded water network.

The C-tail pYQPG-containing peptide reveals a consistent propensity for a three-water 

bound species from the nanoflow ESI-MS experiments (Figure 2.21C). This is different 

to the results obtained with the ESI-MS experiments for the SrcSH2/C-tail complex, 

where only one water molecule interacts tightly enough with the complex to survive 

until detection. Based on the sequence of the C-tail peptide (pYQPG) the network of 

water molecules is expected to undergo disruption. In the C-tail/FynSH2 ESI spectrum, 

both the complex and small amounts of apo-SH2 domain are observed (Figure 2.21C). 

For the interactions with the pYEEX peptides however, negligible amounts of apo 

domain are detected, due to the increased affinity of the pYEEX peptides to the SH2 

domain {cf. C-tail) resulting in such small concentrations of free SH2 domain that are 

below detection.
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The stability of the FynSH2/peptide water-bound complexes with increasing collision 

energy was investigated. Figure 2.22 shows the effect of increasing collision by varying 

the cone energy on the water-jfree and water-bound complexes of FynSH2/pYEEE. As 

the cone voltage increases the gradual dissociation of the SH2/peptide complexes begins 

and a change in the relative distributions of the peptide-free and peptide-bound species 

is observed. At a low cone voltage of 35 V the water-free complex FynSH2/pYEEE is 

the most dominant species (Figure 2.22, peak A). The water-bound complex (adjacent 

peak in figure) is observed with an intensity of approximately 50 % that of the water- 

free complex. Increasing the collision energy to 80 V results in the proportion of the 

free or apo-FynSU2 domain increasing (peak B), whereas the amount of complex 

decreases as the disruption of the complex begins and the peaks reduce in intensity. 

Further increase in the collision energy (through 100 V to 140 V) leads to further 

disruption of the complex; however, the water-bound complex (peak D) begins to 

dominate the water-free complex (peak E). The overall intensity of the water-bound and 

water-free complexes is reduced, but the water-bound complex is clearly more stable at 

the higher energy conditions than the water-free complex. This suggests that the water- 

mediated binding increases the stability of the complex, supporting the notion that the 

waters observed in these ESI-MS experiments are indeed found interacting between the 

SH2 domain and the pTyr-peptides forming important contacts with both moieties. 

There is an overall increase in intensity of the water-bound apo-SH2 domain with 

increasing cone voltage, (peak C). Once the cone voltage is raised above 140 V the 

complex completely dissociates and only the water-bound and water-free apo-SH2 

domain persists. Thus, the loss of water molecules in the gas phase from the complex 

must be a co-operative event as no evidence is observed for the sequential loss of water 

molecules. This is good evidence for the hypothesis of the water molecules interacting 

in the binding site via a strong H-bonding contacts in a conserved network of water- 

binding sites, not discrete individual water molecules.

A major difference between the ITC solution and the gas phase ESI-MS data is the 

probable effect of the solvent upon the binding interaction. The ITC experiments are 

conducted in aqueous buffer conditions, the removal of hydrophobic surface area from 

solvent exposure upon binding provides significant entropie energetic contribution to 

the binding (sometimes referred to as the hydrophobic effect) and favours the binding 

interaction of the more hydrophobic peptides. Such a trend is indeed observed for the
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Figure 2.22: N anoflow  ESI m ass spectra show ing the effect o f increasing collision energy on the
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SrcSH2 ITC experiments, see Table 2.4, although the pYEEW peptide’s lower affinity 

relative to the other peptides is due to the bulky steric hindrance in binding. In the gas 

phase, the hydrophobic effect should be negligible, which would agree with the change 

in the relative affinity o f the Glu-containing peptide (van der Waals and ionic contacts 

are important in the gas phase). However, there is little known about the effects to 

binding interactions due to the solvent loss in the stages of droplet evaporation and 

desolvation in the nano flow method and the resulting non-aqueous environment.

2.3.4.3 The FynSH2 domain binding interactions with peptidomimetic ligands

2.3.4.3.1 ITC binding experiments

ITC was used to study the thermodynamics of the binding interactions between the 

FynSH2 domain and the same non-peptide compounds used previously with SrcSH2 

(Section 2.3.3) and specifically designed for the SrcSH2 protein domain. Experiments 

were conducted in 20 mM MES, pH 6.0, 1 mM DTT, 1 mM EDTA and 50 mM NaCl 

with 1 % DMSO (except PD441 which had 4 % DMSO) at 25 °C as with the SrcSH2 

domain. Integration of the corrected heats produced by these binding interactions of the 

peptidomimetic ligands with the FynSH2 domain resulted in the binding isotherms 

shown in Figure 2.23. The standard thermodynamic parameters obtained by fitting these 

to the single-site model are given in Table 2.7. The binding enthalpies A//°obs were 

observed to be negative for all drug compounds and ranged from -35.6 (±1.02) kJ mol * 

for the PD110/FynSH2 interaction and -28.9 (± 0.56) kJ mol * for the PD441/FynSH2 

interaction. When measured in the presence of DMSO the binding interaction of the 

SH2 domain with the ‘specific’ pYEEI peptide the interaction is weakened by an order 

of binding to Æyobs -1 0 ^  M *, this is not observed in the SrcSH2 and it is not clear why 

this occurs with the FynSH2.

All the specifically designed peptidomimetic drug ligands have lower equihbrium 

binding constants, when compared to the pYEEI/FynSH2 binding interaction, this is 

interpreted as overall weaker interactions with lower affinity to the protein. However, in 

comparison to the identical experiments performed with the SrcSH2 domain the 

peptiodmimetic/SH2 interactions generally demonstrate a higher affinity for the 

FynSH2 domain, as was observed when comparing the pYEEX peptide interactions.
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Figure 2 J3 : Binding isotherms determined from heats of binding, corrected for heats of dilution, at

25°C. Titrations of the inhibitor compounds PDllO, PD357 and PD441 (plus pYEEI as a control) into a 

solution of the FynSH2 domain. All experiments were performed in MES buffer containing 1 % DMSO, 

except for PD441 which required 4% DMSO.

Table 2.7: Calorimetrically observed thermodynamic parameters, determined for the binding

interaction of the FynSH2 domain to the peptidomimetic ligands and pYEEI, at 25 °C.

LIGAND N
^b obs
(xlO ") M '

A/Tobs kJmol * TA5°obs kJmol'^ AG°obs kJmol '*

pYEEI* 0.924 1.85 ±0.01 -30.9 ± 0.38 4.9 ± 0.28 -35.8 ±0.01

PDllO 1.11 0.56 ±0.09 -35.6 ± 1.02 -2.8 ± 0.70 -32.8 ±0.38

PD357 1.07 0.70 ±0.06 -29.3± 1.11 4.1 ±0.98 -34.4 ± 0.84

PD441 1.01 0.02±0.0(M -28.9± 0.56 -4.9 ± 0.78 -24.0 ± 1.0

All expCTiments were performed in 20 mM MES, pH 6.0, 1 mM DTT, 1 mM EDTA and 50 mM NaCl 

plus 1 % DMSO (except for ligand PD441 where 4 % had been required). Sequence EPQ(pY)EEIPIYL 

the hmT based peptide. ^TAS°obs was calculated using TA5°obs = A//°obs - AG°obs- *AG°obs was determined 

from AG°obs = -RTln(A:b°obs)-
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There is a reduced steepness of the binding isotherms for the drug ligands (Figure 2.23) 

as qualitatively compared to that of the pYEEI peptide, indicating that binding is not as 

tight (Kb -  10^). The binding isotherms all seem to have a mid-point at approximately 1 

mole drug/1 mole SH2 domain. The difference in the order of the binding constants 

does not translate into widely different AG°obs values. Quantitatively, the binding 

enthalpies for all the drug-protein interactions were observed to be negative and of 

similar magnitude with the pYEEI/FynSH2 interaction performed in DMSO conditions. 

There is significant variation in the TA5°obs (not observed with the SrcSH2 complexes). 

The PD441 ligand again forms the weakest binding interaction with the SH2 domain, 

ATb obs (PD441) = 0.02 + 0.004 X 10® M ‘ compared to/fb obs (pYEEI) = 1.9 + 0.01 x 10® 

M '. Whilst the pYEEI peptide has the strongest affinity for the FynSH2 domain, the 

specifically designed ligands follow the same trend as compared to Src in terms of 

affinity; from strongest to weakest PD l 10 > PD357 > PD441.
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2.4 Discussion

In the X-ray crystallographic structure of the SrcSH2 protein domain interacting with 

the hmT-based pYEEI peptide (EPQpYEEIPIYL), a water network is observed 

mediating the protein and peptide (Figure 2.24; see also Chapter 1, Section 1.3). 

Experiments were performed on the formation of the SH2/peptide complex to assess the 

role of this network; the investigation involved changing the ligand content to 

selectively or grossly disrupt water-mediation. To achieve this binding experiments 

were performed with 1) the pYEEI peptide mutated at the pY 4-3 position, 2) the C-tail 

peptide (EPQpYQPGEN) and 3) using the peptidomimetic ligands specifically designed 

for the SrcSH2 binding-site.

2.4.1 The interfacial water molecule network

The apo SH2 domain X-ray structure shows that there are as many as eight water 

molecules in the peptide binding-site (Waksman et a i ,  1993; see also Chapter 1). From 

the X-ray crystallographic structure of the hmT-pYEEI peptide bound to SrcSH2 

(Waksman et a i,  1993), there is little direct peptide to protein contact observed for the 

pY 4-1 and 4-2 Glu residues. Instead, structures show that interaction of the pY 4-1 and 

4-2 Glu residues with the SH2 domain is mediated via a network of up to four water 

molecules. These are seen in the close-up of the SrcSH2 peptide binding-site (Figure 

2.24) and the structural schematic (Figure 2.25; reproduced from Chapter 1, Figure 1.9). 

From the crystallographic structure (Figure 2.24), three water molecules in particular 

W l, W2 and W3 (corresponding to water molecules S I, S2 and S3 in Figure 2.25(a)) 

seem to be important in mediating protein and peptide contact as well as contact with 

each other. Energy minimisation studies conducted by Dr. Debora Renzoni (see Chapter

1) using the GRID computer program (Goodford, 1985) revealed positions of low 

potential energy. Such positions indicate sites with a high probability for the existence 

of bound water-molecules. Those sites identified by the GRID analysis correspond well 

with the crystallographically observed water binding-sites on the apo and peptide-bound 

SrcSH2 domain. Interestingly, GRID analysis of the energetics for the 

crystallographically identified water molecules revealed that as many as three of the 

water molecules observed on the surface of the apo SH2 domain could be retained in 

the binding site upon binding with the pYEEI peptide. This would have an impact on 

the thermodynamics of binding since any entropie cost of bringing water molecules in 

from bulk solvent would be significantly reduced.
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The X-ray crystallographic structure of the C-tail peptide bound to the SrcSH2 domain 

(Xu et a i, 1997) shows a greater number of water molecules in the peptide binding-site 

(Figure 2.25(b)). Comparison with the pYEEI peptide SrcSH2 interaction show clear 

differences in the peptide-protein contacts and the peptide-protein water mediated 

hydrogen-bond contacts. Indeed, comparing the interfacial water molecules in both the 

pYEEI and C-tail interaction reveals that in the C-tail peptide interaction, the waters 

generally form weaker H-bond contacts that are outside or on the limits of optimal 

length ranges (ca. 2.8 Â).

Figure 224: Close-up of the pYEEI-SrcSH2 (Waksman et a i, 1993) binding-site with four observed

water molecules (green spheres, labelled Wl - W4, in yellow). Both peptide and protein are shown in cpk 

colours (oxygen - red; nitrogen - blue; carbon - green). Distances between amino acids and the water 

molecules are shown in Â next to the dotted lines, these are shown as indicators of the likely positions of 

H-bonds in the structure. The protein amino acid residues are labelled according to the notaticm 

established by Eck et ai, ( 1993).
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Figure 225: Schematic representation (previously shown in Chapter 1) of the (a) EEI portion of the

hmT peptide (Waksman et al., 1993) and (b) QPGEN portion of the C-tail peptide bound to the SrcSH2 

(Xu et at., 1997). Peptide residues are numbered taking pY as ‘0’ with backbones are shaded grey. The 

water molecules observed in the X-ray structure are labelled and shown as boxes. Distances between 

amino acids and the water molecules are shown in Â next to the dotted lines which are shown as 

indicators of the likely positions of H-bonds in the structure. The protein amino acid residues are labelled 

according to the notaticxi established by Eck et at., (1993).
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2.4.2 The peptide interactions of the SrcSH2 domain

2.4.2.1 The binding interaction of the pYEEX peptides and the SrcSH2 domain

The pY residue is absolutely required for binding (see Section 1.3), this is supported by 

the lack of binding interaction observed in both the ITC and nano flow ESI-MS 

experiments between the SrcSH2 domain and the YEEI peptide (Section 2.3). The 

specificity and requirement of water mediation was investigated in the “two-pronged 

plug” model (Chapter 1) for the binding of the specific peptide. Since the pY is 

necessary for binding, and the structural data on the SrcSH2/pYEEI complex shows that 

the Glu 4-2 residue is required to maintain the integrity of the water network, only the 

pY 4-3 residue was varied. This would provide data on the role of the pY 4-3 residue 

dictating specificity without disrupting the energetic contribution from the water 

molecules.

2.4.2.1.1 Calorimetric data supports the hypothesis that the mediating water 

network is conserved with the mutant pYEEX peptides

For all the pYEEX/SrcSH2 (where X = He, Asp, Glu, Val or Trp, Table 2.4) interactions 

measured using ITC the K\y obs were observed as ranging within the same order of 

magnitude ( 10  ̂ M'^). Despite the differences in the pY 4-3 position residues the ATb obs 

remain similar e.g. changing the hydrophobic He (Æb obs = 10.8  x 10  ̂ M'*) to a charged 

Glu side chain (Kb obs = 4.87 x 10  ̂M'^). The thermodynamic data for these interactions 

(Table 2.4) suggest firstly, that the pY 4-3 residue confers little in terms of specific 

contacts. Secondly, there is no significant loss in favourable entropy or change in 

enthalpy going from the free to the bound state of the different complexes, which is 

consistent with no net change in the interactions and suggests no extra water 

incorporation or removal. The maintenance of the Glu 4-1 and Glu 4-2 residues in all the 

pYEEX peptides appears to preserve the mediating water network (Figure 2.25a), which 

accounts at least in part, for the conserved level of binding affinity.

The main contribution to the AG°obs for the pYEEX interactions is from the AH° derived 

from non-covalent bond formation (i.e. van der Waals and hydrophobic contact). This 

may be characteristic of pTyr peptide binding interactions with SH2 domains (in 

aqueous conditions at 25 °C). It is observed in identical interactions with FynSH2 and 

the pYEEI peptides (Section 2.3.4). Furthermore, such a dominant AH° contribution has
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been found in other peptide/SH2 binding studies (Lemmon & Ladbury, 1994; Ladbury 

et a l, 1995; Ladbury et a l, 1996; Charifson et a l, 1997; Renzoni et a l, 1997; 

Bradshaw et a l, 1998). Upon binding to the SH2 domain, the burial of the hydrophobic 

peptide surface area and the removal of the water molecule solvation layers on the 

peptide surface will be similar for all the pYEEX peptides. Thus, the positive 

(favourable) contribution to the AG°obs is approximately equivalent for all the peptides. 

Differences between the energetics of the individual peptides should reflect only the 

differences in the pY +3 residue due to 1) the interactions the residue side chain has in 

the SH2 domain pocket and 2) the varying levels of loss of the degrees of freedom. For 

example, the He and Glu have similar carbon-length side chains thus the Glu will 

reproduce several o f the hydrophobic contacts in the pY +3 pocket, resulting in a 

favourable A //°  contribution to binding. The charged functionality at the end of the Glu 

side chain is likely to result in unfavourable interactions with the apolar residues in the 

pY +3 pocket. Thus, accounts, at least in part, for the overall lower affinity in the pY +3 

Glu peptide. A  further example is in the binding interaction between SrcSH2 and 

pYEEI (Xb = 10.8 X 10  ̂ M '') and pYEEV (ATy = 6.2 x 10  ̂ M'*), which show similar 

affinities. Although, the He interaction has a favourable TAS°obs (1 4  ± 3.1 kJ mof^) 

contribution to binding, the Val has a more favourable TAS°obs (10.15 ±  1.7 kJ mol'*) 

contribution. The He is able to form several hydrophobic interactions with the pY +3 

SH2 pocket (Waksman et a l, 1993), suggesting that He is tightly bound i.e. the side 

chain is restricted into a particular conformation. In contrast, the Val side chain will not 

be able to reproduce all the hydrophobic contacts in the pocket. Consequently, the Val 

side chain retains more of its mobility in the pY +3 pocket (i.e. less restriction of 

degrees of the conformational freedom of the side chain).

The weakest affinity interactions were observed with X = Asp or Trp in the mutant 

series of peptides investigated. The bulky nature of the Trp residue means that there 

may be problems inserting this residue into the pY +3 pocket. The Trp is likely to be 

‘pushed out’ at the surface of the pocket. In this scenario, the Trp residue could still 

form interactions with the hydrophobic residues at the mouth of the pY +3 pocket 

(favourable A//°) - this has been confirmed by molecular dynamics simulations (Dr. M. 

Zvelebil, unpublished data). Yet, such an interaction would distort the peptide backbone 

away from the peptide surface, disrupting some of the interactions (unfavourable A//°).
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To retain a similar binding affinity there must be some significant interaction between 

the peptide and SH2 domain. The remainder of the peptide could stay close enough to 

the SH2 domain to retain some of the protein-peptide and water mediated contacts 

(favourable AH°). There would however, be some strain and disruption on the mediating 

water network and probably prevention of the formation of some of the water-water H- 

bonding (unfavourable

In the case of the pYEED peptide, a similar case of distortion could occur, though for 

different reasons. At the bottom of the pY +3 pocket on the SrcSH2 domain there are 

some hydrophilic residues, it is possible that the Glu residue in the pYEEE peptide 

reaches these and forms some level o f ionic/electrostatic interaction (thus compensating 

for the unfavourable energetics of placing a charged moiety in a largely hydrophobic 

pocket). The carbon chain of the Asp residue is shorter than the Glu residue and would 

be less likely to reach the hydrophihc groups to form contact. The charged COO group 

of the Asp is more likely to ‘sit’ further up in the pocket, surrounded by the highly 

unfavourable environment of hydrophobic groups. Thus, the COO of Asp is probably 

pushed out of the pocket into the interface and surrounding solvent. Again, such an 

interaction would distort the peptide backbone causing a disruption (but not total 

removal) of the water network, and weakening the H-bond contacts as they are 

stretched. Moreover, the negative charge from the COO functional group may have an 

electrostatic effect on the water molecules (interacting with the pY +1 and +2 Glu 

residues) drawing them away from their preferred binding orientation, causing 

disruption of the H-bonded water molecule network. This is reflected in the ITC data by 

the weaker ATb value and by the reduction in the favourable A//° and increase in 

favourable TA5° contribution to binding.

Energy minimisation data for the LckSH2/pYEED peptide complex indicated a possible 

rearrangement of water positions. This rearrangement redistributed the H-bonding 

network compensating for the inclusion of an extra water molecule into the mouth of 

the pY 4-3 cavity (Renzoni et a l ,  1997). Whilst the data obtained in this work does not 

support the notion of the incorporation of extra water molecules into the 

SrcSH2/pYEED interaction, the distortion of the water network could occur - resulting 

in the rearrangement and redistribution of the H-bonds.
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2.4.2.1.2 Determination of the number of interacting water molecules

In the absence of structural data, the nanoflow ESI-MS technique can yield information 

about the water content of a system, however, it cannot determine anything regarding 

location or the extent of interaction. Nanoflow ESI-MS experiments with the pYEEX 

peptides and the SrcSH2 domain show a clear difference in the distribution of peaks 

corresponding to bound water molecules between the free and peptide bound SrcSH2 

species. The apo SrcSH2 domain has the highest probability of being detected as a one 

water-bound species (Figure 2.12A and Figure 2.14). However, there is significantly 

high probability of detecting a two or three water-bound species - corresponding to ‘less 

tightly’ interacting water molecules on the apo domain. When X = I, E or V in the 

pYEEX/SrcSH2 interactions, complex species with three water molecules bound appear 

to be the most probable species (Figure 2.12B and Figure 2.14). Such a propensity for a 

three-water-bound complex species is consistent with the number of water molecules 

seen in pYEEI/SrcSH2 structure (Figure 2.24 & 2.25a) and the predictions by the GRID 

analysis (Chung et a l,  1998).

When X = D or W, the most probable water-bound species observed with nano flow 

ESI-MS is a one water-bound species, the second highest probable species is one where 

three water molecules are retained within the complex. The anomaly in the Asp and Trp 

peptides (compared to expectations from structural information and the other pYEEX 

peptides) is hypothesised in this work to be due to the greater possibility o f disruption of 

the water network. This is potentially due to the inappropriate insertion of the pY 4-3 

residue in the hydrophobic pocket and distortion of the peptide backbone. The likely 

distortion of the peptide backbone in both these peptides is supported by observations 

using molecular dynamics simulations (Dr. Marketa Zvelebil, personal communication). 

Such a de-stabilised water network would be less able to withstand the desolvation and 

evaporation process and survive until detection in the mass spectrometer. Thus, a lower 

percentage of three-water bound species would be expected. The single-water bound 

species could be indicative of the strength of a particular water-binding site in the 

interface. This may correspond to the same water that is observed in the apo structure 

for which some of the same non-covalent bonds are observed in the complex. The high 

level of probability for a three-bound-water species in three out the five peptide 

complexes (and being the second highest probable species in the other two) supports the 

suggestion that the pY 4-3 amino acid residue does not interact with any water
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molecules, since there little overall disruption in water content. Furthermore, the 

propensity for a three-bound-water species is in good agreement with the numbers of 

water molecules observed in mediating the pYEEI motif (Figure 2.24).

Whilst the nanoflow ESI-MS technique cannot unequivocally designate the observed 

water molecules to the protein-peptide binding-site - this is a good assumption based on 

several factors:

1) Using the GRID program to predict the location of the water binding-sites in the 

complex (Chung et a l ,  1998): The sites with the lowest potential energy are found 

in the peptide-protein interface -  coinciding with the observed binding-sites of the 

mediating water molecules (Waksman et a l ,  1993).

2) Increasing the cone voltage used in the ESI-MS experiments, in order to destabilise 

the complex species: The higher the cone voltage, the higher probability that the 

water-free complex species becomes destabilised, such that a smaller population 

survives through to detection. The water-bound species however, reveals a greater 

percentage (relative to the water-free species) survives under high-energy conditions 

(see Figure 2.22). Thus, the water-bound complexes are more stable than the water- 

free species’ supporting the notion that the water molecules are in the interface 

acting together to enhance binding (Chung et a l ,  1999).

A recent study reported that the substitution of the Glu in position pY +2 (with an Ala 

or Gly) resulted in the greatest loss in binding affinity as compared to the other residues 

C-terminal to the pTyr in the pYEEI motif (Bradshaw & Waksman, 1999). Serial 

substitutions were made systematically at positions pY +1 through to pY 4-3, and the 

binding interactions were probed using calorimetry. These results combined with those 

from this study suggest that the removal o f the pY +2 residue caused the most 

disruption of the water network. Thus, the pY +2 residue may be of greater influence on 

the specificity of the system, due to its effects on the water network, than the pY 4-3 

residue.

2.4.2.2 Disruption of the water network interaction with the C-tail peptide

The presence of the Glu 4-1 and Glu 4-2 residues preserved in the pYEEX peptides 

ensures the existence of the important mediating water network. To examine the effect 

of having disrupted of the water network by the removal of both these crucial Glu
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residues a peptide with a different sequence proximal to the pY was used. Binding 

experiments of the SrcSH2 domain with the C-tail peptide (EPQpYQPGEN) were 

performed. Titration of the C-tail peptide into the SrcSH2 domain revealed a loss of two 

orders of magnitude of binding affinity (Kb obs -10^), as compared to the 

pYEEX/SrcSH2 interactions (Ky obs -10^). Loss of the mediating water network (and 

associated H-bonds) is consistent with the observed reduction in the A//°obs and binding 

affinity. However, the expected (large) favourable A5°obs associated with the increased 

disorder of such a system - due to the displacement of structural waters - is not apparent. 

This effect could be the result o f the net effect incorporation of a greater number of 

water molecules into the complex.

Nanoflow ESI-MS shows a difference in the distribution of probability of finding 

species with certain numbers of water molecules compared to the pYEEX peptides (see 

Figure 2.14). There is higher probability o f finding the C-tail peptide existing as a single 

water-bound species, with the second highest probability of finding two water 

molecules retained in the complex. It has a low probability of surviving long enough to 

be detected as a three-bound-water species. The different distributions o f water 

molecules with the different peptide ligands gives good evidence that at least some of 

the water molecules are in the protein-peptide interface. From the X-ray 

crystallographic structure (Figure 2.25b) six water molecules are observed in the 

SrcSH2/C-tail complex, however these water molecules are shown to interact ‘less- 

tightly’ by GRID analysis as compared to those seen in the SrcSH2/pYEEX complexes. 

This would account for the reduced stability o f these water molecules in the gas phase 

ESI-MS experiments, compared to the pYEEX complex waters. This reduced stability 

of the inter facial water molecules is probably due to the disruption and weakening of H- 

bonds associated with the pY +2 Glu residue being replaced with a Pro residue.

2.4.2.3 Summary of pY peptides

A multiple superposition (based upon the conserved regions of the proteins) with 

different SrcSH2 domain X-ray crystallography structures, allows comparison of the 

interactions of the ligands. Figure 2.26 shows the overlaid structures of the apo SrcSH2 

domain, the pYEEI-bound and C-tail-bound SrcSH2 domains - including observed 

interfacial water molecules. The pYEEI/SrcSH2 complex shows four water molecules
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V
Figure 226: Superposition of the apo SrcSH2 domain, pYEEI/SrcSH2 complex (Waksman et a i,

1993) and the C-tail/SrcSH2 complex (Xu et a l, 1997) with observed water molecules from the X-ray 

crystallographic structures. The main chain of the apo SrcSH2 domain and the observed apo water 

molecules are coloured in red. The main chain of the pYEEI peptide bound SrcSH2 domain and the 

corresponding water molecules are shown in green. The main chain of the pYEEI peptide molecule is 

coloured in blue with residues labelled in white. The main chain of the C-tail peptide bound SrcSH2 

domain and the corresponding water molecules are shown in pale grey. Peptide residues are labelled in 

white. The main chain of the C-tail peptide molecule is shown here in yellow. All amino acid side chains 

are in cpk colouring (carbon atoms in green, nitrogen atoms in blue and oxygen atoms in red). Distances 

between amino acids and three water molecules from the pYEEI bound SrcSH2 domain are shown in Â 

next to the yellow dotted lines (shown as indicators of the likely positions of H-bonds with the structure). 

The protein amino acid residues are labelled in yellow according to the notaticxi established by Eck et a l, 

(1993). Interfacial water molecules from the SrcSH2/pYEEI are labelled Wl - W4 in Wiite.
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interacting between the protein and pY +1 and +2 Glu residues. From the GRID 

analysis, these four water molecules are in the lowest potential energy binding-sites. 

(These waters have been numbered according to the notation used in Table 1.3 for the 

pYEEI/SrcSH2 structure, i.e. water molecule ‘W l’ corresponds to ‘H2 0 _S 1 ’, ‘W2’ to 

‘H2 0 _S2 ’ etc.). From the energetic analysis of GRID three of these water molecules are 

thought to interact more strongly (W l, W2, W3) than the other water molecule (W4). 

This would mean than that water W4 - interacting less tightly - is undergoing faster 

solvent exchange has a smaller probability of surviving until detection. The water- 

binding sites of the apo SrcSH2 domain are very similar to those observed in the 

pYEEI-complex. This suggests some conservation of the water molecule binding sites 

in the peptide interacting-site of the SrcSH2 domain (going from the free to bound 

state). The difference between the number of water molecules in the free and peptide 

bound SrcSH2 species possibly results from the rearrangement/redistribution of H-bond 

lengths (and strengths) associated with the bound apo SrcSH2 water molecules upon 

interaction with a peptide. In particular, the water molecules labelled W l, W2 and W3 

seem to occupy almost identical sites in both free and peptide bound structures. 

Moreover, they have become fully co-ordinated with four nearest-neighbours upon the 

binding of the peptide to the SH2 domain. These water molecules, which are linked to 

each other via water-water contacts, could account for the observations during the ESI- 

MS experiments for the high propensity of complex species retaining three water 

molecules. In the pYEEX/SrcSH2 complexes changing the X residue does not greatly 

affect these interactions.

According to structural detail (Figure 2.26), the binding interaction of the SrcSH2 

domain and the C-tail peptide introduces more water molecules into the binding 

interface. However, these are unlikely to be tightly interacting as we do not see a large 

favourable A//°obs normally associated with additional bond formation - such as would 

be expected to occur with a tightly bound H2O network. Interestingly, only two of the 

water molecules seen in the apo SH2 structure (labelled W l and W2) are conserved 

with the pYEEI complex and apo forms at the C-tail/SrcSH2 interface. This agrees with 

the results of the ESI-MS observations (showing high propensity for one- and two- 

water-bound species with the C-tail peptide). These two water molecules interact in the 

interface with each other and both the peptide and protein domain.
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There is a higher probability of observing the retention of three water molecules in the 

pYEEI complex using ESI-MS compared to only one water in the C-tail complex. The 

energetic analysis of the interfacial water molecules (using GRID) may help address this 

issue. The distances o f the bonds thought to be made by the interfacial waters can yield 

information on the strength of these contacts and hence the stability of the water 

molecule in question. Taking 2.8 ± 0.2 Â to be the optimal range for a water molecule 

H-bond and assuming any H-bonds outside this range as weak and unlikely to withstand 

the ESI-MS experimental conditions (long enough to survive until detection). Applying 

this to the H-bond lengths detailed in Table 1.3 for the peptide/SrcSH2 complexes will 

give some relative idea as to whether the water molecule will survive the ESI-MS. For 

the pYEEI/SrcSH2 complex, three out of four listed water molecules have a minimum 

of two optimal H-bonds. With water S4 (or W4) having only one H-bond considered as 

optimal, this agrees with the GRID analysis predicting this as the weakest water 

molecule. This agrees well with the high probability of finding three waters retained in 

the pYEEX complexes.

2.4.3 Total disruption of mediating water molecule network

As observed with the C-tail and the mutant series of peptides altering the ligand can 

cause disruption of the mediating water network. The peptidomimetic ligands were 

specifically designed to destroy the mediating water network hence, providing an 

entropie ally favourable contribution to binding. The loss of the peptide backbone and 

pY +2 Glu residue results in complete displacement of the water molecules (see Figures 

2.27 to 2.29).

The superposition of the pYEEI/SrcSH2 complex with the PD110/SrcSH2 complex 

including any observed interfacial water molecules is shown in Figure 2.27. Structural 

co-ordinates were not available for compound PD357, however. Figure 2.28 shows the 

superposition of a compound from the same lead/parent compound as PD357 bound to 

SrcSH2 together with pYEEI/SrcSH2 complex and any observed water molecules. 

Figure 2.29 shows the pYEEI/SrcSH2 complex superimposed on the PD441/SrcSH2 

complex, again with observed water molecules. In each case, it is evident that the 

interfacial water molecules seen in the pYEEI/SrcSH2 complex are not conserved but 

have been displaced upon the binding of the interacting moieties.
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Figure 2.27: Superpositicm of the pYEEI/SrcSH2 complex (Waksman et a i, 1993) and the

PD110/SrcSH2 complex (co-ordinates a gift from Dr. Elisabeth Lunney) with observed water molecules 

from the X-ray crystallography structures. The main chain of the pYEEI peptide bound SrcSH2 domain is 

coloured red. The main chain of the peptide molecule and the corresponding water molecules are shown 

in blue. In the peptidomimetic bound SrcSH2 domain complex the SH2 domain main chain and the 

interacting PDllO drug compound are shown in Ught grey. All amino acid side chains are coloured 

according to atom type (carbon atoms in green, nitrogen atoms in blue and oxygen atoms in red). 

Distances between amino acids and three water molecules from the pYEEI bound SrcSH2 domain are 

shown in Â next to the yellow dotted lines (shown as indicators of the likely positions of H-bonds with 

the structure). The protein amino acid residues are labelled in yellow according to the crder of the 

secondary structures using the notaticn established by Eck et a i, (1993).
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Compounds PD llO  and PD357 were designed after PD441 (from different lead 

compounds) and the functional groups were chosen, on both of these, to form a greater 

number of hydrophobic interactions with the protein. For example, in the SrcSH2 

complex with drug PDllO , Figure 2.27, water W2 (observed in pYEEI/SrcSH2 

interface) is displaced by a C =0 group and a NH2 group disrupts the interaction of W4. 

Water molecule W2 is essential to the existence of the water network providing H-bond 

interactions between the SrcSH2 domain and the pYEEI peptide main chain as well as 

providing the fourth H-bond interaction to both waters W l and W3. Without this last 

stabilising H-bond, W3 is inevitably weaker and more readily exchanges with bulk 

solvent. Equally W l is unlikely to prevail in the PDl 10/SrcSH2 complex as it has lost 

the H-bond contact provided by the pY +2 Glu peptide side chain as well as that 

provided from the water molecule W2. In the PD110/SrcSH2 complex, the pD 'l Arg 

side chain confirmation is altered (as compared to that in the pYEEI/SrcSH2 

interaction) with the Arg side chain facing away from the W3 position. Unfortunately, 

whether this contributes to the loss or is due to the loss of W4 cannot be deduced from 

the experimental evidence available.

Without the actual PD357/SrcSH2 structure the binding contacts cannot be stated 

unequivocally but merely alluded to using the compound shown and the information 

from the previous PD110/SrcSH2 complex. Using Figure 2.28 and noting the 

differences (marked by the numbered arrows) between the compound in this figure and 

PD357 allows some discussion on the likely mode of interaction between PD357 and 

SrcSH2. At 1) in PD357 there is a CH3 group, which is missing in this structure and 

would be likely to affect the binding location of W4. At 2) in PD357 the carbon chain 

should have another CH2 before the cyclic aliphatic group. The remainder of the 

compound is the same as PDllO , where the rigid-bridging group and pTyr are assumed 

to bind in the same way as the PDl 10 compound. The rigid-bridging group in the drug- 

SrcSH2 complex should displace water W2 by its C =0 group and its NH2 group 

disrupting the interaction of W4 - as well as the extra CH3 group adding to the 

hindrance of the W4 binding-site. The C =0 group should mimic some of the H-bond 

contact provided by water W2, but it is unlikely to retain all contact and probably 

results in the weakening of water W l and W3. Furthermore, W l is likely to be lost 

without W2 providing essential H-bonding and not having the C =0 contact (as provided 

by the pY +1 Glu residue in the pYEEI peptide), which is replaced by an NH2
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functional group. The longer side chain of the aliphatic group interacting with the pY +3 

cavity should form some of the hydrophobic contacts but is unlikely to cause any 

disruption to the already disturbed water molecules. Disruption o f the interfacial water 

network will result in the loss of the favourable M i  gain observed with H-bond 

formation but will also result in a favourable AS due to the displacement of the water 

molecules. From the data (Table 2.7), it appears that the gain in AS is not sufficient to 

replace the loss in M i  due to the lost water network.

In Figure 2.29, water W2 is pushed out of its binding position by a N -CH 3 group on the 

PD441 ligand and water W1 is knocked out by a C =0 group. This latter group should 

provide opportunity for some of the H-bonding interactions of W1 to be retained. 

However, there appears to be total loss of the whole water network. The combined 

substitution of both these water molecules contribute to the disruption of the water- 

mediating network. Water molecule W2 in particular interacts with both W3 and W4. 

W1 in turn has a role in stabilising the binding of H2O W2. This strongly supports the 

theory of the interfacial H2O forming a synergistic interacting network (i.e. reliant upon 

contact with each other as well as the protein and ligand). As observed in the previous 

comparison with PD110/SrcSH2 the pD 'l Arg side chain appears to alter in 

conformation.

In all cases, the water molecules appear to disappear entirely but are never lost 

individually/sequentially, this suggests that the water molecule network is highly co

operative in nature. This observation supports the data obtained in the ESI-MS 

experiments for the pYEEX/SrcSH2 complexes, which show high propensity for three- 

water-bound species rather than equal likelihood of varying numbers in the H2O content 

of water-bound species.
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Figure 228: Superpositiai of the pYEEI/SrcSH2 complex (Waksman et a i, 1993) and a compound

from the same parent molecule as PD357 bound to SrcSH2 (co-ordinates a gift from Dr. Elisabeth 

Lunney) with observed water molecules from X-ray crystallography structures. The difference between 

the compound shown and PD357 are shown by the arrows: at point 1) in compound PD357 there is a CH3 

group which is missing in the above compound and at point 2) the c-chain should have another CH2 

before the occurance of the cyclic aliphatic group. As in the previous figure, the main chain of the 

pYEEI-bound SrcSH2 domain is coloured red. The main chain of the peptide molecule and the 

corresponding water molecules are shown in blue. In the peptidomimetic bound SrcSH2 domain complex 

the SH2 domain main chain and the interacting PD357-like drug compound are shown in light grey. All 

amino acid side chains are coloured according to atom type (carbon atoms in green, nitrogen atoms in 

blue and oxygen atoms in red). Distances between amino acids and three water molecules from the 

pYEEI bound SrcSH2 domain are shown in Â next to the yellow dotted lines (shown as indicators of the 

likely positions of H-bonds with the structure). The protein amino acid residues are labelled in yellow 

according to the crder of the secondary structures using the notation established by Eck et a i, (1993).
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Figure Superposition of the pYEEI/SrcSH2 complex (Waksman et a i,  1993) and the

PD441/SrcSH2 complex (Plummer et at., 1997(a)) with observed water molecules from X-ray 

crystallography structures. The structures are coloured as detailed for the previous figures: the main chain 

of the pYEEI peptide bound SrcSH2 domain is coloured red. The main chain of the peptide molecule and 

the corresponding water molecules are shown in blue. In the peptidomimetic bound SrcSH2 domain 

complex the SH2 domain main chain and the interacting 441 drug compound are shown in light grey. All 

amino acid side chains are coloured according to atom type (carbon atoms in green, nitrogen atoms in 

blue and oxygen atoms in red). Distances between amino acids and three water molecules from the 

pYEEI bound SrcSH2 domain are shown in Â next to the yellow dotted lines (shown as indicators of the 

likely positions of H-bonds with the structure). The protein amino acid residues are labelled in yellow 

according to the crder of the secondary structures using the notation established by Eck et ai, (1993).
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All the pYEEX/SrcSH2 interactions have a similar binding affinity (Æy obs ~10^), which 

is significantly higher than the observed peptidomimetic/SrcSH2 interactions, (these 

range from PDl 10 ^bobs 5.4 x 10  ̂M'^ to PD441 ATyobs 3 x 10"̂  M'^). Since the nanoflow 

ESI-MS data and ITC binding studies suggest that the water molecules play a key role 

in mediating the SH2 interaction then reduction in Æy for the drug compounds could 

result, at least in part, from the loss of the water. This serves to strengthen the 

hypothesis that the water molecules appear to form a network in which the cumulative 

effect of the H-bonds formed provides a favourable contribution to AG°obs-

The Ky obs determined in this work show the same trend as previously reported IC50 

values for the drugs: the affinity of PDl 10 is greater than that of PD441. These assays 

yielded ICso’s of (IC50) 7.0 |liM (Plummer et a l,  1997a) for ligand PD441 cf. IQ obs 

(ITC) = 33.3 |iM  and (IC50) 6 .6  [lM  (Lunney et a l ,  1997) for ligand PDl 10 c f BQ obs 

(ITC) = 1.85 fiM. Interestingly, ligand PD441 does not have a pTyr, but a slightly 

altered pTyr mimic - it remains unclear as to whether this is the major factor in the loss 

o f binding affinity - otherwise it is the most ‘peptide-like’ in nature of the three drugs 

studied, retaining the pY -f-1 Glu residue. The fact that any binding interaction is 

observed at all with these ligands, may be due to the compensatory effects of extra 

direct ligand to protein interactions established (as hypothesised by Plummer and co

workers, prior to the design of the ligands). The increase in favourable entropy may be 

contributed to, in part, by the introduction of the ‘rigid-bridging’ portion seen in 

compounds PDl 10 and PD357. This bridging portion was used to produce ligands that 

are already sterically fixed in the required ‘two-pronged’ orientation, ready to simply 

slot into the binding pockets. This rigid moiety would have fewer degrees of freedom 

when free compared to peptide anyway and would lose less conformational entropy 

upon binding (due to lessened requirement for imposed restriction). Favourable entropie 

contributions to binding energies are also consistent with the displacement of water 

molecules from the interacting surfaces.
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2.4.4 The peptide interactions of theFynSH2 domain

2.4.4.1 Binding interactions of pYEEX/FynSH2 complexes supports the hypothesis 

that a water network is required for high affinity binding

As previously discussed the X-ray crystallographic structure of the SrcSH2 domain 

reveals water molecules mediating contact between the SH2 domain and the peptide 

ligand. A high level of sequence identity (highly conserved primary sequence) and 

secondary structural homology between the Src family SH2 domains (see Chapter 1, 

Section 1.3) suggest that there could be the analogous incorporation of water molecules 

in similar binding interactions. Indeed, mediating water networks are observed in 

another Src family SH2 domain (LckSH2) when interacting with the tetra peptide 

pYEEI (Tong et a l, 1996). Although there is no crystal structure of the SH2 domain of 

Fyn, the NMR solvent structure shows that the structural architecture is almost identical 

(Mulhern et a l,  1997). The FynSH2 domain thus serves as an ideal system to test the 

hypothesis regarding the importance of water molecules in the binding interaction 

between SH2 domains and pY peptides - using the same ligands (peptides and 

peptidomimetics) as used with the SrcSH2 domain. Interfacial water molecules are 

predicted to be found in similar (if not identical) positions to those observed in Src, 

forming a H-bonded network binding to the pY +2 Glu peptide residue side chain and 

the backbone of the peptide.

2.4.4.1.1 Experimental evidence for water mediation

It is only possible to speculate on the level of water molecule involvement in the 

pYEEI/FynSH2 binding interaction due to the absence of detailed structural information 

on the positions of water molecules in the complex. As the FynSH2 and SrcSH2 

domains are so structurally similar, comparisons can be made between data obtained 

using the pYEEX/SrcSH2 complexes resulting from the presence o f the interfacial 

water molecules and results from the FynSH2 experiments. The ITC experiments 

showed that the binding affinity between FynSH2 and the variant pYEEX peptides are 

within the same order of magnitude (Xy = 10  ̂ M'^). As seen previously, mutating the 

peptide had little affect upon the magnitude of Xy with the SrcSH2/pYEEX interactions.

The results with the FynSH2 domain suggest firstly that the pY +3 residue actually has 

limited effect upon the specificity o f the interactions (Table 2.6), as seen with SrcSH2. 

The aliphatic side chains in the pY +3 position such as He and Val bind to the FynSH2
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domain with the highest affinity, followed by the larger aromatic Trp residue. From the 

NMR solution structure, it is evident that the He pY +3 residue binds into the largely 

hydrophobic pocket on the SH2 domain resulting in significant apolar surface burial in 

the pocket (Mulhern et a l ,  1997). This suggests that the interaction of the FynSH2 

domain in aqueous conditions is driven by the hydrophobic nature of the binding 

pocket. While, structures for each of the individual pYEEX/FynSH2 interactions are 

unavailable, comparisons with the NMR structure of the pYEEI/FynSH2 complex 

(Mulhern et a l ,  1997) and that of the pYEEI/SrcSH2 complex (Waksman et a l ,  1993) 

suggests that the He pY +3 residue occupies most of the space in the hydrophobic cavity 

on the SH2 domain. Thus, for both Fyn and Src only small changes in the 

stereochemistry of the pY +3 peptide residue results in changes to the binding affinity 

of the interaction (see Section 2.4.2.1). For example, as observed with Src the 

interaction of FynSH2 with the pYEEI and pYEEV peptides show similar affinities, but 

the He interaction has a more unfavourable TA5°obs contribution to binding due to 

greater restriction of the amino acid side chain.

Secondly, the retention of the pY +1 and +2 Glu peptide residues should preserve the 

mediating water network, which accounts for the relatively invariant Æy and AG°obs 

values - again as was observed with SrcSH2. In the SrcSH2/pYEEI complex, the water 

molecule network is observed mediating the interaction between the protein and in 

particular the pY +2 Glu residue and backbone of the peptide. There are no large 

favourable TA5°obs contributions to free energy in the pYEEX/FynSH2 interactions (as 

observed with Src) suggesting no change in the levels of water incorporation between 

the variant peptides. Water molecules cannot be definitely assigned to the protein- 

peptide surface. However, analysis of the NMR structure of the pYEEI/FynSH2 

complex (Mulhern et a l ,  1997) using the GRID program (Goodford, 1985) show 

predicted favourable water molecule positions in the FynSH2-peptide interface, (see 

Figure 2.30).

2.4.4.1.2 ESI-MS experiments give good evidence for interfacial water molecules

Water molecules interacting in the SrcSH2/pYEEX and FynSH2/pYEEX complexes 

can be observed using the nanoflow ESI-MS experiments because of the lower energy 

conditions of nanoflow used in producing the gas phase ions from solution. The
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I

Figure 230: Solution structure of the FynSH2 domain interacting with the pYEEI peptide solved by

Mulhern et a l, (1997) (figure adapted from Chung et a i, 1999). The pTyr residue of the peptide is 

(labelled pY in yellow) is shown interacting with the charged pocket of the SH2 domain, the pY +3 He 

residue is also labelled for clarity. Using the GRID program (Goodford, 1985) favourable water molecule 

positions (white grid lines) were identified by calculating sites of low potential energy for water 

molecules (<41 kJ mol '). Clearly, most of the favourable water molecule sites occur in the SH2-peptide 

interface.
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experiments show that for both the SrcSH2 and the FynSH2 domain interactions with 

the pYEEX peptides, complexes that retain three water molecules are the highest 

probable species. The crystallographic data and GRID analysis on the SrcSH2 domain 

supports the notion that three water molecules interact significantly tighter than others 

in the protein-peptide interface via specific H-bonding interactions. Although there is no 

crystallographic data, analysis of the energetics of the likely GRID water molecule 

positions in the FynSH2/pYEEI structure suggests that the most favourable water- 

binding sites do occur in the interface (Figure 2.30). These sites were identified by 

calculating sites of low potential energy for water molecules ( < 4 1  kJ mol^) using 

electrostatic and Lennard-Jones potentials. This supports the prediction o f water 

incorporation upon binding with the pYEEX peptides into the interface. Furthermore, 

three essential residues, which form H-bonds with the water molecules observed in the 

pYEEI/SrcSH2 protein-peptide interface (Lys (3D6, Arg pD 'l and He PE4) are 

conserved in the Fyn SH2 domain. Thus, the three water molecules adducts observed 

with ESI-MS are assigned as being in the protein-peptide interface. However, without a 

high-resolution crystal structure of FynSH2 bound to the pYEEI peptide these positions 

cannot be confirmed.

In both Src and Fyn the proportions of complex compared to apo-SH2 domain is either 

a significant or the dominant species. Conventional ESI mass spectra of equimolar 

solutions of v-SrcSH2/pY-peptides (Loo et a i, 1997) show lower proportions of intact 

protein-peptide complex as compared to the apo-SH2 domains. In the nanoflow ESI- 

MS experiments, the SH2/peptide complex remains essentially intact due to the mild 

conditions employed during the ionisation process. The intensity of the water-bound 

species varies depending upon the amino acid in the pY +3 position with either Src or 

Fyn. Interestingly, comparison of the proportions of apo-SH2 domain with 

SrcSH2/pYEEI and FynSH2/pYEEI water-bound species show that under identical 

experimental conditions there is a higher propensity for FynSH2/pYEEI water-bound 

species. It is not clear whether this reflects the possible extra stabilisation achieved by 

the FynSH2 domain upon binding with the peptides. The difference could result from an 

increased number of enthalpically favourable interactions from additional covalent 

bonding or the increase in the strength of these existing interactions as compared to the 

SrcSH2 domain. Comparison of the peptide binding surfaces of both SH2 domains does
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Figure 231: Space filling molecular surface models of SrcSH2 (A & C) and FynSH2 (B & D)

domains, showing the peptide binding surface. TTie peptide binding-site of (A) SrcSH2 and (B) FynSH2 

is shown in terms of electrostatic potential using a scale of -10 (red) through 0 (white) to 10 (blue). For 

clarity the binding cavities have been labelled (‘pY’ denotes the phosphotyrosine binding pocket and ‘+3’ 

denotes the pY +3 peptide residue binding pocket). In (C) SrcSH2 and (D) FynSH2 the binding surfaces 

are shown with apolar (green -  Ala, Gly, He, Leu, Met, Phe, Pro, Trp, Val), polar (grey -  Asn, Cys, Gin, 

Ser, Thr, Tyr) and charged (acidic, red -  Asp, Glu & basic, blue -  Arg, His, Lys) residues highlighted. In 

both representations, the binding surfaces of the SH2 domains are very similar, figure was created using 

GRASP (Nicholls era/., 1991).
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not reveal any major differences, indeed the SrcSH2 and FynSH2 domains are shown to 

be strikingly similar (Figure 2.31). This was also observed by Ladbury & Arold (2000) 

when comparing the SH2 domain binding-sites from various proteins involved in 

different signalling pathways. Furthermore, it is possible that the FynSH2/peptide 

interactions with the interfacial water molecules could be stronger than those formed 

with the SrcSH2 domain interactions, although this cannot be concluded from work 

presented here.

Strong support for the importance of the water molecules mediating interactions in the 

ligand-binding interface were the observations made during nanoflow ESI-MS 

experiments of the survival of the water-bound complex species under high energy 

conditions. Despite the increasing cone voltage (causing the energy of collisions to 

increase), three water molecules remain tightly bound in the FynSH2/pYEEX, whereas, 

the water-free SH2/peptide complex dissociates before the water-bound species (see 

Figure 2.22). This implies that the interfacial water molecules confer additional stability 

to the complexes even in the gas phase. In addition, during the process of an ESI-MS 

experiment it is highly probable that surface water molecules are lost first as these are in 

rapid exchange with bulk solvent (i.e. have the lowest binding affinities of all the water 

molecules interacting with the complex). Interfacial water molecules will have an 

occupancy, dependent upon the strength of their interactions with the protein and 

peptide, residency times and the orientation and access to the binding-site (Levitt & 

Park, 1993). These are likely to remain part of the complex even after energy is applied 

to the species during the process of ionisation to obtain the ions and upon entering the 

gas phase where exchange with bulk solvent ceases. A broad correlation was observed 

between the relative binding affinity of an interaction and the relative amount o f water- 

bound complex species detected. For instance, FynSH2 interactions with the higher 

affinity pYEEI and pYEEE peptides generally resulted in greater proportions of water- 

bound complex than observed with the pYEEV and pYEED peptides. The pYEEW has 

slightly anomalous results; the bulky nature of its side chain reduces the ability for 

interaction in the pY +3 cavity causing a probable distortion of the peptide backbone to 

accommodate the Trp residue. Hence, protein and peptide H-bond contact with the 

water molecules bridging the SH2 and pYEEW are distorted (stretched and weakened) 

resulting in the destabilisation of the complex and less propensity for the water-bound 

complex to survive until detection (as proposed to occur with SrcSH2/pYEEW).
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The FynSH2/C-tail interaction reveals the complex species as having a high propensity 

to form a three-water complex species - unlike the ESI mass spectral results of the 

SrcSH2/C-tail interaction which favours a single water species. The disruption of the 

mediating water network was suggested as the cause of the reduced binding affinity 

observed in the SrcSH2 experiment with the propensity for a single water-bound 

complex species to dominate (as discussed previously, Section 2.4.3). Alternatively, 

NMR experiments suggest that the C-tail peptide is ‘anchored’ by the pTyr-FynSH2 

interaction with the pTyr C-terminal residues oscillating between possible binding 

orientations (Ladbury et a l ,  1996). It is possible that this accounts for the difference in 

binding affinity compared to the pYEBX peptides rather than water network disruption.

2.4.5 Total disruption of water network is also observed with the peptidomimetic 

FynSH2 interactions

The interactions between peptidomimetic ligands and the FynSH2 domain follows the 

same trend observed for the SrcSH2 binding experiments under identical conditions. 

However, the FynSH2/pYEEI binding experiments performed in the presence of DMSO 

showed an order of magnitude reduction in binding affinity, which was not observed 

with the SrcSH2 domain. It is not clear, whether the presence of DMSO has affected the 

interactions. The altered conditions may have disturbed the water binding-site or if the 

FynSH2 is less stable, it may have been further disrupted by DMSO. There are no 

inhibitor/FynSH2 structures available, thus the mode of interaction can only be 

hypothesised to be similar to those of the SrcSH2/peptidomimetic structures (Figures 

2.27-2.29). As previously discussed the structural similarity of FynSH2 with SrcSH2 is 

such that the predicted interfacial H2O molecules mediating the FynSH2/peptide 

interactions and thought to partially interact on the apo domain are displaced upon the 

binding of the interacting moieties. Thus, the reduced affinity is partly attributed to the 

loss of the water-network and all the associated H-bond formation as suggested for 

SrcSH2. As with SrcSH2, unless the ligand introduces moieties able to provide H-bonds 

(or indeed direct protein contacts) to compensate for the lost bond formation, the system 

loses a great deal of favourable enthalpic contribution to free energy of binding. 

Furthermore, it is likely that as before with Src, there is total loss of the whole water 

network rather than sequential loss of single water molecules. Further supporting the 

notion of the water molecule network being highly co-operative in nature as proposed 

by the ESI-MS experiments.
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Although the overall AG°obs and ^b°obs values are similar for the two SH2 domains, the 

enthalpic and entropie components do not follow the similar trends. The AH  obs values 

are much more favourable for the inhibitor/FynSH2 interaction than was observed for 

the inhibitor/srcSH2 interactions. It is possible that the PD441, PD l 10 and PD357 

ligands form several new hydrophobic contacts in the pY +3 pocket more than with 

SrcSH2 pocket, contributing favourably to the AH obs- The same increase in favourable 

entropy seen with SrcSH2 is not observed with the inhibitor compounds PD l 10 and 

PD357 and the FynSH2 domain. It is not clear, why the entropie contributions differ for 

the SH2 domains.
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2.5 General summary and conclusions

From the combination of the structural, thermodynamic and mass spectrometry data, the 

importance water in the SrcSH2-ligand interactions has been demonstrated. SH2 

domains recognise ligands that have pTyr residues and reports have indicated that 

specificity is governed by residues C-terminal to the pTyr (Songyang et al., 1993; 

1994). Both ITC and nano flow ESI-MS experimental results (with all the peptides used) 

support the absolute requirement of the pTyr residue for binding to occur. However, the 

notion that specific binding to the SrcSH2 domain is further determined by the pY +3 

He residue in the two-pronged plug model is not supported by the experimental results. 

Whilst it is important in forming a prong in the “two-pronged” interaction changing the 

residue in this position showed relatively little effect upon the measured binding 

affinity. In the pYEEI/SrcSH2 crystal structure, water molecules are observed mediating 

protein-peptide interaction via the pY 4-1 and pY 4-2 Glu residues. It is possible that 

these interfacial water molecules could impose some level of specificity upon these 

interacting systems. In particular, the pY 4-2 Glu residue interacts with the SH2 domain 

via three separate water molecules.

The importance of the role of the water molecules in mediating the SrcSH2 interactions 

supported further by the binding experiments of the SH2 domains with the inhibitor 

compounds (PDl 10, PD357 and PD441). The superimposed inhibitor/SrcSH2 and 

pYEEI/SrcSH2 structures (see Section 2.4.3) show the inhibitor ligands to have dry 

ligand-protein interfaces. The inhibitors completely knock out the interfacial water 

molecules, thus disrupting the water network and any ligand binding properties 

provided by the network. Such water molecule displacement is supported by the ITC 

binding experiments, which show reduced affinity and corresponding favourable change 

in entropy in the interaction of the SH2 domains for the peptidomimetic compounds as 

compared to the phosphopeptides. The favourable entropie contribution to the binding 

energetics reflects, in part, the displacement of the water molecules observed on the 

binding surface of the apo SH2 domain. Ignorance of the role of these water molecules 

in dictating both the levels of specificity and binding affinity has certainly contributed 

to the failure to date to produce viable inhibitor compounds. Whilst compounds PD l 10 

and PD357 formed additional hydrophobic contact with the SH2 domain, the 

displacement - rather than the incorporation - of the water molecule network results in 

compounds that do not interact with suitably high affinity. These results suggest that
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drug design strategies, for such a ‘promiscuous’ binding-site, need to either incorporate 

the water-network into the inhibitor design or design the compound such that more of 

the H-bonding is mimicked or provided by functional groups on the inhibitor.

The existence of the water molecule network in all of the known specific 

peptide/SrcSH2 structures suggests that the water is important in mediating the 

interaction rather than simply filling a vacuum. A multiple superposition of various 

SrcSH2 domains structures bound and unbound, based upon the conserved regions of 

the SrcSH2 domains was used to yield Figure 2.32, (homology is > 97% minimum). 

The structures used were 1) the apo SrcSH2 domain, 2) the pYEEI/SrcSH2 complex (1 

& 2; Waksman et al., 1993), 3) the PDGFR/SrcSH2 complex (binding motif pYVPML) 

4) the EGFR/SrcSH2 complex (pYLRVA) (3 & 4; Waksman et a i ,  1992), 5) the C- 

tail/SrcSH2 complex (Xu et al., 1997) and the SrcSH2 domain complex formed when 

interacting with the ligand PD441 (Plummer et al., 1997a). Two highly conserved water 

molecules (labelled as 1 and 2 in Figure 2.32) are observed both in the apo structure and 

all peptide bound SrcSH2 structures (corresponding to H2O W1 and W2 from previous 

figures) also seems relatively well conserved. A third water molecule binding-site 

(labelled number 3, corresponding to H2O W4). This water molecule possibly changes 

position going from the apo structure to a pY-peptide bound structure. This water 

binding-site is conserved in three out the four pY-peptide/SrcSH2 structures 

(corresponding to H2O W4). Such high levels of conservation are unusual, it is therefore 

highly probable that these three water molecules are particularly important in the 

binding interactions o f the SH2 domain. This idea of conserved water molecule binding 

sites on the SrcSH2 domain peptide binding surface is supported by data consistent with 

unchanging water content from the ITC and ESI-MS experiments. From structural data 

the SrcSH2/C-tail interaction has several interfacial water molecules, at least six, and 

the ESI-MS data shows the highest propensity water-bound complex species to be 

bound with one water molecule. This increase in number and redistribution of water 

molecules in the binding-site is accompanied by a reduction in affinity. This suggests 

that the specific binding is determined by the favourable energetic contribution from the 

H-bonds associated with the precise positioning of the co-operative water network.
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O

Figure 232; Superpositicm of the apo SrcSH2 domain and various peptide-bound SrcSH2 domain X- 

ray crystallography structures. The SH2 domains and peptides ligands are shown as Ca-backbone only 

structures, however the 441-drug compound is displayed in its entirety ( # ) .  The water molecules are 

coloured the same as the peptide/ligand from the complex structure they are observed with. The apo 

SrcSH2 domain backbone and water molecules are coloured in cyan ), the pYEEI peptide and 

associated water molecules is shown in green (O). The C-tail peptide in blue ( • ) ,  the PDGFR peptide in 

orange ( q ), the EGFR peptide in pale grey ( q  ).
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The superposition of the unbound domain and various peptide-bound SrcSH2 domain 

structures (Figure 2.32) reveals conservation of as many as three apo SrcSH2 water 

binding-sites in the various SrcSH2-peptide interactions. This has important 

implications to the binding energetics; generally, a favourable energetic contribution is 

achieved by the removal of binding-site molecules and an entropie cost is incurred with 

the retention of water molecules with in a biomolecular complex (as previously 

discussed in Chapter 1). The suggestion of conserved water molecules from the free to 

bound states implies that the water molecules are already present in (or close to) the 

water binding-sites on the apo SH2 binding surface. Thus, that the expected entropie 

penalty is lessened.

The dismissal of the importance of the role of the interfacial water molecules in 

dictating high-affinity binding could account for previous failure in the design of 

peptidomimetic inhibitor compounds. The design of therapeutic drugs for a non-specific 

site or indeed one where the specificity is governed by a network of water molecules is 

difficult. Nevertheless, water molecules observed in protein structures may be important 

for binding interactions. This should be determined and then crucial water molecules 

could be incorporated into drug design strategies or substituted with moieties capable of 

providing equivalent opportunity for the lost H-bonding interactions. A combination of 

ITC providing accurate measurements of protein-ligand interactions and the use of 

nano flow ESI-MS experiments yielding information on the number of water molecules 

involved provides a powerful tool in the search and testing of inhibitor drug 

compounds.
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CHAPTER 3

CORRELATION BETWEEN STRUCTURAL DETAIL AND 

THERMODYNAMIC DATA IN  SH2-PHOSPHOTYROSINE LIGAND 

INTERACTIONS

3.1 Introduction

Structure correlation with experimentally determined thermodynamic data (such as the 

parameters directly obtained using ITC; binding affinity Kb obs and change in enthalpy, 

A//°obs) is required to rationalise protein structure in terms of energetics of an 

interaction. Development of structure-based methods with the ability to predict binding 

energies (and other fundamental thermodynamic parameters) of protein-ligand 

interactions directly from the 3-dimensional structure is of great potential use in drug- 

design strategies (see also Chapter 1). The use of empirical solvent-accessible surface 

area-based calculations for the prediction of binding energetics is generally the most 

widely used method by calorimetry practitioners. For example, the relationship between 

the change in heat capacity (ACp) and the change in solvent accessible surface area 

(A A S A ) going from one equilibrium state to another as proposed by Spolar and co

workers, (Spolar et a l, 1989) -  see also Chapter 1, section 1.4 -  has been used in 

numerous studies. Here this relationship is investigated using in the SH2/peptide and 

SH2/peptidomimetic systems. Since the formation of a pYEEI/SrcSH2 complex 

involves burial of the interacting surfaces (and the removal of solvent from these 

surfaces) resembling the folding of a protein, a negative ACp obs is expected upon 

complex formation. Furthermore, this system enables the assessment of the effect of the 

role of water molecules on these calculations. In this Chapter SH2 domain interactions 

are determined using ITC - these results are then used to assess the correlation with the 

empirically derived values from surfaces area calculations. Baker & Murphy (1998) 

presented a comprehensive overview of the practical implementation of a method 

similar to that of Spolar & Record (1994) where a complete thermodynamic
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characterisation of the binding event can be calculated directly from the A AS A. The 

empirically based thermodynamic predictive calculations used in this chapter employ 

the slightly adapted method of Baker & Murphy (1998). The calculated values are 

compared with experimentally determined thermodynamic parameters. Such prediction 

of binding energetics from structure using this empirical model is still an area o f some 

disagreement with conflicting interpretations of experimental data (Karplus & Janin, 

1999; Privalov & Tamura, 1999).

3.1.1 The model protein-ligand system

3.1.1.1 The SrcSH2 domain and phosphotyrosyl peptides

In this chapter the binding interactions of the SrcSH2 domain with a series of tyrosyl 

phosphopeptides based on the high-affinity ligand from the hamster middle T antigen 

(hmT-pYEEI) variant in the pY+3 position (pYEEX) are used to test the tolerance of 

the empirical solvent-exposed surface area-based predictions and the correlation 

between thermodynamic data and burial of surface area. This system provides an ideal 

model to study the effects of H2O incorporation in protein-ligand interactions and the 

effects an interfacial H2O network (Waksman et a l ,  1993) has on the predictions of 

thermodynamic parameters. The subtle change in the ligand enables the investigation of 

the effect of small changes to the functional group of the side chain on the 

thermodynamic parameters without disrupting the water network. Furthermore, three 

other peptides based on the C-terminal regulatory site of the Src protein (C-tail), the 

platelet-derived growth factor receptor (PDGFR) and the epidermal growth factor 

receptor (EGFR) are used to obtain predictions o f thermodynamic parameters. These 

additional peptides are known ligands of the SrcSH2 domain and have been structurally 

characterised (PDGFR & EGFR, Waksman et a l ,  1992; C-tail, Eck et a l,  1997). The 

effects of proton linkage on the binding interaction are taken into account and five 

different surface area-based binding models, that realistically describe protein-peptide 

energetics, are tested. The differences in the models relate to the treatment of 

conformational flexibility in the peptide ligand and the inclusion of proximal ordered 

solvent molecules in the surface area calculations. The method allows the calculation of 

a range of thermodynamic state functions (ACp, A5, AT/ and AG) from changes in 

accessible surface area directly from structure.
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3.1.1.2 Proton energetics of the pYEEI/SrcSH2 interaction

The direct measurement of enthalpy for an interaction (e.g. using ITC) includes 

contributions from all the enthalpic events that occur on going from free to bound state. 

Thus, prior to comparing experimentally determined numbers with calculated values, 

any enthalpic contributions that are not accounted for in the latter data set have to be 

subtracted from the former. Recent studies have observed proton release from the 

phosphate group on the pTyr residue occurs in the SrcSH2/pYEEI interaction, at pH 6.0 

using MES buffer (Bradshaw et a l,  1998; Bradshaw & Waksman, 1998). The 

association constant (Æy obs) and changes in enthalpy M i  obs for the peptides pYEEI, 

PDGFR and C-tail interacting with SrcSH2 at 25 °C with different buffers is shown in 

Table 3.1, (adapted from Bradshaw et a l ,  1998). Binding experiments were conducted 

under the same experimental conditions with the various peptides, but explored the 

effect of diverse buffers upon the measured thermodynamic parameters. Quantitative 

examination of the data reveals that for all peptides the choice of buffer (excluding 

sodium citrate) has little effect upon the association constant K\y. However, the buffer 

used for protein solution affects the experimentally observed enthalpies (A//°obs)- The 

experimentally measured A/f°obs is actually a composite heat of the enthalpy associated 

with the ligand binding process (A//°bind) and the enthalpy of protonation/deprotonation 

(ionisation) of the particular buffer (A//°ion), as shown by equation [3.1]:

A//°obs = A//°bind +  UĤ  A/f°ion [3.1]

ny^ is the number of protons exchanged with the buffer used at a particular pH value. 

The heat of ionisation of each buffer used, A//°ion, can vary a great deal, for example, 

the values for the buffers used taken from literature are as follows: MES, 15.6 kJ mol ^ 

sodium cacodylate, 2.3 kJ m o l^  ACES, 31.3 kJ mof^; Bistris, 28.2 kJ mol^ ; and 

sodium citrate, 3.4 kJ mol'^ (Christensen et a l ,  1976). Hence, the buffer alone could 

have a non-zero ACp value.

The proton linkage of the pYEEI/SrcSH2 interaction was studied by investigating the 

pH dependence of the binding energetics. The phosphotyrosine was observed as the 

only significant protonation site in the hmT pYEEI/SrcSH2 interaction at pH 6.0 

(Bradshaw and Waksman, 1999). This enables direct comparison between predicted and
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experimental parameters as well as between peptides for X = lie and Val in the pYEEX 

series. However, where X = Asp or Glu, it is assumed that these residues remain 

unaffected by conditions going from the unbound to bound state (i.e. retain the same 

charge state). The pY +3 residue is located in the middle of the peptide molecule, so 

only the side chain can be potentially affected by the pH conditions. The pXa of an Asp 

residue side chain functionality (COOH) is 3.85. Since the pH used in the binding 

experiments is more than two full pH units (pH 6.0) above the pK& for the carboxyl 

group it can be assumed that virtually all the carboxyl groups are unprotonated (COO ) 

and will remain so throughout the interaction. Similarly for the Glu residue side chain 

COOH (pXa = 4.2) the predominate form will be the unprotonated carboxyl group 

(COO ). Therefore, expect for the pTyr no other protonation event is observed. The 

treatment used to correct experimentally determined energetic parameters for proton- 

linkage effects is detailed in the following Methods (section 3.2). All the ITC 

experiments in this Chapter for the pYEEX peptide interactions with the SrcSH2 and 

FynSH2 protein domains are performed in 20 mM MES, ImM DTT, ImM EDTA, 

50mM NaCl at pH 6.0. Experiments between the SH2 domains and the peptidomimetic 

ligands are conducted in the same MES buffer but with a further 1% addition o f DMSO.

Table 3.1: Calorimetric data of SrcSH2 binding interactions with tyrosyl phosphopeptides using

different buffers, all at pH 6.0, adapted from Bradshaw et ai, (1998).

Peptide Buffer* ^ b  obs (M b AH obs (kJ mol'b^

MES 5 ± 2 x  10^ -35.2 ±2.9

pYEEI
(PQ(pY)EEIPI)

ACES 6 ± 3 X 10^ -43.1 ±3.8

Cacodylate

Bistris

3 ± 2 x  10  ̂

6 ± 3 X 10^

-25.9 ± 3.3 

-43.5 ±1.3

Citrate 2.4 ± 0.4 X 10^ -31.8 ±2.1

MES 1.7 ±0.3x10^ -18.8 ±0.4

PDGFR ACES 2.5 ± 0.4 X 10^ -23.4 ± 0.8
(TQ(pY)VPMLE) Cacodylate 1.2 ± 0.3 X 10^ -13.4 ±0.4

Citrate 6.4 ± 0.8 X 10^ -13.8 ±3.3

C-Tail
(PQ(pY)QPGEN)

MES

ACES

Cacodylate

3.4 ±0.4x10^ 

4.9 ± 0.4 X 10  ̂

2.1 ±0.4x10^

-24.3 ±0.8 

-29.7 ± 0.8 

-19.3 ±0.4

Uncertainties in these data refer to one standard deviation resulting from multiple experiments. 

^Experiments were performed in 20 mM buffer, ImM BME, ImM EDTA, 50mM NaCl, pH6.0. ^The 

change in enthalpy, AH obs» was converted from kcal to kJ using the conversion factor 4.184J/cal.
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3.2 Materials and methods

3.2.1 Measurement of the change in heat capacity using ITC

To obtain the value for the change in heat capacity (ACp obs), titration experiments using 

ITC were performed (as described previously in Chapter 2, section 2.2.5) at a range of 

temperatures. The temperature dependence of Aif°obs gives the value for ACp obs at 

constant atmospheric pressure:

ACp obs = (AH°t, - A//°t2) /(T2 -T1) [3.2]

By carrying out ITC experiments at a range of temperatures a plot of enthalpy verses 

temperature can be constructed. An accurate value for ACp obs is then obtained from the 

slope of this graph. ITC experiments were performed to ascertain the ACp obs values the 

SrcSH2 and FynSH2 domain interactions with 1) the pYEEX tyrosyl phosphopeptides 

where X = He, Asp, Glu and Val and 2) the peptidomimetic ligands (previously 

introduced in Chapter 2).

3.2.1.1 Proton energetics

Studies have shown that for the SrcSH2/hmT-peptide binding interaction (using the 

buffer MES, at pH 6.0) there is proton release on binding by the phosphate on the 

phosphotyrosine, (Bradshaw et al., 1998; Bradshaw & Waksman, 1998). In order to 

compare the observed and calculated binding energetics of a system, the intrinsic 

binding energetics and the proton coupling effects must be separated. At pH 6.0 a 

single-proton-linkage model can be applied to the system (Bradshaw & Waksman, 

1998), Æint (the intrinsic equilibrium binding constant for the interaction with the 

unprotonated ligand) was found treating ^obs (the experimentally observed equilibrium 

binding constant) as a function of pH:

/fobs = /fint (1 +10*'" '̂'"'-''" /I  + [3.3]

(/fa)b and (Xa)f are the binding constants for the bound and free forms of the peptide 

ligand, respectively. The pA'a of the ionisable group on the free ligand linked to binding 

(pA â)f is 6.1± 0.1 (in good agreement with the known pXa of pTyr) whilst the pA7a of the 

bound form (pATa)b is 4.4 ± 0 . 3  in good agreement with the known pATa of the bound
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form (Bradshaw et a l ,  1998). These values and the enthalpies of protonation of the 

bound and free ligands are taken to be the same for all the ligands studied here. This 

approximation is based on the observation that the environment of the SrcSH2 

phosphate binding-site is conserved in the PDGFR and C-tail peptide complexes - 

sequestering the phosphate group from solvent. Similarly, the phosphate group will be 

largely solvated in the free ligands - this is supported by the free p^a (6.1) of the 

ionisable group linked to binding. As described previously by equation [3.1], the 

experimentally observed A/f°obs consists of the enthalpy of the binding process (A//°bind) 

and the heat of ionisation of the particular buffer {AH°\on) multiplied by the number of 

protons exchanged with the buffer (uh^). The number of protons exchanged with the 

MES buffer and at pH 6.0 is reported to be -0.48 ± 0.2 for the pYEEI peptide (Bradshaw 

& Waksman, 1998). The A//°ion heat of ionisation at 25 °C in MES is 15.61 kJ mol ' 

(Christensen et a i ,  1976). For the PDGFR and C-tail peptides the nĤ  at pH 6.0 is taken 

to be -0.3 ±0.1 (Bradshaw et a l ,  1998). If the binding process is linked to pH (as is the 

case with the pY-peptide SH2 protein interaction) then Ai/°bind is comprised of intrinsic 

enthalpies of binding (A//°int) and protonation (A//°prot). Therefore, to obtain the 

for when a single protonation event occurs in the binding process the following equation 

is used:

A//°bind =  +  (%AH"prot. b ~  ( f ) ^ H % r o i ,  f [3.4]

The enthalpies of protonation of the bound (*’A//°p) and free (^A7f°p) ligand and the 

fractional saturation of protons at a given pH of the bound (%  and free (f)  ligands are 

expressed in terms of p/fa of the ligand and the buffer pH. The values for all these terms 

are available for the pYEEI peptide (Bradshaw & Waksman, 1998). Thus values for 

ACp int are obtained from the temperature dependence of AH°mt in an identical way to 

that described for A//°obs in equation [3.2], we assume here that the proton linkage 

effects are temperature independent. The observed calorimetric data (section 3.3) were 

corrected to yield the intrinsic binding thermodynamic parameters and are presented in 

Table 3.7.
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3.2.2 Structure-based thermodynamic calculations

The calculations of thermodynamic parameters from changes in accessible surface areas 

(AASA) are based on the methods of Baker and Murphy (1998). The change in heat 

capacity, ACp caic, and the AASA for polar and apolar surface area are related as 

described by equation [3.5];

ACp calc ~ ûiAASAapoi 4" Z? A A S Apo] [3.5]

Where a is 1.82 J K"' mol'^ and b is -1 .0 9  J K'* mol ’ (Baker & Murphy, 1998). 

The contribution to the change in enthalpy, A//°caic, at 60  °C was calculated using:

A//°60“c =  c A AS Apo, +  ^/AASAapoi [3.6]

Where c is 122 J mol ’ A~^ and d  is -30.4 J mol ’ Â" .̂ Using this value and the 

previously determined value for ACp, the AH° at 25 °C was derived using equation [3.2]. 

The total entropy, AS°, was calculated as the sum of three components; entropy of

solvation (A5°soiv), conformational entropy (A^°conf) and entropy of association

(AS°assoc). AS®assoc is also Called the “cratic” or mixing term and is a fixed value 

reflecting the mixing of solute and solvent molecules. For a bimolecular reaction in a 

IM standard state this is -33 J K ’ mol ’ (Baker & Murphy, 1998). A5°soiv is obtained 

using equation [3.7] and the previously determined value of ACp caic-

AS\ou = ACp ln(298/385) [3.7]

A5°conf was calculated from changes in side-chain and backbone conformations upon 

binding, contributions were dependent on assumptions made regarding the state of the 

peptide (see structural models section below):

A5'°conf.i =  2 (A A S A s c ,i /A S A A X A -S C ,i)  S °B u-Ex +  2 (A A S A B B ,i/A S A A X A -B B ,i)  S ° b b  +

2(AASABB,i/ASAAXA-BB,i) S°Ex-U [3.8]
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Where, AASAscj/AASAsB.i are the changes in ASA of side-chain/backbone, of residue 

i, on binding. AS A AXA-sc,/AS AAXA-BB j are the ASA of the side-chain/backbone, of 

residue i, in an extended Ala-X-Ala tripeptide. Values for the main-chain/backbone 

(S ° b b  and S°ex-u) entropy were taken from D ’Aquino et a l ,  (1996) and side-chain (S°bu-  

Ex) were from Lee et a l ,  (1994). The AS°assoc was taken as -33.39 kJmol'^ (Baker & 

Murphy, 1998). Finally, AG°caic was determined using the calculated values for A//°caic, 

AS°caic at 25 °C and the thermodynamic relationship:

AG°calc =  A/f°caIc " TA5°caIc [3.9]

Although other investigators have used different parameterisation based on different 

refinements of the empirical correlation (e.g. Spolar & Record, 1994) in this work those 

used have been based on Baker & Murphy (1998). Initial calibration was performed 

using the binding of turkey overmucoid third domain (OMTKY3) to porcine pancreatic 

elastase (PPE) (co-ordinates kindly provided by Dr. Kenneth Murphy). Results for ACp 

calc, Af/°caic, A5°caic and AG°caic Were within ± 5 % of those reported by Baker & Murphy 

(1997).

3.2.3 Structural models

The atomic models were based on the X-ray crystallographic structure, chain C, of 

SrcSH2/pYEEI hmT peptide (Isps) (Waksman et a l ,  1993). Models for the pY + 3 

peptide variants Asp, Glu and Val were generated by changing the side-chain from lie 

to the appropriate amino acid (modelled by Dr. Richard Jackson). The optimal side- 

chain conformation was then produced by a mean field multiple copy search of the side- 

chain conformations (represented in a rotamer library) using the program 

MULTIDOCK (Jackson et a l ,  1998). All atoms were kept fixed with the exception of 

the pY + 3 side-chain conformation, in order to generate an optimal steric placement of 

the new amino acid with minimum perturbation to the remaining structure. As in 

previous studies using the minimum perturbation, modelling methodology (Luque et a l,  

1998) it is assumed that the structure of the mutated conformation remains essentially 

unchanged. High resolution X-ray crystallographic structures were also used for SrcSH2 

associated with other phosphotyrosyl peptides; human platelet-derived growth factor
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receptor (PDGFR) (PDB code, Isha), epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) (PDB 

code, Ishb) and the regulatory tail o f human Src (C-tail) (PDB code, Ifmk).

The SrcSH2 protein domain is considered to undergo ‘rigid body’ binding (Baker & 

Murphy, 1997) this assumption is based on the similarity of the structures of the free 

and bound SH2 domains. However, three different models were used to represent the 

behaviour of the peptide in the structure-based calculations, described as follows and 

depicted in Figure 3.1:

A) 'Rigid body' interaction model (Baker & Murphy, 1997) where the peptide (as well 

as the protein) is assumed to have a rigid backbone and the same equilibrium side- 

chain conformations in both the complexed and unbound states.

B) 'Flexible backbone' model (Gomez & Friere, 1995) where peptide is assumed to go 

from a disordered or unfolded state to the X-ray equilibrium conformations 

observed in the complexed state.

C) 'Rigid backbone' model; the peptide is assumed to have a rigid backbone, however, 

side chains are assumed to be disordered in the unbound state.

These models differ in (1) the reference states used for the unbound peptide 

conformation in the calculation of A A SA  as well as (2) the values of S °b b , S °ex-u  used 

to calculate AS°conf,i-

(1) The reference states used for the side-chain and backbone of the unbound peptide 

conformation (ASAsc,i and ASABBj) are the equilibrium X-ray structure for the 

rigid body model (A) and the Ala-X-Ala peptide conformation for the flexible 

backbone model (C). However, in the rigid backbone model they are the 

equilibrium X-ray structure for the backbone and the Ala-X-Ala peptide 

conformation for the side chains.

( 2 )  Similarly, the values used to calculate the loss in backbone entropy ( S ° b b , S ° ex-u ) 

are zero in the case of the rigid body (A) and rigid backbone (C) models, as only 

the side-chain entropy contribution is considered.
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R ig id -body  -  Peptide has same 
equilibrium  conform ation for 
backbone and side-cha in  as 
crystal structure, bound state. 
S ide-chain  disorder.

S SC7: 0 
S bb = 0 
Sex = 0

Equilibrium  conform ation 
o f peptide in X -ray  crystal 
staicture.

Rigid-baclchone -  
peptide backbone has 
the sam e conform ation 
as in crystal structure. 
S ide-cha in  groups are 
disordered & flexible.

S sc;* 0 
S bb = 0 
Sex = 0

F lex ib le-backbon e -  both peptide 
backbone and s id e-ch a in  groups are 
flexible & disordered in the unbound 
solvent accessible state.

S b b x o
Sex/0

Figure 3.1: Schematic representation of the three models as applied to the phosphotyrosyl peptide

ligand backbone (shown above as an arbitrary structure) in the unbound state {rigid body, rigid backbone 

and flexible backbone). The entropy constants (S) used to calculate residue contributions to the change in 

entropy (A5°caic) upon binding are listed beside each peptide model; S°sc (restriction of side chain 

conformation), S°bb and S°ex (loss of backbone entropy upon restriction). Contribution occurs only from 

non-zero entropy values denoted by a not-equal-to symbol (#).
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3.2.3.1 Interface water molecules
To analyse the effects of interfacial water on the binding energetics water molecules 

were included in the protein surface area calculations (+//2O), illustrated in Figure 3.2. 

An interface water molecule was defined as being within X Â of both the protein and the 

peptide according to:

X < (3rwat + vdwrA) [3.10]

where rwat is the radius of a water molecule (1.4 Â), and vdwrA is the van der Waals 

radius of atom A (Chothia, 1976). This enables the inclusion of water molecules that are 

simultaneously in the first or second interfacial solvation shells of both the peptide and 

the protein.

water
moleculesvdwrA

protein/
peptide

X < 3rwat +vdwrA

Figure 3.2: Schematic representation for the definition of an interface water molecule as expressed

in equaticm [3.10]. Each interfacial water molecule must be within X À of both the protein and the 

peptide, r^at, the radius of a water molecule, (1.4 Â). vdwrA is the van der Waals radius of atom A in the 

protein or peptide. (------ ) denotes the van der Waals surface area of the peptide/protein.
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3.23.2  Calculation of solvent accessible surface areas

Solvent AS As were calculated using the programs ACCESS (Presnell, unpublished) and 

NACCESS (Hubbard and Thornton, 1993), both implement the Lee and Richards 

algorithm, (Lee and Richards, 1971; see also Chapter 4, section 4.2.3). NACCESS was 

ultimately selected as the tool with which to calculate the solvent ASA values for this 

work (see section 3.3 for discussion). Default values were used for the water probe 

sphere (radius; 1.4 Â) and z-slice (width; 0.05 Â) and van der Waals radii (Chothia, 

1976).

Solvent accessibility was calculated for the complexed structure for the SrcSH2 and 

hmT peptide and pY +3 variants (ASAsrcSH2+pep)- The structure of the free protein was 

extracted from the co-ordinates of the complexed SrcSH2 domain structure (ASAsrcSui). 

The accessibility of the peptide (ASApeptide) depends on the model used (described in 

detail above). Defined at the atomic level (default in N A C C E SS) surfaces of carbon and 

sulphur were classed as apolar whereas, those of other atoms were classed as polar.

A AS A  =  AS AsrcSH2+pep ~ (A S AsrcSH2 ASApeptide) [3.11]

The change in the total, polar and apolar accessible surface areas on binding were 

obtained using equation [3.11] (see Figure 3.3A). To observe the effect that waters in 

the protein-peptide interface have on the calculated thermodynamic parameters, the 

relative surface accessiblities were calculated with interface water molecules present on 

the free and bound protein structure, as if extending the protein structure, (see Figure 

3.3B).

3.2.3.3 Calibration of method using a protein-protein binding interaction

The structure-based thermodynamic calculations used in this work have previously been 

successfully applied in dissecting the energetics of a protein-protein interaction between 

the binding of turkey ovomucoid third domain (OMTKY3) to porcine pancreatic 

elastase (PPE), (Baker & Murphy, 1997). The FTC technique was employed to 

determine the experimental values for the interaction. These data were compared to the 

calculated energetics using AS As determined from the OMTKY3-PPE complex 

modelled upon the RLE (human leukocyte elastase)-OMTKY3 crystal structure (Bode 

et a i,  1986) both data sets have been reproduced in Table 3.2 (Baker & Murphy, 1997).
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Solvent accessible 
surface area of protein, 
A S A sH2

B

Protein

Solvent probe of 
1.4 Angs. radius 
rolled around 
surface

Interface 
surface 
area, AASA

y \
Solvent 
accessible 
surface 
area of 
peptide,
ASApcn

Protein

Solvent accessible 
surface area of 
complex, ASAsH2+pcp

ASAsh2 of protein 
plus water 
molecules

ASAsH2+(xp of complex 
plus water molecules

Figure 3.3: Schematic showing accessible surface area calculations. (A) The changes in solvent

accessible area were calculated going from the unbound/free state to the bound, using equaticxi [3.11]. (B) 

For inclusion of interface water molecules in the change of total, polar and apolar solvent accessible 

surface areas were calculated going from the unbound/free state to the bound, using AASA = 

AS AsrcSH2+pep+H20 ‘ (ASAsrcSH2+H20 + AS Apeptide)
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The co-ordinate file for the modelled OMTKY3-PPE complex was kindly sent by Dr. 

Kenneth Murphy, (Iowa University, USA) and used as a control to calibrate the method 

used in this chapter. Baker & Murphy determined that the experimental thermodynamic 

parameters showed good agreement with those predicted using the previously detailed 

structure-based method based upon the change upon binding in polar and apolar solvent 

access.

The three-dimensional model showed a large (12 % of total surface area), mostly apolar 

(63 %) protein-protein interface. Although the work in this thesis uses a different 

algorithm to calculate solvent accessibilities with slightly different van der Waal radii 

values, the predicted thermodynamic parameters show good agreement. These data (and 

the percentage difference between the two sets of calculated parameters) have also been 

presented in Table 3.2. Excellent agreement is observed between the calculated values 

of AASA, predicted ACp, M i, AS and AG (except for the difference between the 

predicted Afftot values). The overall level of agreement gave confidence in using the 

predictive method and that any differences in results would be purely due to the models 

applied (and associated assumptions) rather than methodological error. This calibration 

allows confidence of the calculated parameters to within a ± 5 % error margin.
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Table 3.2: Summary of the observed and calculated thermodynamic parameters determined by

Baker & Murphy for the binding interaction of the 0MTKY3-PPE (Baker & Murphy, 1997).

Calculated Parameters
Parameter Observed*

Baker & Murphy* Method from this 
work

% Difference

AASA (A")

Polar -660 -626 5

Apolar -1130 -1159 2

Total -1790 -1785 2

ACp (JK 'm ol ')

Polar 0.7 0.68 0

Apolar -2.1 -2.11 0

Total -1.1 ±0.1 -1.4 -1.43 0

A// (kJ mol ')

Polar -111.8 -100.2 10

Apolar 114.2 109.1 4

Total -2.5 ± 1.0 2.3 8.84 75

AS (J K ' mol ')

Solv. 360 365.5 2

Conf. -137 -123.1 12

Mix -33 -33.4 0

Total 195 ±4 190 209.0 9

TA S(kJm of')

Total 58.14 ± 1.2 57 62.3 nd

AG (kJmol ')

Total -60.6 ± 0.5 -54 -53.5 1

Taken from Baker & Murphy, (1997). Table shows the calculated parameters determined using the 

method presented in this work for the rigid body model and the last column lists the percentage difference 

between the sets of calculations.
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3.3 Results

3.3.1 Temperature dependence of thermodynamic parameters for protein/ligand 

interactions

The temperature dependence of the binding enthalpy {AH ) was investigated using ITC 

for SH2 domain interactions with the pYEEX tyrosyl phosphopeptides and 

peptidomimetic ligands. The heat capacity is a measure of the ability o f the substance to 

absorb energy as the temperature is raised. The energy can be absorbed by the thermal 

energetic modes such as translations, vibrations and rotations of the system. A change in 

heat capacity upon association indicates that the response to thermal change of some 

energetic modes has been altered.

3.3.1.1 Determination of ACp obs for the pYEEX/SrcSH2 interactions

ITC experiments were used to examine the temperature dependence of the binding 

enthalpy (AH obs) of the pYEEX peptide and SrcSH2 domain interactions in buffer 20 

mM MES, ImM DTT, ImM EOT A, 50mM NaCl at pH 6.0. Binding isotherms 

obtained at six different temperatures for the interaction between pYEEI and SrcSH2 

are shown in Figure 3.4. At all temperatures studied, the binding enthalpies were found 

to be negative (exothermic), with their magnitudes increasing with increasing 

temperature. Values of the AH°obs ranged from -26.52 to -47.91 kJ mol ' at temperatures 

8.35 and 40 °C, respectively for the pYEEI/SrcSH2 interaction. Identical experiments 

were repeated using the pYEED, pYEEE, pYEEV and pYEEW peptides (isotherm data 

shown in Appendix).

Figure 3.5 shows the relationship between AH°obs and increasing temperature for the 

interaction between the pYEEI peptide and the SrcSH2 domain. Using a linear least- 

squares fit (correlation co-efficient, R = 0.98) the temperature dependence of AH°obs 

yields a ACp obs of -713 ± 70 J K '' mol '. This is in reasonable agreement with the 

previously reported value of -812 ± 105 J K ' mol"' (Bradshaw et a l ,  1998). The graph 

also shows the effect of changing temperature on AS obs- This is zero at approximately T 

= 298 ± 5 K, at this point the change in the free energy of binding (AC°obs) for this 

interaction is at minimum. Heat capacity plots for the remaining pYEEX peptides 

(pYEEE, pYEED, pYEEV and pYEEW) interacting with the SH2 domain of Src are not 

shown here but have been included in the Appendix (section A.2).
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Figure 3.4: Integrated ITC binding isotherms, corrected for heats of dilution, obtained for the

pYEEI/SrcSH2 interaction as a function of temperature, in 20 mM MES, pH 6.0, I mM DTT, I mM 

EDTA and 50 mM NaCl.
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Figure 3.5: Temperature dependence plot for thermodynamic parameters of the interaction between

the pYEEI peptide and SrcSH2. Linear least squares fitting of the enthalpy data A//°obs( #  ) gives a ACp 

obs value of -713 ± 70 J mol ' K The variations of the change in entropy TA5°obs % ) and the change in 

free energy of binding AG°obs (#  ) for the interaction with respect to temperature are also shown.
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Figure 3.6: Comparison of the temperature dependence of A//°obs for all the pYEEX/SrcSH2

binding interactions, (pYEEIA, pYEED , pYEEEA , pYEEVA, pYEEW A). The solid lines represent 

linear least-squares fitting of the enthalpy data gave values of the ACp obs listed in Table 2.5.
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The thermodynamic parameters determined for all the peptide-SrcSH2 binding 

experiments, at each of the varied temperatures, have been tabulated and are presented 

in the Appendix (section A.2).

Data from all the various pYEEX/SrcSH2 interactions has been plotted in Figure 3.6 to 

show the relationship between A//°obs and increasing temperature. Linear least-squares 

analysis for the temperature dependence of each pYEEX/SrcSH2 binding experiment 

results in slopes that yield ACp obs for each interaction, these data are shown in Table 

3.3. ACp obs is negative and similar for all pYEEX/SrcSH2 complexes. The ACp obs 

values are large for each peptide-protein interaction ranging from -700 to -900 J K ' 

m o l'\ although these are not considered large heat capacity changes in terms of protein- 

protein interactions (Sturtevant, 1977).

Table 3.3: Heat capacity changes for the phosphotyrosyl peptide pYEEX/SrcSH2 protein domain

interactions determined using ITC binding experiments.

PEPTIDE ACp obs J K ' mol ' R value

pYEEI -713 ±67 -0.983

pYEED -704 ± 423 -0.762

pYEEE -826 ± 66 -0.826

pYEEV -905 ± 56 -0.996

pYEEW -921 +358 -0.876

All ITC experiments were performed in the buffer: 20 mM MES, pH 6.0, 1 mM DTT, 1 mM EDTA and 

50 mM NaCl. ACp obs values were taken from Figure 3.6.
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3.3.1.2 Determination of ACp obs for the peptidomimetic/SrcSH2 interactions

ITC experiments were used to examine the temperature dependence of A//°obs of the 

peptidomimetic interactions with the SrcSH2 domain using the buffer 20 mM MES, 

ImM DTT, ImM EDTA, 50mM NaCl at pH 6.0 with 1% DMSO. The binding 

interactions of compound PD441 were so weak (see Chapter 2, section 2.3.3.1) 

preventing investigation of the temperature dependence of A//°obs- The binding 

isotherms of experiments conducted at varying temperatures for the interaction between 

the PD llO  and PD357 peptidomimetic ligands and the SrcSH2 domain are shown in 

Figure 3.7A and 3.7B, respectively. For both compounds, the A//°obs were observed to 

be negative (exothermic) and decreasing with decreasing temperature. The A//°obs 

ranges from -16.57 at 11.2 °C to -25.10 at 25 °C for the PD l 10/SrcSH2 interaction and 

-9.95 at 11.2 °C to -23.43 at 25 °C for the PD357/SrcSH2 interaction.

The relationship between A//°obs and increasing temperature is shown in Figure 3.8 for 

the interactions between the compounds and the SH2 domain, the pYFFI/SH2 plot has 

also been included for comparison. Using a linear least-squares analysis, the 

temperature dependence of A/7°obs yields a negative change in heat capacity ACp obs for 

the binding of PDl 10 and PD357 to SrcSH2 o f -653 (± 120) and -1060 (± 240) J K'  ̂

m o l'\ respectively (see Table 3.4). The ACp obs values for these drug compounds do not 

differ greatly from those determined for the pYFFX/SrcSH2 complexes e.g. 

pYFFI/SrcSH2 -713 (± 70) J mol ’ (experiments without presence of DMSO), but 

have larger error margins. These ACp obs values are not considered as large, the 

compounds are by nature more rigid than the peptides formed by naturally occurring 

amino acids with the rigid group bridging the pTyr group and the aliphatic hydrophobic 

group. As with the pYFFI/SrcSH2 complex, comparison of the apo (Waksman et a l,  

1993) and PD l 10 ligand bound (complex co-ordinates sent by Dr. Elisabeth Lunney) 

SH2 domains indicates that the protein does not undergo significant (observable) 

conformational change upon complexation.
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Figure 3.7: Integrated heats of binding, corrected for heats of dilution, for the binding interaction

between peptidomimetic ligands and v-SrcSH2 as a function of temperature, (A) Ligand PDl 10 (typically 

0.23 mM) is titrated into a solution of the SH2 domain (typically 0.022 mM). (B) Ligand PD357 

(typically 0.25 mM) is titrated into a solution of the SH2 protein domain (typically 0.022 mM). The 

temperature of each experiment is shown in the colour-coded key associated with each graph.
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Figure 3.8: Comparison of the temperature depaidence of A//°obs for the PDl 10/SrcSH2,

FD357/SrcSH2 and pYEEI/SrcSH2 interactions. Solid lines represent linear least-squares regression 

analysis of the data.

Table 3.4: Heat capacity changes for the SrcSH2 domain binding interactions with PDl 10, PD357

and peptide pYEEI (used for comparison).

PEPTIDE ACp obs J K ' mol ' R value

pYEEI -713 ±67 -0.983

PDl 10 -653 ± 120 -0.969

PD357 -1059 ±240 -0.953

All experiments were performed in buffer: 20 mM MES, pH 6.0, 1 mM DTT, 1 mM EDTA, 50 mM NaCl

and 1 % DMSO. ACp obs values are determined from Figure 3.8.
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3.3.1.3 Determination of ACp obs for the pYEEX/FynSH2 interactions

The DSC scans revealed that the FynSH2 domain begins to unfold at around 25 °C 

(Chapter 2, section 2.3.4.1). This means that any observed exothermic heat changes, 

measured at anything above this temperature, include major contributions from the 

breaking of molecular interactions required for secondary structure (H-bonds, non- 

covalent, van der Waals). These extra heats associated account for leaps observed in 

measured AH°ohs values during the analysis of the temperature dependence of A//°obs- At 

all temperatures studied, the A//°obs were observed to be exothermic with magnitudes 

increasing with increasing temperature (i.e. values becoming more negative) as 

observed with SrcSH2. The thermodynamic parameters obtained from the fitted raw 

data, shown in Figure 3.9, for the binding experiments between the pYEEI peptide and 

FynSH2 at the varying temperatures is presented in Table 3.5. The A//°obs values range 

from -29.1 to -98.8 kJm of’ at 10.9 and 35 °C, respectively - conducted in buffer 20 

mM MES, 1 mM DTT, 1 mM EDTA, 50 mM NaCl at pH 6.0. The temperature 

dependence of A//°obs for the interaction between SrcSH2 and the pYEEI peptide 

showed a steady increasing magnitude of favourable negative enthalpy change. With 

FynSH2 a steady increase is also observed until after 25 °C where the A//°obs value 

jumps in magnitude, see AAH  in Table 3.5.

Plotting a graph of increasing exothermic A//°obs against increasing temperature, results 

in the graph shown in Figure 3.10. The temperature dependence of A//°obs shows an 

obvious curve if all data points are used (due to the additional heats of protein unfolding 

at high temperatures). Indeed the observed thermodynamic parameters (e.g. A//°obs) 

actually include contributions from both the protein/ligand binding process (A//°bind) 

and unfolding/folding of the protein itself (AH°foid) (Thomson et al., 1994). 

Consequently, a linear least-squares fitting of the thermodynamic data is not possible 

for the interactions. The temperature dependence of TA5°obs and AG°obs can also be seen 

from the plot. The AG°obs remains largely invariant, whereas TA5'°obs follows a similar 

trend as that observed for the temperature dependence of A/f°obs- Any best-fit analysis 

can only be used for temperatures less than 25°C. These data yield a ACp obs for the 

binding interaction between pYEEI and FynSH2 of -1210 (± 200) J mof* K \  At 

present, there are no other published data with which to compare these values.
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Figure 3.9; Integrated ITC binding isotherms corrected for heats of dilution, obtained for the 

binding of pYEEI to the FynSH2 domain. Titrations were performed at six different temperatures in 20 

mM MES, pH 6.0, 1 mM DTT, 1 mM EDTA and 50 mM NaCl.

Table 3.5: Thermodynamic parameters determined from ITC experiments, for the binding of the

FynSH2 domain to the pYEEI phosphotyrosyl peptide at varying temperatures.

Temp

C
N

obs

(X  10^) M '
A / / ° o b s  kJmol'

AA//°

kJmol'

T A S ° o b s  

kJmol ' *

A G ° o b s  

kJmol ' f

10.9 1.00 57.10 -29.1 -9.2 13.08 -42.18

15 1.00 14.90 -38.28 -4.3 1.29 -39.57

20 1.00 41.40 -42.59 -4.4 0.16 -42.75

25 1.00 15.97 -46.94 -20.7 -5.83 -41.11

30 1.00 9.61 -67.61 -31.2 -27.09 -40.52

35 1.00 8.50 -98.78 -57.90 -40.88

All ITC experiments were performed in 20 mM MES, pH 6.0, 1 mM DTT, 1 mM EDTA and 50 mM 

NaCl. Reported values are the mean of at least three independent titrations with the standard deviations 

shown as error. *TA5°obs was calculated using TA5°obs = A//°obs - AG°obs- ^AG°obs was determined from 

AG°obs = -RTln(A:b°obs)
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Figure 3.10; Graph showing the temperature dependence of the observed thermodynamic 

parameters: the enthalpy of binding A//°obs (red circles), the entropy of binding TA5°obs (green circles) and 

the free energy of binding AG°obs (blue circles), for the interaction between pYEEI-hmT peptide and the 

SH2 domain of Fyn. All experiments were performed in 20 mM MES, pH 6.0, 1 mM DTT, 1 mM EDTA 

and 50 mM NaCl.
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Figure 3.11: Temperature dependence of the observed A//obs for the pYEEX peptide binding

interactions with the FynSH2 domain, (pYEElA ,pYEEEA,pYEEV A & pYEEW A). The solid lines 

represent linear least-squares fitting of the enthalpy data gave ACp obs values as listed in Table 3.6.
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Heat capacity data for the analogous analyses performed on the binding interactions of 

FynSH2 with the pY +3 variant peptides are listed in Table 3.6. As previously with 

srcSH2, similar ITC experiments were conducted using FynSH2 and pYEEX peptides 

in order to determine ACp obs values for these interactions. All relevant binding 

isotherms, temperature dependence plots and data tables are presented in the Appendix 

(section A.4) for the pYEEX/FynSH2 interactions where X is Glu, Val or Trp. The 

temperature dependence’s of Mi°ohs for all the pYEEX/FynSH2 interactions are 

included in Figure 3.11. Least squares linear fitting of the data points yields the ACp obs 

values from the gradient of the best-fit lines presented in Table 3.6. The ACp obs values 

are negative and similar for the pYEEX/FynSH2 interactions when X = He, Glu or Val. 

For these peptides the ACp obs obtained are generally larger than the equivalent SrcSH2 

interactions, but are still classified as relatively modest in terms of protein interactions 

(Sturtevant, 1977). The ACp obs values range from -2115 kJ mof* K ' (with X = Glu) to 

-567 kJ mol ' K ' (with X = Trp) for FynSH2 interactions compared to from -700 kJ 

mol ' K '' (with X = Asp) to -920 kJ m of' K ' (with X = Trp) for SrcSH2 interactions. It 

is not clear why there is such variance in the values. When X = Trp for the interaction 

with FynSH2 the ACp obs is significantly smaller (less negative), this may reflect the 

difficulty of this residue in inserting into the pY +3 pocket. Despite the lack of 

crystallographic structural data for FynSH2 domains, based on the high level sequence 

and secondary homology between FynSH2 and SrcSH2, it is likely that the FynSH2 

domain behaves similarly to SrcSH2 in that there is no significant conformational 

change upon binding of the peptide ligand.

Table 3.6: Heat capacity changes for the phosphotyrosyl peptides pYEEX/FynSH2 interactions,

determined using ITC binding experiments.

PEPTIDE
ACp obs" 

J K ’ mof'
R value

pYEEI -1208 ±200 -0.97

pYEEE -2115 ±352 -0.97

pYEEV -1480 ±185 -0.99

pYEEW -567 ± 845 -0.41

All ITC experiments performed in 20 mM MES, pH 6.0, 1 mM DTT, 1 mM EDTA and 50 mM NaCl. 

"ACp obs data obtained from temperature dependence plot. Figure 3.11.
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3.3.1.4 Determination of ACp obs for the peptidomimetic/FynSH2 interactions

ITC experiments were further used to examine the temperature dependence of the 

energetics of the drug PD llO  interacting with the FynSH2 domain performed in buffer 

20 mM MES, 1 mM DTT, 1 mM EDTA, 50 mM NaCl at pH 6.0 with 1% DMSO. 

(Compounds PD441 and PD357 did not yield clear data to determine ACp obs for 

interactions with FynSH2). Binding isotherms of experiments conducted at varying 

temperatures for the interaction between the PD llO  ligand and the FynSH2 domain are 

shown in Figure 3.12. The A//°obs were observed to be negative (exothermic) and 

decreasing with decreasing temperature. The A//°obs ranges from -26.32 kJ mol *at 11 

°C to -35.61 kJ mol * at 25 °C for the PD110/FynSH2 interactions. The relationship 

between the thermodynamic parameters (AH°obs, TA5°obs & AG°obs) and increasing 

temperature is shown in Figure 3.13 for the interaction between the drug compound and 

the FynSH2 domain. Using a linear least-squares analysis, the temperature dependence 

of A//°obs yields a negative change in heat capacity ACp obs for the binding of 110 to 

FynSH2 o f -730 (± 220) J K ' mol *. This similar to the value observed with the binding 

of PD llO  to SrcSH2 of -653 (± 120) J K* mol*. Again as observed for the equivalent 

SrcSH2 interaction the ACp obs values for the PD llO  inhibitor compound is larger with 

FynSH2 (PDl 10/SrcSH2 ACp obs = -653 ± 7 0  J K * mol * and PDl 10/FynSH2 ACp obs = 

-730 ± 220 J K * mol *).
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Figure 3.12; Integrated heats of binding corrected for heats of dilution for the binding interaction 

between the PDl 10 ligand into a solution of FynSH2 as a functicm of temperature.
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Figure 3.13: Comparison of the temperature dependence of A//°obs TA5°obs and AG°obs for the

inhibited PD110/FynSH2 interaction. Solid lines represent linear least-squares regression analysis of the 

data and for the decreasing trend of A//°obs yields a ACp obs = -730 ± 220 J K ' mol ' (R = 0.92) for SH2 

binding with PDl 10.
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3.3.2 Separation of intrinsic binding data and protonation effects

Upon binding (for the pYEEI/SrcSH2 complex), there is proton release from the 

phosphate group from the Tyr peptide residue (see section 3.1.1.2). The occurrence of 

such effects are currently not included in the structure based methods used to predict 

binding energetics, hence experimental energetics must be corrected for protonation 

effects before comparison with calculated values. Thus, for the work presented in this 

chapter, proton-linked contributions have been separated from the intrinsic binding 

energetics and are not included in the comparison between predicted and experimental 

values.

The experimentally determined intrinsic thermodynamic parameters (ACp int, A//°int, 

TA5°int and AG°nt) of SrcSH2 domain binding interactions with the various tyrosyl 

phosphopeptides are presented in Table 3.7. The parameters for the pYEEX 

phosphopeptides are adapted from the observed data previously shown in section 3.3.1 

(Table 3.3). Experimental results for the PDGFR and C-tail binding interactions with 

SrcSH2 are taken from Bradshaw et al. (1998) and corrected for protonation effects of 

the pTyr. At present there are no available data for the EGFR/SrcSH2 binding 

interaction so it can only be used in comparison to the other interactions when 

predicting the experimental ACp int value.

Table 3.7: Intrinsic thermodynamic parameters determined for the binding of the SrcSH2 domain

to tyrosyl peptides, corrected for the pTyr protonation effects under conditions used. Experiments were 

performed at 25 °C, in 20 mM MBS, pH 6.0, 1 mM DTP, 1 mM EDTA and 50 mM NaCl.

PEPTIDE* ACp in /
(J mol ' K ')

AH°in/
(kJ m ol')

AS°in/
(J mol ' K ')

TAS°in," 
(kJ m ol')

AG°in/
(k Jm o l')

pYEEI -713 ±67 -33.0 ±4.3 31.56 9.4 ±4.5 -42.4 ± 0.20

pYEED -704 ± 230 -21.8 ±3.1 57.39 17.1 ±3.5 -38.9 ±0.40

pYEEE -826 ± 66 -27.0 ± 2.9 45.31 13.5 ±3.2 -40.5 ± 0.27

pYEEV -905 ± 56 -22.9 ±3.2 64.43 19.3 ±3.3 -41.1 ±0.12

C-tail* -665.3 ± 117 -16.4 ±3.7 40.08 12.0 ±5.3 -25.9 ±1.67

PDGFR* -887.0 ±71 -11.3±3.7 69.26 20.7 ±4.5 -29.7 ± 0.80

Results adapted from Table 3.3 for the pYEEX/SrcSH2 data. The data presented for PDGFR and C-tail 

is taken from Bradshaw et a l, (1998) and corrected. " As determined from Figure 3.6.  ̂Determined from 

observed data and corrected for proton linkage effects. Calculated from AS°int = (A//°int- AG°int)/T. '' 

Determined from AG°jnt = -RT\n(Ki„t), where is the intrinsic equilibrium constant of binding.
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3.3.3 ASA calculations

There are a number of different programs available to perform calculations to determine 

the solvent accessible surface area (ASA), a commonly used algorithm being one 

defined by Lee and Richards (1971) used by Baker & Murphy (others include Shrake 

and Rupley, 1973). Furthermore, there are several other implementations of the Lee and 

Richards algorithm (e.g. ACCESS and NACCESS) each yielding slightly different 

results when calculating the AS As. Note the definition of solvent ASA differs to that of 

the molecular surface as used by Connolly (1983). Table 3.8 lists a brief summary of 

examples of solvent accessible surface area programs currently available used in the 

scientific literature performing similar analyses. The programs ACCESS (Presnall, 

unpublished) and NACCESS (Hubbard & Thornton, 1993) were used to calculate AS As 

for the ‘wild-type’ system; the binding interaction between the SrcSH2 domain and the 

hmT based pYEEI peptide. A comparison of each program was performed as although 

both are based on the original Lee and Richards algorithm the default values of the 

solvent water molecule probe, z-slice and default atom radii used in each differ. A 

summary of the results of the comparison is presented in Table 3.9, the percentage 

deviation observed allowed a good estimate of errors at within ± 6.0% for the surface 

area calculations. The different accessible surface area results are due partly to 

differences in default van der Waals radii used and to the value selected for the slice 

width (z-slice). The program NACCESS is frequently cited in the literature, has more 

stringent default parameters than ACCESS and is based and maintained at UCL, it was 

chosen as the tool used to calculate AS As in this work. The total solvent accessibility 

for each amino acid (defined by Hubbard from the theoretical unfolded Ala-Xxx-Ala 

state for each naturally occurring amino acid Xxx residue) and van der Waals radii 

could be added to/altered using NACCESS. This enabled the addition of a pTyr residue 

(not a typical amino acid) and the relevant radii to the program file’s, the Ala-pTyr-Ala 

total solvent accessibility was determined and incorporated into the NACCESS 

program. Conversely, ACCESS required all atom parameters to be hard-coded into the 

program.

3.3.3.1 The change in polar and apolar solvent accessible surface area

The change of polar, apolar and the total solvent accessible surface area, for each of the 

models, with and without water molecules going from the unbound to the bound state 

were calculated using NACCESS (Table 3.10). The binding interaction of the pYEEI
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Table 3.8: Available programs used to calculate solvent accessible surface areas

Program Author Reference where used. Algorithm Radii

ACCESS S. Presnell Baker & Murphy, 1998 Lee & Richards Chothia

CHARMM T.J. Richmond Lundback et a l,  1996 T.J. Richmond Lennard-Jones

GRASP A. Nicholls Morton & Ladbury, 1996 Shrake & Rupley Chothia

SOLVATION Biosym/MSI McNemar et a l, 1997 ns ns

NACCESS S. Hubbard Baker & Murphy, 1998 Lee & Richards Chothia

TINKER J. Ponder Bradshaw et a i , 1998 T.J. Richmond Lennard-Jones

m  - not stated.

Table 3.9: Comparison of the programs ACCESS (Scott Presnell) and NACCESS (Simon

Hubbard) used to calculate the solvent accessible surface areas for the binding interaction between the 

pYEEI hmT peptide and the SrcSH2 protein domain*.

METHOD Z-slice Default Radii Polar 
ASA (A^)

Non-polar 
ASA (Â^)

Total 
ASA (A^) % Deviation

NACCESS 0.05 NACCESS -345 -593 -937 Default

NACCESS 0.25 NACCESS -373 -561 -934 0.3

ACCESS 0.05 NACCESS -411 -582 -993 6.0

ACCESS 0.25 NACCESS -411 -580 -990 5.7

NACCESS 0.05 ACCESS -430 -556 -986 5.2

NACCESS 0.25 ACCESS -419 -549 -968 3.3

In all cases, the size of the solvent probe was set at a default value of 1.4 A. The van der Waals radii 

used in the programs incorporated hydrogen atoms.
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peptide to SrcSH2 domain induces a change in the solvent accessibility of certain 

regions of both protein and peptide residues, without inducing a major conformational 

change in the protein structure, (Waksman et a l ,  1993). Upon binding, using the rigid 

model, -937 of surface area becomes buried, that accounts for 12 % of the total 

solvent accessible surface area of the unbound moieties. This buried surface area is 

largely apolar (-593 K}, 63 %). The different models and the inclusion (or not) of water 

molecules (as described in section 3.2.3.1) effect the magnitude of the AASAs.

Examining the effect upon the apolar AASA, the rigid body model has an apolar AASA 

of 63 %, rigid backbone model 58 % and flexible backbone model 59 %. For all the 

models without water molecule inclusion, the general trend was a greater loss of apolar 

surface area upon binding. Inclusion of interface water molecules takes the rigid 

backbone model apolar AASA to 51 % and ihe flexible backbone model apolar AASA to 

52 %. In the pYEEX series, different residues between the peptides resulted in different 

apolar AASA. Within a single model, for example, rigid body, if X = Asp or Glu then 

the proportion of AASA polar to AASA apolar is close to 50:50 with slightly more 

apolar than polar. With the C-tail peptide however, there is a greater change in polar 

ASA than apolar ASA going from the free to the bound state.

Figure 3.14 shows the protein and peptide residues that undergo change in solvent 

accessible surface areas going from the free to the bound state for the pYEEI/SrcSH2 

interaction. This plot re-emphasises the apparent importance of the pY and pY +3 

peptide residues (shown in the crystal structure to interact with pockets on the SH2 

domain) and the two-pronged model in terms of the change in surface area burial. 

Indeed, most of the changes observed for the protein residues are for those that are 

found in the (pY and pY +3) binding pockets that have immediate contact with the 

peptide (see Figure 3.15). Other protein residues not in immediate contact with the 

peptide but still exhibiting changes in solvent accessibility are thought to interact with 

the peptide via mediation by water molecules (e.g. Lys P06 and He pE4). The largest 

changes are observed for the peptide residues, which accounts for -426 and -220 

of apolar and polar surface area change respectively upon binding that is 69% of total 

loss of surface area. However, 65 % of all ASA change is attributed to merely four 

residues; pTyr 0, Glu +1 and the He 4-3 of the peptide and Arg aA 2 from the protein.
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Table 3.10: The change in solvent accessible surface area (AASA) for the various SrcSH2/tyrosyl

phosphopeptide interactions using different peptide models, with {+H2 O) and without water molecules.

Model AASA
Surface area changes for the various peptide interactions with SrcSH2 (Â^) 

pYEEI pYEED pYEEE pYEEV C-tail PDGFR EGFR

Polar -345 -427 -427 -344 -461 -356 -255
Rigid
Body

Apolar -593 -490 -520 -568 -386 -485 -564

Total -937 -917 -947 -912 -845 -841 -820

Polar -427 -486 -505 -427 -487 -393 -290
Rigid
backbone

Apolar -579 -485 -497 -554 -379 -467 -512

Total -1006 -971 -1002 -981 -864 -860 -801

Polar -425 -477 -498 -423 -477 -322 -198
Flexible
backbone

Apolar -615 -522 -533 -590 -381 -497 -542

Total -1039 -998 -1030 -1012 -857 -820 -740

Rigid
Polar -583 -642 -662 -583 -694 -520 -406

backbone Apolar -606 -512 -524 -581 -397 -478 -490
+H2 O Total -1189 -1154 -1185 -1164 -1089 -997 -895

Flexible
Polar -581 -633 -655 -579 -684 -449 -314

backbone Apolar -642 -549 -560 -617 -399 -508 -520
+H2 O Total -1222 -1181 -1213 -1195 -1082 -957 -834

All surface areas were determined using the NACCESS program and the changes in ASAs were 

determined using equation [3.11]. Co-ordinates were extracted from the following high resolution X-ray 

crystallographic structures; chain C, of SrcSH2/pYEEI hmT peptide (pYEEI) (PDB code: Isps, Waksman 

et a i,  1993) human platelet-derived growth factor receptor (PDGFR) (PDB code: Isha, Waksman et a i, 

1992), epidermal growth factor receptor (EGER) (PDB code: Ishb, Waksman et al., 1992) and the 

regulatory tail of human Src (C-tail) (PDB code: Ifmk, Eck et a i, 1997). The structure co-ordinates for 

the variant pYEEX/SrcSH2 complexes were based on the pYEEI/SrcSH2 structure with the pY +3 amino 

acid modelled as described in section 3.2.3 by Dr. Richard Jackson.
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All these residues have changes that are > 90 and collectively account for -252 

polar and -357 apolar AASA upon binding. The Arg aA 2 residue has the largest 

AASA and is located at the mouth of the pTyr pocket (Figure 3.15); this is a highly 

conserved residue in SH2 domains. However, it is not the so-called ‘strictly invariant’ 

conserved residue Arg |3B5 found in various SH2 domains pTyr-binding cavity and 

generally considered crucial to the interaction of SH2 domains with pY-containing 

peptides (Waksman et a l ,  1993). The pB5 Arg does not have an observed change in 

solvent accessibility upon binding, this may be due to its location at the bottom of the 

pY binding-pocket.

A similar plot showing the change in surface area upon binding on a per residue basis 

but with the inclusion of inter facial water molecules in the surface area calculations 

(data not shown) resulted in little or no observed change in surface burial of the protein 

residues. This is unsurprising, as the protein residues that undergo any surface area 

change upon interaction are found in the protein cavities not on the protein surface 

where the inter facial water molecules interact. The plot displayed a general (though 

modest) increase in the loss of both apolar and polar surface area change going from the 

unbound to the bound state for the peptide residues that were effected. The most 

effected peptide residues were 1) the pTyr residue which had a 10% increase in burial of 

apolar surface upon binding and 2) the pY +2 residue Glu whose polar and apolar 

surface are burial was doubled. The varied pY +3 residue in the pYEEX/SrcSH2 

interactions also showed little difference in the surface area burial, any observed change 

simply reflected the difference in the variant side chain i.e. the difference between He 

and Val relates to the loss of one CH3 group.
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Figure 3.14; Changes in solvent accessible surface area showing the apolar and polar contribution of 

the residues in the interface between pYEEI and SrcSH2 going from unbound to bound at 25 °C, for the 

rigid model (without water molecules). For the protein residues the letter ‘a’ denotes an a  helix and the 

letter ‘b’ denotes a P-sheet strand. Protein residues are labelled according to the notation defined by Eck 

et a i, (1993).
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Figure 3.15: Schematic representation of the pTyr-binding pocket. Likely interactions between the

pTyr and the protein residues in SrcSH2 are denoted by the dashed lines, the distances between the non

hydrogen atoms and the centre of the ring are shown in Â adjacent to the lines. The ionisable protons are 

indicated in parenthesis, this diagram was adapted from Waksman et al., (1992). The notation used to 

label the protein amino acids is as defined by Eck et al., (1993).
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3.3.4 Structure based thermodynamic parameter calculations

The experimental, intrinsic binding energies (ACp mt, Af/°int, TA^°nt and AG°int) of the 

phosphotyrosyl peptides given in Table 3.7 can be compared directly with the calculated 

energies for the mutant hmT peptides pYEEX series presented in Table 3.11. Similarly, 

the intrinsic binding energies (given in Table 3.7) of the pYEEI-hmT peptide and the 

energies for the human platelet-derived growth factor receptor (PDGFR), epidermal 

growth factor receptor (EGER) and the regulatory tail of human Src (C-tail) - taken 

from Bradshaw et al (1998) and corrected for protonation effects - can be compared to 

the calculated energies given in Table 3.12.

The five different models, represented in Tables 3.11 & 3.12, make different 

assumptions regarding calculation of the binding energies and are discussed in detail in 

the methods section. These differences relate to the treatment of conformational 

flexibility in the peptide ligand and the importance of including proximal ordered 

solvent molecules in the calculated surface area. The Tables clearly show that the 

predicted thermodynamic values can vary dramatically (e.g. AG°caic for pYEEI/SrcSH2 

varies between 0.6 and -39.6 kJmol ' compared to AG°int of -42.4 kJm of') depending 

on the adopted model (i.e. the conformation of the peptide and whether H2O included). 

The best quantitative agreement for AG°caic with experiment is achieved when using the 

rigid backbone + H 2 O model for both the mutant hmT peptides pYEEX series (Table 

3.11) and the different phosphotyrosyl peptides series (Table 3.12). To illustrate, the 

agreement between experimentally determined AG°int and theoretically calculated 

AG°caic is shown in Figure 3.16 for the interactions between the pYEEX peptides and 

SrcSH2. The dotted line represents the x = y line and clearly shows that the rigid 

backbone -f H 2 O model is closest to the experimentally determined AG°int- However, 

generally for the different models the quantitative agreement of the calculated values of 

ACp calc, A//°caic and TA5°caic with experiment are poor. With the exception of the rigid 

backbone 4- H 2 O model applied to the pYEEI/SrcSH2 interaction, regardless of model 

none of the calculated values successfully predicts both A7/°int and TA5°int.

The rigid backbone + H 2 O model gives the best agreement between theory and 

experiment. Clearly this indicates that inclusion of observed binding site water 

molecules affects the binding energetics. For the SrcSH2/pYEEI interaction even the
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g Table 3.11: Calculated binding energetics of the SrcSH2 domain interaction with the variant pYEEX peptides, using the different models,o r-

•S

I
g
•S

I(J

I
1
I

MODEL X" ACpcd/ A/f°calc' AS».../ TA^calc

Polar Apolar Total Polar Apolar Total Solv Conf Total Total Total

I 376 -1079 -703 -55.3 55.8 0.5 180 -74.0 72.7 21.7 -21.1

R ig id  Body
D

E

465

465

-892

-946

-426

-481

-68.4

-68.4

46.1

48.9

-213

-19.5

109

123

-75.5

-71.4

0.3

18.4

0.1

5.5

-22.4

-24.9

V 375 -1033 -659 -55.1 53.5 -1.6 169 -66.9 68.4 20.4 -22.0

I 465 -1054 -588 -68.4 54.5 -13.9 151 -76.7 40.6 12.1 -26.0

R igid D 530 -883 -353 -77.8 45.6 -32.2 90.4 -77.2 -20.2 -6.0 -26.2
backbone E 551 -905 -354 -80.9 46.8 -34.1 90.7 -73.0 -15.7 -4.7 -29.4

V 465 -1008 -542 -68.4 52.1 -16.3 139 -69.7 35.9 10.7 -27.0

I 463 -119 -656 -68.1 57.9 -10.2 168 -171 -36.1 -11.8 0.6

Flexible D 520 -950 -430 -76.4 49.1 -27.3 110 -178 -102 -30.3 3.0
backbone E 543 -970 -427 -79.8 50.2 -29.6 109 -179 -103 -30.7 1.1

V 461 -1073 -613 -67.7 55.5 -12.2 165 -156 -41.6 -12.4 0.2

I 636 -1103 -468 -93.4 57.0 -36.3 120 -75.3 11.0 3.3 -39.6
R ig id
backbone +

D 700 -932 -232 -103 4&2 -54.6 59.4 -75.9 -49.9 -14.9 -39.8

H2O E 722 -954 -232 -106 49.3 -56.7 59.4 -71.7 -45.7 -13.6 -43.1

V 636 -1057 -422 -93.4 54.7 -38J 108 -68.3 6.3 1.9 -40.6

I 633 -1168 -535 -93.1 60.4 -32.6 137 -174 -70.6 -21.0 -11.6
Flexible  
backbone  +

D 690 -999 -309 -101 51.7 -49.7 79.2 -183 -138 -41.0 -8.7

H2O E 714 -1019 -305 -105 52.7 -52.2 7&2 -182 -137 -40.8 -11.3

V 631 -1123 -492 -92.7 58.1 -34.7 126 -169 -76.5 -22.8 -11.9

All calculated parameters are expressed in units of kJ mol ' except for ACp eaic and A5°caic. which are expressed in units of J K * mol '. "Based on the Ac-EPQ(pY)EEXPIYL hmT 
peptide series. ^Determined from loss/removal of apolar and polar surfaces upon binding using eq [3.5]. ‘̂ Calculated using ACp caic and eqns [3.2] and [3.6]. ‘‘Determined from 
A5°assoc (the cratic or mixing term = 33 J K ' mol"') and eqns [3.7] and [3.8]. ‘̂ Calculated using AH°ca\c and TA5“’caic in eqn [3.9].
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intrinsic large negative A//°int (-33.0 kJ mol ’) and large positive TA5°int (9.4 kJ mol ’) 

are predicted relatively well A//°caic (-36.3 kJ mol'’) and TA5°caic (11.0 kJ mol ’), it fails 

to reasonably predict the ACp (ACpcaic, -468 J K’’ mol ’; ACpim, -713 J K ’ mol ’). The 

inclusion of binding-site water molecules causes an increase in burial of polar accessible 

surface area, which affects A//°caic and A5°sow increasing the agreement with experiment 

for A //  but reducing it for AS. Whilst this rigid backbone + H 2 O peptide model predicts 

for the SrcSH2/pYEEI interaction, it fails to reproduce the experimentally observed 

ranking within either peptide series. In fact, despite the model also giving closest 

agreement between theory and experiment for the pYEEX (for X = Val, Asp or Glu) 

when applied to AG°, but the other predicted parameters cannot be considered close 

(e.g. when X = Asp, AH°\nx, -21.8 kJ m of’; A//°caic, -54.6 kJ mol ’ and TA5°int, 17.1 kJ 

mol ’; TAS°int, -49.9 kJ mol ’ and ACpmt, -704 J K"’ mol ’; ACpcaic, -232 J K ’ mol ’).

Furthermore, whilst the approximate magnitude of the binding free energy (AG°int) is 

maintained the calculations (AG°caic) fail to reproduce the observed ranking within 

either the mutant series or the different peptide series. Figure 3.17 shows the 

comparison of AG°nt and AG°caic on an expanded scale. Qualitative agreement with the 

observed ranking is not achieved with any of the models for either of the two peptide 

series. For example, the ranking of the AG°caic for the mutant series of pYEEX peptide 

is X = He < Asp < Val < Glu when interacting with SrcSH2 at 25 °C compared to AG°int 

of Asp < Glu < Val < He (see Chapter 2, section 2.3.2). As discussed previously the 

structural, thermodynamic and mass spectral data showed how the pYEEX mutant 

series of peptides interact with the SH2 domain in a similar way i.e. the peptide adopts a 

similar conformation and the water content in the complexes remains constant with the 

different pY 4-3 residues (see Chapter 2, section 2.4). Thus, it is surprising that the 

calculated and experimental data do not show similar trends. Experimentally the hmT 

pYEEI peptide binds to SrcSH2 with a large negative A7/°int and large positive TA5°int 

and a large negative ACp at 25°C all these characteristics are not well reproduced in any 

of the models studied.

Different assumptions made by the peptide model employed affects the predicted 

AG°caic - as each assumption provides different contributions. Focusing on the behaviour
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Table 3.12: Comparison of calculated binding energies for the SrcSH2 domain and the pYEEI-hmT, C-tail, PDGFR and EGFR tyrosyl peptides, at 25°C.

J
g
•S

I

§

I
§

(J

I

MODEL PEPTIDE" A C ...,/ A/fca,c" TAS°eaIc
Polar Apolar Total Polar Apolar Total Solv Conf Total Total Total

pYEEI 376 -1079 -703 -55.3 55.8 0.5 180 -74.0 72.7 21.7 -21.1

C-tail 503 -703 -200 -73.8 36.3 -37.5 51.2 -67.6 -49.8 -14.8 -22.7
R ig id  body

PDGFR 388 -883 -495 -57.0 45.6 -11.4 127 -58.7 34.6 10.3 -21.7

EGFR 278 -1027 -748 -40.8 53.1 12.2 192 -49.5 109 32.4 -20.2

pYEEI 465 -1054 -588 -68.4 54.5 -13.9 151 -76.7 40.6 12.1 -26.0

C-tail 531 -690 -159 -78.0 35.7 -42.3 40.7 -69.1 -61.8 -18.4 -23.9
R igid  backbone

PDGFR 428 -850 -422 -62.9 43.9 -19.0 108 -60.9 13.7 4.1 -23.1

EGFR 316 -932 -616 -46.4 48.2 1.7 158 -46.5 77.8 23.2 -21.5

pYEEI 463 -1119 -656 -68.1 -57.9 -10.2 168 -171 -36.1 -11.8 0.6

F lexible
C-tail 520 -693 -175 -76.4 35.9 -40.5 44.4 -133 -122 -36.3 -4.3

backbone PDGFR 351 -905 -554 -51.6 46.8 -4.8 142 -83.9 24.4 7.3 -12.1

EGFR 216 -986 -771 -31.7 51.0 19.3 197 -62.2 102 30.3 -11.0

pYEEI 636 -1103 -468 -93.4 57.0 -36.3 120 -75.3 11.0 3.3 -39.6

R igid C-tail 757 -723 33.9 -111 37.4 -73.8 -8.7 -67.5 -110 -32.7 -41.1
backbone + 
H2O PDGFR 567 -870 -303 -83.3 45.0 -38.3 77.6 -58.0 -13.3 -4.0 -34.3

EGFR 443 -892 -449 -65.0 46.1 -18.9 115 -40.9 40.7 12.1 -31. 1

pYEEI 633 -1168 -535 -93.1 60.4 -32.6 137 -174 -70.6 -21.0 -11.6

F lexible C-tail 746 -726 19.4 -110 37.5 -72.0 -5.0 -153 -191 -57.1 -15.0
backbone  +  
H2O PDGFR 489 -925 -435 -72.9 47.8 -24.1 111 -84.8 -6.8 -2.0 -22.1

EGFR 342 -946 -604 -50.3 48.9 -1.4 155 -65.9 54.4 16.5 -17.9

o\r-

All calculated parameters are expressed in units of kJ mol ' except for ACp caic and AS'^aic, which are expressed in units of J K ' mol ' /  pYEEI denotes hmT based peptide (Ac- 
EFQ(pY)EEIPIYL), ]. C-tail denotes a peptide derived from the C-terminal tail of the full human tyrosine kinase (AcPQ(pY)QPGEN); PDGFR denotes a peptide from a sequence 
found in the beta-subunit of of the human platelet derived growth factor (AcTQ(pY)VPMLE); EGFR denotes a peptide based on epidermal growth factor ((pY)LRVA). * Determined 
from loss/removal of apolar and polar surfaces upon binding using eq [3.5]. ‘ Calculated using ACpeaic and eqs [3.2] and [3.5]. Determined from AS^soc (the cratic or mixing term 
A5°ass„(; = -33.4 J mol ') and eqs [3.7] and [3.8]. '' Calculated using A//°(.aic and TA5°eaic in eq [3.9].
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of the pYEEI peptide interaction (Table 3.11), the effects due to the differences in the 

models is evident in how they relate to the calculated binding energies. The rigid body 

model gives similar results to the rigid backbone model (AG°caic rigid body - 21 .1  kJ 

mol'^; AG°caic rigid backbone -26.0 kJ mol'^). The only difference between the two 

models is the reference states for the free peptides i.e. in the rigid backbone model the 

side chain accessibility is the theoretical unfolded Ala-Xxx-Ala state, whereas the rigid 

body models the peptide side chains as fixed in the bound conformation. The dramatic 

difference observed when comparing the AG°caic between the rigid backbone model 

(-26.0 kJ mof^) and the flexible backbone model (0.6 kJ mol'*) reflects the difference in 

the backbone degrees of freedom. That is unlike the rigid backbone model, for the 

flexible backbone model the and 5° e x - u  (used to calculate the conformational 

entropy A5°conf) have non-zero values. The fully flexible model for peptide binding 

greatly underestimates the binding energy due to the disordered state of the unbound 

peptide. Employing this assumption dramatically changes the contribution of A5°conf 

{rigid backbone -76.7 J K ' mol'* cf. flexible backb o n e-ill J K * mol'*), whereas the 

other parameters ACp caic, A//°caic and A5°caic remain unchanged. Thus, the predicted 

value of AG°caic is too low for the flexible backbone model, regardless of whether 

binding site waters are included.

Comparison of the calculated values for the different peptides pYEEI, C-tail, PDGFR 

and EGFR (Table 3.12) shows that the large differences in the burial o f polar and non

polar surface can have a dramatic effect on the calculated values of the ACp caic and 

A//°caic and A5°soiv For example, ACp caic for the C-tail is predicted to have a much lower 

value than observed experimentally for any of the models tested (e.g. for the rigid 

backbone model ACp caic, C-tail, -159 J K * mol *; pYEEI, -588 J K * mol'*; PDGFR, 

-422 J K'* mol'*; EGFR -616 J K * mol'*). This is primarily because of the large burial 

of polar surface area associated with going from the free to the bound state. This is 

reflected in a very large negative A//°caic {rigid backbone model C-tail, -42.3 kJ mol * cf. 

pYEEI, -13.9 kJ mol'*), which is much greater (up to 400% larger) than observed by 

experiment (A7/°int C-tail, -16.4 kJ mol'*), and a large negative TA5°caic at 298K which 

is of the wrong sign. This disagreement with experiment is not strongly influenced by 

the minor differences in any of the models used. Whilst the rigid backbone 4- H 2 O 

model results in the best agreement between theory and experiment for the
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pYEEI/SrcSH2 interaction, this is not the case for the PDG FR  and C-tail peptides. None 

of the peptide models closely predicts all the energetic parameters for this series of 

peptide. The rigid backbone model gives the closest agreement for AG°caic and AG°int for 

the C-tail peptide and the rigid backbone + H 2 O model gives the closest agreement for 

AG°ca]c and AG°int for the PDG FR  peptide.

3.3.4.1 Individual contribution of each residue to the AG°caic values 

The predicted contribution of each residue in the protein-peptide interface to the 

calculated AG° is shown in Figure 3.18 for the SrcSH2 + pYEEI peptide for both rigid 

backbone m d  flexible backbone models (each with and without water molecules present 

in the interface). The plots do not include the term A5°assoc, which is a global term 

applied to the system as a whole. The different models of peptide backbone flexibility 

have a large effect on the contribution of these residues to the free energy of binding. 

Conversely contributions from the protein residues remain largely invariant. The pTyr 

residue of the peptide is the most affected on complex formation, when comparing the 

rigid backbone to flexible backbone model, which has a 50 % reduction in contribution 

(for both with and without H2O). The pY -h3 He and pY +4 Pro peptide residues remain 

largely unaffected going from one model to the other but has significant contribution to 

the AG°caic in both. The pY 4-1 and 4-2 Glu residues go from predicted favourable 

contributions {rigid backbone model) to unfavourable contributions {flexible backbone 

model). This is also observed for the pY -1 Gin residue. However, residues pY +5 to 4-7 

(He, Tyr, He), range from little or no contribution to significant unfavourable 

contributions to the AG°caic, relative to the other contributing residues for this model.

Comparison of the individual residue contributions to AG°caic for the variant pYEEX 

peptide series when interacting with SrcSH2, show similar prediction profiles to that 

observed for the pYEEI/SrcSH2 interaction (Figure 3.18). For the rigid backbone model 

the predicted contributions to AG°ca]c are similar for the pYEEX residues (the highest 

prediction is for X = Val) with most peptide residues remaining largely invariant. 

However, when comparing the rigid backbone io flexible backbone model a similarly 

modest reduction in contribution from the X = He and Val peptides’ is observed. This is 

due to the similar amount of apolar surface area buried with the He and Val side chains 

(the side chain differ simply by a CH3 group). However, for X = Glu and Asp a 75 %
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Figure 3.18: Contributions from each interface residue in the pYEEI-SrcSH2 binding interaction to

the change in free energy AG°caic of binding at 25 °C, in kJmol '. Plot shown for the rigid backbone (A) 

and flexible backbone models (B), each model is shown with (protein residues#, peptide residues O) and 

without (protein residues ■ ,  peptide residues □  ) the inclusion of interface water molecules. These values 
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notation defined by Eck et al., 1993. (Note -  the graphs are shown with different scales for y-axis).
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reduction in contribution (with and without H2O) is predicted. This reduction is due to 

the increased burial of polar residues due to the COO- functional group present on both 

these amino acid residues. The increase in buried polar surface area for these residues - 

together with the decrease in the apolar surface area burial, combines to reduce the 

calculated favourable enthalpic contribution to AG°caic-

Figure 3.19 presents a comparison of the percentage of predicted contribution from the 

peptide residue (pY -2  to pY +4) to AG°ca]c for the SrcSH2 domain interacting with the 

hmT-pYEEI peptide, C-tail peptide, PDGFR peptide and EGFR peptide for both rigid 

backbone and flexible backbone with and without H2O present in the interface {note: a 

positive percentage denotes a favourable predicted contribution AG°caic and a negative 

percentage denotes an unfavourable predicted contribution AG°caic)- As observed for the 

SrcSH2/pYEEI interaction in the previous Figure (3.18), the predicted contributions to 

AG°caic for the protein residues involved in the protein-peptide interface remain 

invariant regardless of the different models (data not shown). The different peptide 

models have significant and diverse effects upon the peptide residue predicted 

contributions to AG°caic for the various SH2-peptide interactions. Generally, the pTyr 

remains the most significant contributor to the overall AG°caic, ranging from 40-60 % of 

total AG°caic, regardless of model. In the rigid backbone model the next most significant 

is the pY 4-3 peptide residue and is most pronounced for the EGFR based peptide. This 

is in good agreement with the ‘two-pronged plug’ interaction model. Other notable 

contributors include the pY 4-1 residues in all the peptides as well as the pY 4-4 residue 

in both the PDGFR and EGFR peptide interactions.

For the rigid backbone model the peptides generally make significantly favourable 

contributions (with a few exceptions making little or none), with peptide residues at 

similar positions (relative to the pTyr residue) contributing similar percentages of the 

total AG°caic- However, the different peptides do not have similar prediction profiles for 

the flexible backbone model when compared to each other or the rigid backbone model. 

In each model for the peptide/SrcSH2 interaction, the pTyr residue remains the highest 

predicted contributor. However, the pY 4-3 residue is predicted to make a significant 

favourable contribution to AG°caic for the only the pYEEI and EGFR peptides. The 

importance of these two residues again supports the ‘two-pronged plug’ interaction
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Figure 3.19; Percentage contribution of AG°caic from each peptide residue to the total predicted AG°caic 

value for SrcSHl/peptide interactions for (A) the rigid backbone model and the (B) flexible backbone 

model. (Favourable contributions to AG°caic are shown as positive percentages and unfavourable 

contributions to AG°caic as negative percentages). Results for the interaction of SrcSH2 and the hmT- 

pYEEl peptide (PQpYEEIP) ( □  ), the C-tail peptide (PC^YQPGEN) ( □  ), the PDGFR based peptide 

(pYVPML) (□  ) and the EGFR based peptide (pYLRVA) ( ■  ) the paler coloured data sets represent the 

same interactions when water molecules have been included in the model. These values do not include the 

‘cratic’ cr mixing entropy term A5°assoc-
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model, even with the flexible peptide assumption. In the C-tail and PDGFR peptide, the 

pY 4-3 residue is predicted to contribute little, or results in unfavourable contribution. 

This would be expected with the pY 4-3 Gly residue in the C-tail peptide. In the PDGFR 

peptide this is surprising as the pY 4-3 Met group would be expected to have comparable 

binding to an He residue as it is largely hydrophobic. However, a sulphur atom is 

classed as polar and it burial results in an unfavourable enthalpic contribution to AG°caic, 

especially being larger in size and therefore surface area compared to a carbon atom. In 

both the C-tail and pYEEI peptides, a significantly unfavourable contribution is 

observed for the pY 4-1 residue with a small or unfavourable contribution to AG°caic for 

the pY -2  and pY -1 residues. Both peptides have the same residues (Gin and Pro) in 

these positions and both residues have some polar atoms so again burial of these may 

contribute unfavourably to the binding energetics. (NB: The EGFR and PDGFR 

peptides do not have peptide residues N-terminal of the pY). The C-tail peptide has a 

significant favourable AG°caic contribution from the pY 4-2 residue, though it is not clear 

why this is so, possibly the bound conformation is close to that which is assumed for the 

flexible backbone model. The EGFR and PDGFR predicted contributions are similar 

(except for residue pY 4-3) with a favourable interaction predicted for the pY 4-1 residue 

and little or no predicted contribution from the pY 4-2 residue. There is a significantly 

favourable pY 4-3 predicted contribution for the EGFR peptide and a small, 

unfavourable contribution predicted for the PDGFR peptide - again this possibly reflects 

the level of similarity between the bound and flexible backbone peptide conformations.
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3.4 Discussion

The empirical method presented by Baker & Murphy predicts binding energetics for 

protein-protein or protein-peptide interactions from three-dimensional structure. The 

approach differs from others by providing information on the thermodynamics of the 

binding process, for example, predicting ACp, A//°, and A5°, as well as AG°. The 

method was applied to the pYEEX/SrcSH2 complexes and comparisons were made 

with experimentally derived thermodynamic parameters including ACp. The effect of 

incorporating interfacial water molecules was explored and the peptidomimetic 

inhibitor/SrcSH2 interactions were studied.

3.4.1 Comparison between experimental and predicted binding energetics for the 

SrcSH2/peptide interactions

Experimentally the hmT-pYEEI peptide binds to SrcSH2 with a large negative A//°int 

and large positive TAA°int and a large negative ACp int. These characteristics are not well 

produced in any of the models studied. In general, comparison of experimental results 

(Table 3.7) with those predicted from the surface area-based relationship shows little 

agreement for the interaction of the SrcSH2 domain with a range of tyrosyl 

phosphopeptides (Table 3.11 and 3.12). The lack of correlation between the 

experimental and calculated data has previously been attributed to the failure to account 

for structural alterations of the interacting components (Bradshaw et a l ,  1998). In this 

case the SrcSH2 protein interacts in a way approximating a rigid body (i.e. structures of 

the apo- and complexed SH2 domain are essentially identical). Adoption of more 

sophisticated models which incorporate contributions for conformational change of the 

peptides {rigid backbone and flexible backbone) still fail to produce any real 

quantitative agreement with the experimental data.

The large range in values of AG°caic predicted for the peptides can be further broken 

down into different contributions according to the assumptions made by the model. 

Focusing on the behaviour of the pYEEI peptide interaction (Table 3.11), the effects 

due to the differences in the models is evident in how they relate to the calculated 

binding energies. The rigid body model commonly used for modelling the energetics of 

protein-protein interactions (Baker & Murphy, 1997) gives similar results to the rigid 

backbone model. Since only the reference states for the free peptides differ, this implies
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that the side chain accessibility o f the X-ray equilibrium conformation is close to that of 

the theoretical unfolded state i.e. the X-ray equilibrium conformation bound to SH2 has 

similar side chain accessibility to an unfolded peptide. The difference in AG°caic 

between the rigid backbone model and the flexible backbone model is primarily a result 

of the large change in conformational entropy A5°caic, conf resulting from change in the 

backbone degrees of freedom. In spite of having different reference states for the 

unbound peptide conformation other contributions to ACp caic, A//°caic and A5°caic remain 

largely unchanged in magnitude. Thus the fully flexible model for peptide binding 

underestimates the binding energy. The predicted value of AG°caic is too low, 

independently of whether binding site waters are included. The inclusion of observed 

binding site water molecules in the rigid backbone + H 2 O model gives the best 

agreement between theory and experiment. Relative to the rigid backbone model there 

is an increase in burial of ASA, in particular the polar accessible surface area which 

affects A//°caic and A5°soiv increasing the agreement with experiment for A //°  but 

reducing it for A5°.

The calculated values for the different peptides pYEEI, C-tail and PDGFR (Table 3.12) 

reflected how large differences in the burial of polar and non-polar surface can have a 

dramatic effect on the calculated values of the ACp caic and A//°caic and AS°soiv The C-tail 

in particular is predicted to have a much lower ACp caic value than observed 

experimentally for any of the models tested, this reflects the large burial of polar surface 

area that occurs upon interaction. This is reflected in a very large negative predicted 

A/f°caic which is much greater (up to 400% larger) than experiment and a large negative 

TAS°caic at 298K which is o f the wrong sign compared to TAS°int. The observed 

disagreement with experiment is not strongly influenced by the minor differences in any 

of the peptide models used. Furthermore, the inclusion of binding-site water molecules 

worsens any correlation, simply increasing the burial of polar surface area upon binding, 

exaggerating the contribution of AASApoi.

3.4.1.1 Proton linkage effects and the inclusion of interface water molecules

Prior to this study there had been some reported disagreement between the accessible 

surface area based empirical model and experimental binding energies (Varadarajan et 

a i ,  1992; Kelley & O ’Connell, 1993; Ladbury et al., 1994; Kresheck et a l ,  1995;
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Pearce et a i ,  1996). However, in most cases these disagreements could be due to 

incomplete treatment of proton linkage effects or conformational change involving 

order/disorder transitions on binding (see Baker & Murphy, 1998). Here the known 

proton hnkage effects have been treated and comparison of peptide bound and unbound 

states of SrcSH2 show conformational change to be minimal on binding (Waksman et 

a l,  1993). Whilst the unbound conformations of the free peptides is unknown three 

possible models detailing different levels of conformational change have been studied 

here. Furthermore, the possible influence of resolved water molecules at the protein- 

peptide interface have been taken into account. The significance of the interfacial water 

molecules to the binding interaction in this system is such that they must be somehow 

included in the models used for prediction. The level of agreement between calculated 

and experimental values of the state functions is poor in both of the two sets of peptide 

series studied here. It could be argued that the modelled built structures used for the 

series of pY 4-3 mutants may not accurately model experiment, but this is not the case 

for the experimentally determined structures of the pYEEI peptide, C-tail, PDGFR and 

EGFR. It should also be emphasised that relatively small differences in the models 

translate into large differences in ACp caic and A//°caic and A5°caic-

3.4.1.2 Individual residue contributions

The contribution of individual residues to the free energy of binding in the pYEEI/SH2 

interaction (Figure 3.18) coupled with the percentage contributions of the C-tail, 

PDGFR and EGFR peptide interactions with SrcSH2 (Figure 3.19) show that the model 

for the main-chain entropy has a dramatic effect on the importance of individual residue 

contributions. In all models the pY and He at pY 4-3 have the greatest favourable residue 

contributions to binding, reaffirming the “two-pronged plug two-holed socket” model 

for the mechanism of binding of the Src SH2 domain to phosphotyrosyl peptides 

(Bradshaw et a l ,  1998). However, the relative importance of pY changes greatly in 

going from the rigid backbone 4- H2 O to the flexible backbone 4- H2 O models when 

excluding the cratic or mixing term A5°assoc- For example, in the pYEEI/SrcSH2 

interaction the pY is of greater importance in the flexible backbone 4- H 2 O model 

contributing -42% of the predicted AG°caic, compared to -30%  of AG°caic in the rigid 

backbone 4- H2 O model. However, the two seemingly important Glu residues at pY 4-1 

and pY 4-2 (see also Chapter 2) have binding contributions of opposite sign depending
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on the model i.e. in the flexible backbone model any favourable contribution from 

surface area burial is more than offset by the unfavourable contribution from loss in 

backbone entropy. In the flexible model only the pTyr and the He and Pro residues at 

pY +3 and +4 respectively make sizeable favourable contributions to binding, where as 

in the rigid model all eight peptide residues make a favourable contribution to binding. 

These two models give fundamentally different interpretations for individual residue 

contributions to binding. Unfortunately, this predicted variability has not been tested 

experimentally except for the pY +3 residue.

3.4.2 Interfacial water molecules could contribute to the discrepancy in observed 

and calculated energetics for protein/ligand binding interactions

Despite accounting for proton-linked contributions, the models do not accurately 

describe the thermodynamic profiles obtained experimentally. Structural detail on the 

SH2 domain with the tyrosyl phosphopeptides shows that water molecules form an 

intimate part of the bimolecular interface, mediating binding. Surface area calculations 

are usually done in the absence of interfacial water molecules. Even by including this 

usually ignored contribution to buried surface area (in an attempt to account for the 

potential effects on the surface area) no overall improvement is observed in the 

agreement between experimental and calculated thermodynamic parameters. However, 

it should be reiterated that with the pYEEI peptide the inclusion of water molecules 

improved the accuracy of the predictions when employing the rigid backbone model.

Comparison between ACp i„t & ACp caic for the interaction between SrcSH2 and the 

pYEEX peptides reveals a general discrepancy between the values; this suggests the 

possibility of an event that has been unaccounted for in the calculations. Figure 3.20 

shows a plot of ACp against AASAapoi, as shown previously in Chapter 1 (section 1.4, 

Figure 1.10) - created using thermodynamic data from protein folding (Livingstone et 

a l,  1991) and the heats of solvent transfer of small hydrocarbons and amides (Spolar et 

a l,  1992). Experimentally determined ACp im values for the SrcSH2/peptide binding 

interactions (Table 3.7) versus the AASAapoi obtained using the rigid body model (Table 

3.10) were added to the plot. The SrcSH2/peptide data set all seem to be offset from the 

linear least-squares fit of the protein folding and heats of solvent transfer data.
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Figure 320: Plot showing the dependence of the change in heat capacity ACp on the loss in water-

accessible apolar surface area AASAapoi. The data set shown as red triangles is taken from the all the 

SrcSH2/peptide binding interactions (intrinsic ACp mt, Table 3.7) and the AASAapoi obtained using the 

rigid body model. For comparison the data sets shown, as grey squares, are taken from thermodynamic 

protein folding experiments (Livingstone et al., 1991 and references therein) and from the heats of solvent 

transfer of small hydrocarbons and amides (Spolar et al., 1992). The dotted line represents a linear least- 

squares fit of these data.
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clustering above the line. Reasons for this discrepancy can only be speculated upon but 

a similar underestimation of experimental ACp values has been observed in other 

protein/ligand complexes where water molecules are involved in the binding interaction 

(Morton & Ladbury, 1996; Guinto & DiCera, 1996). Morton & Ladbury (1996) 

attributed the deficit in theoretical and experimental ACp values to the incorporation of 

mediating water molecules for trpfDNA  and MetJ/DNA interactions, (see previous 

discussion. Chapter 1, section 1.4). It should be noted that the trpfDNA  and MetJ/DNA 

interactions as compared to the SrcSH2/phosphopeptide involve a larger number of 

mediating waters. For interactions where water molecules are thought to mediate the 

binding event it has been suggested that the restriction of such water molecules in the 

binding interface could contribute to this discrepancy through the change in soft 

vibrational modes of residues and the water molecules upon interaction (Sturtevant, 

1977). Alternatively, it may simply be the case that empirical methods based on burial 

of surface area are inadequate for all but the least complex systems.

3.4.3 Comparison of ACp obs and ACp caic for the peptidomimetic interactions 

supports the energetic contribution from mediating water molecule theory

The comparison of the predicted ACp caic values with experiment did not reveal a 

discrepancy for the PD110/SrcSH2 interaction, as was previously observed for the 

phosphotyrosyl peptide/SrcSH2 interactions. Using equation [3.4] the predicted value 

ACp, calc for the interaction between PDl 10 and SrcSH2 is -648 J K‘  ̂ m o l'\ in excellent 

agreement with the experimentally ACp obs obtained value, -653 ± 30 J K'  ̂ mof*. The 

chemically rigid bridging group - between the pY and pY +3 interacting moieties, to 

reduce the cost of conformational AS° upon binding - further supports the assumption of 

a rigid body interaction. In the X-ray crystallographic structure, the ligand is observed 

to knock out the SH2 binding-site water molecules (Chapter 2, section 2.4). The lack of 

mediating water molecules with the PDl 10 ligand coupled with the rigid interaction of 

the SrcSH2 domain leads to an expected high level of agreement between theory and 

experiment for the inhibitor/SH2 interactions - as is observed. This observation supports 

the hypothesis suggested here; that the observed ACp in the SrcSH2/phosphotyrosine 

peptide binding studies includes contribution from both the SH2 domain interacting 

with the peptide but also the incorporation of interfacial water molecules. In summary, 

it is reasonable to consider some contribution to ACp from structurally important
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interfacial water molecules as the apolar interior of proteins are usually devoid of water 

molecules. However, whilst the water contribution is clearly important, in such 

theoretical investigations as presented here it is important to remember the caveats; i.e. 

some of the disagreement in predicted and observed values could simply result from the 

inadequacy of the models used to calculate AS As.

3.4.4 Estimating the contribution to ACp from a mediating water molecule

As shown previously, when comparing ACp obs and ACp caic there is an observed deficit 

in ACp proposed to result from the energetic contribution of mediating water molecules. 

The method used here of including the inter facial water molecules (defined by equation

[3.10]) upon the surface of the protein, in similar positions as observed in the 

protein/peptide complex structures, may not be the ideal manner in which to include the 

water molecules. Such inclusion can cause a huge increase in the amount of polar 

surface area burial upon binding which ‘loads’ the contribution of the AASApoi to the 

energetics of the system. Although technically the interfacial water sites are true, in 

reality the water molecules are more likely to be incorporated at the moment of binding, 

rather than sitting in binding-sites on the protein. From the apo SrcSH2 structure, 

surface water molecules are observed in and around the final inter facial water sites (see 

Chapter 2, section 2.4), but this will not always be the case. It maybe more appropriate 

to have a separate term accounting for the contribution that each water molecule makes 

to the binding energetics of a system, and another term which accounts for the cost of 

pinning down such a water molecule. Although the waters included here are only those 

observed within the interface, it is currently not possible to distinguish between any of 

them in terms of which contribute to the binding energetics of the interaction and by 

how much. For example, from the pYEEI/SrcSH2 complex there are six water 

molecules defined as interfacial (using equation [3.10]) and the C-tail complex is 

observed to have as many as twelve (using equation [3.10]). However from the results 

of Chapter 2 it would seem that three to four water molecules are important in the 

pYEEI/SrcSH2 interaction - mediating the interaction of the ‘pYEEF binding motif. 

This illustrates the problems encountered when classifying ‘contributing’ water 

molecules even after the interfacial water molecules have been identified. Thus, initially 

an average value of contribution to ACp from a mediating water molecule (ACp w at) 

might be derived from experimentally characterised systems.
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The thermodynamic contributions of pinning down an individual interfacial water 

molecule are not easily determined, (see previous discussion; Chapter 1, section 1.1.2). 

Data from crystalline inorganic salt hydrates have been used to value the upper limit of 

the ACp for the restriction of a water molecule into a crystal lattice as approximately -40  

J (mole of water)'^ (Dunitz, 1994). To estimate the contribution to ACp from the 

restriction of the water molecules seen in the peptide/SrcSH2 interactions using 

equation [3.12]. Estimates were made by deriving the numbers of waters in the interface 

in two different ways: 1) all the interfacial water molecules as defined by equation

[3.10] and 2) restricting interfacial water molecules to include only those observed as 

mediating interaction of the binding motif.

ACp wat — (ACp int ~ ACp calc) [3 .12]
N wat

The average contribution to ACp attributed to each inter facial water molecule (ACp wat) is 

defined as the difference between the experimentally measured intrinsic ACp im and the 

predicted ACp caic divided by the number of inter facial water molecules (N  wat)- The 

values for ACpcaic (taken from Tables 3.11 & 3 .12) and the experimentally observed ACp 

int (Table 3.7) gave the ACp wat values listed in Table 3.13. The values for the pYEEX 

peptides using all inter facial water molecules range between -6 9 .5  J K'* (mole of 

water)'* and - 1 .7  J K * (mole of water)'*. Although, these are wide ranging for system 

with relatively little change from complex to complex. Moreover, the C-tail and PDGFR 

complexes have generally large values, this could simply be illustrative of the inability 

to differentiate between interfacial water molecules, which contribute, and those that 

don’t. Taking the mean for the pYEEX peptide estimations using only the interfacial 

water molecules observed mediating the binding motif yields a value - 5 5  J K * (mole of 

water)'* of similar order of magnitude as the maximum limit of the ACp for the 

restriction of a water molecule into a crystal lattice (Dunitz, 1994).
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Table 3.13: Estimation of the contribution to ACp from a mediating water molecule

Peptide xHzO"
(interface)

^ 2 0 ”
(pYEEI)

AACp'
J K ' mof'

ACp wat (interface)"'
J K ' (mole of water) '

ACpwat(pYEEI)'
J K ' (mole of water) '

pYEEI 6 4 -10 -1.67 -2.5

pYEED 6 4 -278 -46.3 -69.5

pYEEE 6 4 -345 -69.5 -86.3

pYEEV 6 4 -246 -41.0 -61.5

C-tail 12 6 -392 -32.7 -98.0

PDGFR 8 -465 -58.1 -116.3

“The number of interfacial water molecules defined as being within certain distance, 4.2 + van der Waals 

radius for each atom Â, from both the peptide and protein, equation [3.10].  ̂ The number of interfacial 

water molecules mediating just the peptide binding motif . Calculated using AACp exp = ACp°ù,t (Table 

3.7) - ACptot. "^Determined using equation [3.12] and all the interfacial water molecules defined using the 

equation [3.10].  ̂Determined using equation [3.12] and only the interfacial water molecules observed to 

mediate the peptide binding motif.

3.4.5 Observations for the interactions of the FynSH2 domain

The experimental ACp values are generally larger for the pYEEX/FynSH2 interaction, 

than was observed with the SrcSH2 domain. The similarity between the SrcSH2 and 

FynSH2 structures is such that that the pYEEX interactions are assumed to be similar 

and can be considered as essentially rigid body type interactions. Using equation [3.5] 

the predicted value for ACp caic obtained for the interaction between the FynSH2 protein 

domain and the pYEEI peptide is -713 ± 180 J K'* mof* (using the NMR structure, 

Mulhem et a i, 1997). As observed with the SrcSH2/pYEEX peptides there is a 

significant discrepancy between the calculated ACp caic and experimental ACp obs values 

(approx. -495 J K'* mof^). The deficit between the ACpcaic and ACp obs values is larger 

than observed for the pYEEX/SrcSH2 interactions (see Table 3.13). The proposed 

network of water molecules mediating the FynSH2/pYEEI interaction (see Chapter 2), 

could contribute to much of the deficit in the ACp caic values as suggested for the SrSH2 

interactions. The determination of ACp obs for the PD110/FynSH2 interaction yielded a 

smaller value (-730 ± 220 J K'* m o l" \ consistent with the inhibitor experiments 

conducted with SrcSH2. There is no structure available to enable prediction of a ACp caic 

value.
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3.5 Conclusions

From the studies conducted here it would appear that concepts such as the 

parameterised surface area based calculations are not reliable enough as yet to be able to 

predict thermodynamic constants for systems such as this. Furthermore the excellent 

agreement between ACp obs and ACp, caic for the drug/SrcSH2 complexes (which have no 

mediating H2O) supports the argument that for systems where water molecules are 

involved in mediating the binding interaction that the thermodynamic parameters of the 

system are affected, (e.g. contributing large and negatively to the observed ACp value).

The current studies are limited by the experimental error in the binding energies (-10%) 

and the calculations are limited by the quality and resolution of the crystallographic 

structural information. In particular the presence/absence of ordered solvent molecules 

has a substantial influence on the predicted binding energetics of the peptides studied 

here (see Table 3.11 and 3.12). This implies that the quality of the experimental 

structure will influence the calculated binding energy. Furthermore, it is unclear at what 

level observed waters should be treated as ordered water molecules or as a solvent 

continuum for the purpose of the accessibility calculations. Lastly, the level of 

conformational flexibility in the peptide/protein main-chain in particular can have a 

considerable influence on predicted binding energies. As shown in the results all these 

factors have a sizeable effect on both the sign and the magnitude of the thermodynamic 

state functions. It is the large magnitude of these effects that make the binding energy 

highly model dependent.

The predictive power in the empirically-based correlation’s of surface area burial to 

obtain energetics may lie in the use of experimental structures, which are at equilibrium. 

However, problems arise when using modelled structures as it assumes that the model 

built structure is at equilibrium whereas this may not be the case. The current method is 

therefore of limited predictive value if it cannot predict structure. In order to do this the 

method must predict the lowest energy for the system as a whole (protein, ligand and 

solvent). However, the present method cannot calculate this value, but only that of the 

lowest energy for the protein-ligand interaction which may not be the observed 

conformation. This is an inherent limitation making the model of limited utility in 

structure-based drug design.
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Some qualitatively useful information may however be gained from the analysis of 

individual residue contributions to binding. The predicted importance of the binding 

contributions of the pTyr and pTyr+3 residues is in agreement with experiment. Whilst, 

such parameterised predictive relationships are being widely adopted to predict 

thermodynamic data from structure and vice versa, this study clearly shows that there 

are potential problems with application and interpretation in this type of approach. It 

should be emphasised that although there is undoubtedly a broad agreement between 

predicted and experimentally determined thermodynamic parameters, the tolerance of 

the currently available correlation is not sufficient to make this approach ubiquitously 

applicable.
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CHAPTER 4

GENERAL DISCUSSION

In this work two main hypotheses have been tested 1) whether water molecules 

potentially enhance binding characteristics in protein ligand interfaces and 2) whether 

current predictive methods (using the correlation between thermodynamics and surface 

area burial in molecular interactions) provide for the incorporation of water molecules. 

These have been investigated using a combination of experimental and theoretical 

methods. Some additional issues involving the role of water molecules in protein 

interactions have arisen, for example, whether water molecules act to fill the void not 

occupied by protein atoms? How strong are the interactions between the protein and 

water molecules and do these water molecules contribute to the stability and affinity for 

a particular protein-binding interaction? Can the sites of water inclusion be 

identified/predicted in protein-protein interactions? Are water molecule binding-sites 

conserved between the free and associated states of biological macro molecules? What 

influence, if any, do water molecules have on the energetics of an interacting system? 

What contribution do the water molecules make to the overall stability and binding of a 

system upon complex formation?

The incorporation of water molecules from bulk solvent into a biomolecular interface is 

generally considered energetically unfavourable. An entropie cost is associated with 

such restricted water molecules as they have fewer degrees of freedom. The 

displacement of water molecules from the interacting surfaces of two protein molecules 

upon binding is entropically favourable and can lead to significant contribution to the 

binding energetics (Chapter 1). However, it has been hypothesised that some interfacial 

water molecules appear to make a favourable contribution to the free energy of binding 

by optimising the enthalpy derived from hydrogen-bonding (Ladbury, 1996; Renzoni et 

al., 1997). The work in this thesis involved extensive investigation of a particular 

protein-ligand system shown to retain interfacial water molecules upon interaction.
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Chapter 1 introduced the main system of study; the SH2 domain of Src, involved in 

signal transduction pathways and regarded by many as a potential therapeutic drug 

target. Structural detail revealed that a feature of SH2 domains is the involvement of 

water molecules in the peptide binding-site (e.g. the pYEEI/SrcSH2 complex; Waksman 

et a i ,  1993). These domains interact with proteins containing pTyr residues thus 

mediating the interactions of proteins involved in tyrosine kinase signalling. The issue 

of specificity in SH2 domain interactions is therefore of great interest in terms of 

understanding tyrosine kinase signal-transduction pathways and in the discovery of 

drugs to inhibit them.

Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) was used in Chapter 2 to thermodynamically 

characterise the pYEEI/SrcSH2 complex and to investigate the effect of disrupting the 

water molecule network on the binding affinity by using different ligands. The ligands 

used were 1) peptides based on the hmT antigen with variation at the pY+3 position 

(pYEEX); 2) a non-specific peptide (C-tail), corresponding to the sequence of the C- 

terminal tail o f the full tyrosine kinase; 3) a de-phosphorylated tyrosine version of the 

hmT peptide (YEEI) and 4) peptidomimetic inhibitors ligands. The thermodynamic 

profile was correlated with structural data in order to investigate the involvement of 

water in dictating specificity in the SH2 domain ‘model’ system when associated with 

the various ligands. A novel application of nanoflow electro spray ionisation mass 

spectroscopy (ESI-MS) was used to quantify the water molecules in the protein-ligand 

interfaces used in this study. The data determined for the SrcSH2 domain was used to 

predict the existence of a similar water network mediating interactions with the SH2 

domain of Fyn (a Src-family kinase). From X-ray crystallographic detail, the pY +2 Glu 

residue is important in maintaining H-bond interactions with the interfacial water 

network, loss of this residue would result in the disruption of the water network and loss 

of associated H-bonding.

Interactions using the pYEEX peptides revealed little change in the net water content of 

the SrcSH2 binding-site as similar binding affinities were observed in the ITC binding 

studies even with dramatic changes in the pY +3 residue (also seen with FynSH2). This 

preservation of affinity is due to the presence of the conserved Glu residues in the 

pYEEX binding motif which are important in providing interactions with the water 

network. The consistent high probability of similar numbers of water adducts (e.g. three
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for X = I, E and V with either SH2 domain) observed in the ESI-MS experiment with 

certain pYEEX peptides showed the conserved water network prevailed despite 

dramatic changes to the pY +3 residue. This evidence leads to the conclusion that as 

long as H-bond contact associated with the water network is preserved then binding will 

occur, suggesting a certain level o f water-induced promiscuity of the SH2 domain. 

Further support for this conclusion is derived from experiments where the whole 

binding motif was substituted from pYEEI to pYQPG (C-tail), revealing a significant 

loss in binding affinity for both SH2 domains and changes are also observed in the ESI- 

MS results. Observations show that total substitution (e.g. C-tail) or distortion (pYEED 

and pYEEW) of the pY +2 Glu residue results in the disruption of the water network 

and associated H-bonds. The lost H-bond formation manifests itself as an unfavourable 

reduction in enthalpy contribution to the binding energy, consistent with the large 

reduction in binding affinity. X-ray crystallographic detail shows the pY +2 Glu residue 

to interact with the protein via three separate water molecules, forming no direct 

peptide-protein contacts. This suggests that the pY +2 Glu is a crucial part of the H- 

bonded network of water molecules observed in the protein-peptide interface.

The significant loss in affinity observed with the peptidomimetic inhibitor ligands 

(PD441, PD l 10 and PD357) is likely to be due, at least in part, to the total disruption of 

the water network. The fact that any interaction is observed is due to the inhibitor 

ligands forming several hydrophobic contacts in the pY 4-3 pocket and increased direct 

ligand-protein contact, resulting in a favourable AH  contribution to the binding affinity. 

Ligands PD l 10 and PD357 also have a favourable AS contribution to the binding 

affinity due to the rigid bridging group. Upon binding, these ligands undergo less 

conformational restriction required to achieve the correct binding orientation as 

compared to PD441 and the naturally occurring pY peptides. Yet the combination of the 

increased protein-ligand contact (favourable AH) and less restriction of bridging moiety 

(favourable AS), coupled with the favourable AS gain due to the displacement of the 

water molecules cannot compensate for the lost H-bond formation and the substantial 

AH  loss. Without the introduction of functional groups that can still fulfil interactions 

(or compensate for those missing) in the H-bonding network, such compounds will 

always have weaker binding interactions.
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The ESI-MS data combined with structural detail suggests that at least one of the water 

molecules observed in the peptide binding-site of the apo SrcSH2 domain becomes 

bound in the peptide complexed state. This pattern of water association {apo to bound 

SH2 domain) is supported by structural data of several complexes of SrcSH2 and bound 

ligands as well as previously reported GRID analysis.

The prediction of binding energies from the three-dimensional structure of a protein- 

ligand complex is an important goal of biophysics and structural biology. Chapter 3 

presented an analysis o f structure based empirical predictive relationships using the 

binding of SrcSH2 domain with the series of mutant pYEEX peptides. Other peptides 

based on the C-terminal regulatory site of the Src protein and the platelet-derived 

growth factor receptor (PDGFR) were also investigated. The effects of proton linkage 

on binding were accounted for and five different surface area-based models were tested 

- including different treatments for the contributions to conformational change (i.e. 

conformational flexibility in the peptide ligand) and protein hydration (i.e. the inclusion 

of proximal ordered solvent molecules in the surface area calculations). This allowed 

the calculation of a range of thermodynamic state functions (ACp, A5, A // and AG) 

directly from structure. ITC binding studies were performed at varying temperatures to 

obtain ACp values for the pYEEX/SrcSH2 interactions and the inhibitor/SrcSH2 

interactions.

Comparison with calorimetrically determined ACp data (as well as A5, A // and AG from 

Chapter 2) shows little agreement for the interaction of SrcSH2 domain and the pY- 

containing peptides. From these studies, it would appear that the parameterised surface 

area based calculations currently adopted are not reliable enough to be able to predict 

thermodynamic constants for systems such as this. The assumptions made regarding the 

different models used to treat conformational change and solvation effects has an 

astonishing effect on the calculated thermodynamic functions, making the predicted 

binding energies highly model dependent. There is reasonable agreement when using 

the rigid backbone + H 2 O peptide model for only the SrcSH2/pYEEI interaction, 

whereas generally there is a discrepancy between ACp obs and ACp caic values regardless 

of model. This supports the argument that the thermodynamic parameters of the system 

are affected in systems where water molecules mediate the binding interaction (e.g.
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contributing large and negatively to the observed ACp value). Furthermore, the models 

all fail to reproduce the experimentally observed ranking within either peptide series. 

The excellent agreement between theoretical and predicted ACp values for the 

inhibitor/SrcSH2 complexes (which have no mediating H2O) further supports the notion 

that interfacial waters molecules do contribute to the binding energetics.

The predictive power in the empirically based correlation of surface area burial to 

obtain binding energetics may lie in the experimental structures, (e.g. using ones well 

represented by a rigid body model). Problems arise when using modelled structures as it 

assumes that the model built structure is at equilibrium, whereas this may not be the 

case. In order to be effective the method must predict the lowest energy for the system 

as a whole (protein, ligand and solvent). Furthermore, in the SH2-peptide system 

investigated the interaction is mediated by a number of water molecules. It is not 

immediately apparent how these can be dealt with in the predictive algorithms based on 

surface area burial. It is likely that the energetic contribution from each individual water 

molecule will have to be calculated and incorporated in such algorithms. Nevertheless, 

some qualitatively useful information may however be gained from the analysis of 

individual residue contributions to binding. For example, the predicted importance of 

the binding contributions of the pTyr and pTyr+3 residues is in agreement with 

experiment.

The prediction of thermodynamic data from structural information of protein-ligand 

interactions and vice versa is an important objective for biophysicists and structural 

biologists. There is undoubtedly a broad agreement between predicted and 

experimentally determined thermodynamic parameters however this study clearly shows 

that there are potential problems with application and interpretation in this type of 

approach. The use of such parameterised predictive relationships is limited at present as 

the level o f variation observed in predicting thermodynamic parameters for similar 

systems is still too great (e.g. pYEEX/SrcSH2 complexes).

The dismissal of the importance of the role of the interfacial water molecules in 

dictating high-affinity binding could account for previous failure in the design of 

peptidomimetic inhibitor compounds (Chapter 2). The design of therapeutic drugs for a
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non-specific site or indeed one where the specificity is governed by a network of water 

molecules is difficult. Nevertheless, water molecules observed in protein structures may 

be important for binding interactions. It should be possible from structural and 

thermodynamic analysis to determine the waters, which are making a favourable 

contribution to the free energy of an interaction. These optimal water molecules could 

be incorporated into drug design strategies. The combination of ITC providing accurate 

measurements of protein-ligand interactions and the use of nanoflow ESI-MS 

experiments yielding information on the number of water molecules involved provides a 

powerful tool in the analysis o f water molecules interacting in protein complexes with 

inhibitor drug compounds.

Understanding the fundamental criteria for incorporation of water molecules in protein- 

ligand complex formation would aid the building of de novo drug design programs. 

Identification of optimal water binding-sites (i.e. sites where these waters contribute to 

the free energy of binding) on protein surfaces with a view for incorporation into drug 

design strategies is generally not practised. This is partly due to the inability to identify 

which water molecules are involved in the binding interaction, thus providing maximal 

favourable contribution to the binding energetics and partly due to the limited reliability 

of water molecules in structural data (Chapter 1). Ideally, it would be possible to 

determine the rules that govern water release or binding to facilitate the potential 

incorporation of waters in the design of drugs. However, until more studies are done 

which focus on the water molecules in protein-ligand interactions these elusive rules 

cannot be attained.

In conclusion, this thesis has presented a thorough analysis o f the water network 

mediating the pYEEI/SrcSH2 interaction to highlight the essential influence that water 

molecules can exert upon a system. Several important messages have emerged during 

the course of this research firstly, water molecules can undoubtedly contribute to the 

stability and affinity of the protein-peptide interactions and certainly do the in the case 

of the pYEEX/SH2 interactions. The stability of the protein-ligand complex appears to 

be intimately linked to the presence of water, suggesting that the water molecules do 

contribute to the binding affinity. Secondly, the proposed ‘pseudo’-conservation of 

water molecule binding-sites on the peptide-binding surface o f the SrcSH2 domains 

overcomes the entropie cost of retaining the water molecules. This suggests a possible
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method used by water mediated systems where water binding-sites already partially 

exist on one of the interacting moieties requiring the last contacts to be provided by the 

receptor ligand. Finally, although there have been several theoretical developments (e.g. 

modelling capabilities, empirically based predictive relationships) and a continuous rise 

in the availability of experimental thermodynamic data it is still very difficult to predict 

the results of one from the other.
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A l ITC binding isotherm data at different pH values

A l.l  The SrcSH2 interaction with pYEEI at pH 5.0 and 6.0.

-10

,S'
-20"o<u

1
3  .30

A pH 6.0

-40-

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5

[pYEEIl/[SrcSH2]

F igure A l . l :  ITC binding isotherms obtained from integrated heats of binding,

corrected for heats of dilution from the titration of peptide pYEEI into a solution of v- 

SrcSH2 in 20 mM MES, 1 mM DTT, 1 mM EDTA and 50 mM NaCl at 25 °C. 

Experiments performed in conditions at pH 5.0 (shown in red) and pH 6.0 (shown in 

red).
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A2 The pYEEX/SrcSH2 binding experiments for the determination of the ACp obs

A2.1 The pYEED/SrcSH2 interaction measured at varying temperatures

I
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-30

0.0 as 1.0 1.5 20 15

Figure A2.1.1: ITC binding isotherms

obtained from integrated heats of binding, 

corrected for heats of dilution, for the 

titration of peptide pYEED into a solution 

of v-SrcSH2 in 20 mM MES, 1 mM DTT, 

1 mM EDTA and 50 mM NaCl at varying 

temperatures. Binding data is shown at 

temperatures of 10 °C (shown in green), 15 

°C (yellow), 20 °C (red) and 25 °C (blue).

|pYEEDM9rSH2]

Table A2.1.1: Thermodynamic parameters determined from ITC experiments, for the binding of the

SrcSH2 domain to the pYEED phosphotyrosyl peptide at varying temperatures.

TEMP

K °C
N KbXlO^ 

M '
AH°

kJmol'
TA5°

kJmol'
AG°

kJmoT'

283.15 10 1.27 2.22 -14.01 20.39 -34.40

288.15 15 1.14 0.45 -22.09 9.09 -31.18

293.15 20 1.15 0.44 -16.81 14.86 -31.67

298.15 25 0.97 2.64 -27.5 9.1 -36.6

2 0 -
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1 0 -
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3
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-2 0 -

-30- -30

AG
-40
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Figure A2.1,2: The temperature

dependence for thermodynamic parameters 

of the interaction between the pYEED 

peptide and SrcSH2. Linear least squares 

fitting of the enthalpy data A//°obs (red) 

gives a ACp obs value of -704 ± 423 J mol'* 

K The variations of the change in entropy 

TA5°obs (green) and the change in free 

energy of binding AC%^ (blue) for the 

interaction with respect to temperature are 

also shown.
Temporal ire, K
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A2.2 The pYEEE/SrcSH2 interaction measured at varying temperatures

- 1 0
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18.1-30
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Figure A2.2.1: ITC binding isotherms

obtained from integrated heats of binding, 

corrected for heats of dilution, for the 

titration of peptide pYEEE into a solution 

of v-SrcSH2 in 20 mM MES, 1 mM DTT, 

1 mM EDTA and 50 mM NaCl at varying 

temperatures. Binding data is shown at 

temperatures of 11.3 °C (in green), 18.1 °C 

(yellow), 23 °C (grey), 25 °C (red) and 32 

°C (blue).

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 10 15
[pYEEEMStcSH2]

3.0 3.5

Table A2^.1: Thermodynamic parameters determined from ITC experiments, for the binding of the

SrcSH2 domain to the pYEEE phosphotyrosyl peptide at varying temperatures.

TEMP 

K °C
N /̂ bXlO'̂  

M '
AH°

kJmol'
TAS°

kJmol'
AG°

kJmol'

284.45

291.29

296.15

298.15

305.15

11.3

18.1

23

25

32

0.968

1.00

0.981

1.00

0.892

2.56

1.45

1.67

4.87

1.13

- 22.66

-28.99

-31.52

-32.73

-40.48
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-34.36
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Figure A2.22: The temperature

dependence for thermodynamic parameters 

of the interaction between the pYEEE 

peptide and SrcSH2. Linear least squares 

fitting of the enthalpy data A//°obs (red) 

gives a ACp obs value of -826  ± 66 J mol ' 

K *. The variations of the change in entropy 

TAS°obs (green) and the change in free 

energy of binding AG°obs (blue) for the 

interaction with respect to temperature are 

also shown.

Tempo-atire, K
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A2.3 The pYEEV/SrcSH2 interaction measured at varying temperatures

-25

-30
00 05 1.0 1.5 20 25

Figure A2.3.1; ITC binding isotherms 

obtained from integrated heats of binding, 

corrected for heats of dilution, for the 

titration of peptide pYEEV into a solution 

of v-SrcSH2 in 20 mM MES, 1 mM DTT, 

1 mM EDTA and 50 mM NaCl at varying 

temperatures. Binding data is shown at 

temperatures of 10 °C (shown in green), 15 

°C (yellow), 20 °C (blue) and 25 °C (red).

Table A2.3.1: Thermodynamic parameters determined from ITC experiments, for the binding of the

SrcSH2 domain to the pYEEV phosphotyrosyl peptide at varying temperatures.

TEMP

K °C
N ATbXlÔ  

M '
AH° 

kJmol '
TA5°

kJmol'
AG°

kJmol'

283.15 10 1.07 1.02 -15.35 17.22 -32.57

288.15 15 1.06 2.19 -19.71 15.27 -34.98

293.15 20 1.09 0.62 -25.23 7.32 -32.55

298.15 25 1.00 6.24 -28.6 10.15 -38.8

20-,

TAS
10-

^  - 1 0 - -10

a h-20 - -20

-30- -30

AG
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Figure A 23.2: The temperature

dependence for thermodynamic parameters 

of the interaction between the pYEEV 

peptide and SrcSH2. Linear least squares 

fitting of the enthalpy data A//°obs (red) 

gives a ACp obs value of -905 ± 56 J mol ' 

K '. The variations of the change in entropy 

TAS°obs (green) and the change in free 

energy of binding AG°obs (blue) for the 

interaction with respect to temperature are 

also shown.

Tempera! ire, K
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A2.4 The pYEEW/SrcSH2 interaction measured at varying temperatures
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Figure A2.4.1: ITC binding isotherms

obtained from integrated heats of binding, 

corrected for heats of dilution, for the 

titration of peptide pYEEV into a solution 

of v-SrcSH2 in 20 mM MES, 1 mM DTT, 

I mM EDTA and 50 mM NaCl at varying 

temperatures. Binding data is shown at 

temperatures of 8 °C (shown in green), 18 

°C (yellow), 25 °C (blue) and 32 °C (red).

Table A2.4.1: Thermodynamic parameters determined from ITC experiments, for the binding of the

SrcSH2 domain to the pYEEW phosphotyrosyl peptide at varying temperatures.

TEMP

K °C
N fbXlO-*

M '
AH° 

kJmol '
TAS° 

kJmol '
AG° 

kJmol '

281.15 8 1.10 1.37 -15.18 17.85 -33.03

291.15 18 1.07 1.27 -35.82 -1.8 -34.02

298.15 25 1.02 3.18 -32.25 4.86 -37.11

305.15 32 0.90 2.19 -39.53 -2.49 -37.04

Ta S
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Figure A2.3,2: The temperature

dependence for thermodynamic parameters 

of the interaction between the pYEEW 

peptide and SrcSH2. Linear least squares 

fitting of the enthalpy data A//°obs (red) 

gives a ACp obs value of -921 ± 358 J mol ' 

K *. The variations of the change in entropy 

TA5°obs (green) and the change in free 

energy of binding AG°obs (blue) for the 

interaction with respect to temperature are 

also shown.

Tempera! ire , K
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A3 The peptidomimetic/SrcSH2 binding experiments for the determination of ACp obs

A3.1 The PDl 10/SrcSH2 interaction measured at varying temperatures

Table A3.1.1: Thermodynamic parameters determined from FTC experimmts, for the binding of the

SrcSH2 domain to the peptidomimetic PDl 10 at varying tempCTatures,

TEMP

K °C
N KfcXlO^

M '
AH®

kJmol^
TAS®

kJmor*
AG®

kJmol'^

284.3 11.3 0.902 0.312 -16.57 +13.33 -29.90

289.3 16.3 0.925 0.866 -17.74 +15.14 -32.88

293.3 20.3 1.13 0.452 -24.15 +7.60 -31.75

293.3 20.3 1.03 0.434 -22.47 +9.18 -31.65

298.3 25.3 0.936 0.541 -25.10 +7.09 -32.19

A3.2 The PD357/SrcSH2 interaction measured at varying temperatures

Table A3^.1: Thermodynamic parameto's detomined from ITC expaimoits, for the binding of the

SrcSH2 domain to the peptidomimetic PD357 at varying temperatures.

TEMP

K ®C
N KfcXlO^

M '
AH®

kJmol*
TAS®

kJmol‘
AG®

kJmol‘

284.35 11.2 1.12 0.102 -9.95 +17.31 -27.26

289.35 16.2 1.19 0.283 -12.39 +17.80 -30.19

293.35 16.2 0.981 0.757 -21.34 +11.67 -33.01

293.35 20.2 1.05 0.493 -26.44 +5.52 -31.96

298.3 25.0 0.990 0.360 -23.43 +8.30 -31.73
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A4 The pYEEX/FynSH2 binding experiments for the determination of the ACp obs

A4.1 The pYEEE/FynSH2 interaction measured at varying temperatures
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Figure A4.1.1: ITC binding isotherms

obtained from integrated heats of binding, 

corrected for heats of dilution, for the 

titration of peptide pYEEE into a solution 

of FynSH2 in 20 mM MES, 1 mM DTT, 1 

mM EDTA and 50 mM NaCl at varying 

temperatures. Binding data is shown at 

temperatures of 7 °C (shown in green), 10 

°C (yellow), 16 °C (cyan), 20 °C (blue) and 

25 °C (red).

[pYEEEjnFynSC]

Table A4.1.1: Thermodynamic parameters determined from ITC experiments, for the binding of the

FynSH2 domain to the pYEEE phosphotyrosyl peptide at varying temperatures.

TEMP

K °C
N /TbXlO^

M-'
AH° 

kJmol '
TAS° 

kJmol '
AG°

kJmol'

280.25 7.1 0.99 13.2 -31.90 6.3 -38.20

284.15 10 1.08 25.7 -32.75 7.59 ^0.34

289.15 16 1.02 21.1 ^3.08 -2.54 ^0.54

293.15 20 1.00 25.3 -50.92 -9.37 -41.55

298.15 25 0.90 10.85 -69.64 -29.5 -40.14

pYEEE-t-FynSH2T A S
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Figure A 4 .U : The temperature

dependence for thermodynamic parameters 

of the interaction between the pYEEE 

peptide and FynSH2. Linear least squares 

fitting of the enthalpy data A//°obs (red) 

gives a ACp obs value o f -2115 ± 352 J mol 

' K ‘. The variations of the change in 

entropy TAS°obs (green) and the change in 

free energy of binding AG°obs (blue) for the 

interaction with respect to temperature are 

also shown.

Tenpa-atire, K
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A4.2 The pYEEV/FynSH2 interaction measured at varying temperatures
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Figure A42.1: ITC binding isotherms

obtained from integrated heats of binding, 

corrected for heats of dilution, for the 

titration of peptide pYEEV into a solution 

of FynSH2 in 20 mM MES, 1 mM DTT, 1 

mM EDTA and 50 mM NaCl at varying 

temperatures. Binding data is shown at 

temperatures of 10 °C (shown in green), 15 

°C (yellow), 20 °C (blue) and 25 °C (red).

[pYEEVl/[FynSH2]

Table A42.1: Thermodynamic parameters determined from ITC experiments, for the binding of the

FynSH2 domain to the pYEEV phosphotyrosyl peptide at varying temperatures.

TEMP

K °C
N KbXlO^

M '
A//° 

kJmol *
TAS°

kJmol*
AG°

kJmol'

283.15 10 0.96 4.97 -17.47 18.83 -36.3

288.15 15 1.03 1.90 -21.64 13.0 -34.64

293.15 20 1.06 1.29 -29.54 4.75 -34.29

298.15 25 1.06 16.93 -39.51 1.71 -41.22
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Figure PA2J.: The temperature

dependence for thermodynamic parameters 

of the interaction between the pYEEV 

peptide and FynSH2. Linear least squares 

fitting of the enthalpy data A//°obs (red) 

gives a ACp obs value o f -1480 ± 185 J 

mol * K '. The variations of the change in 

entropy TAS°obs (green) and the change in 

free energy of binding AC°obs (blue) for the 

interaction with respect to temperature are 

also shown.

Tempera! ire, K
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A4.3 The pYEEW/FynSH2 interaction measured at varying temperatures
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Figure A4.3.1; ITC binding isotherms 

obtained from integrated heats of binding, 

corrected for heats of dilution, for the 

titration of peptide pYEEW into a solution 

of FynSH2 in 20 mM MES, 1 mM DTT, 1 

mM EDTA and 50 mM NaCl at varying 

temperatures. Binding data is shown at 

temperatures of 8 °C (shown in green), 13 

°C (yellow), 18 °C (blue) and 25 °C (red).

[pYEEWMFynSCJ

Table A43.1; Thermodynamic parameters determined from ITC experiments, for the binding of the 

FynSH2 domain to the pYEEW phosphotyrosyl peptide at varying temperatures.

TEMP 

K °C
N K^xlO^

M '
AH°

kJmol
TAS°

kJmol'
AG°

kJmol'

281.15

286.15

291.15

298.15

8

13

18

25

1.01

0.87

1 . 1 1

1.00

27.5

54.1

1 1 . 1  

12.73

-23.42

^6.62

-35.75

-38.38

16.62

-4.26

3.52

2.17

-40.04

-42.36

-39.27

^0.55
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Figure A4.3.2: The temperature

dependence for thermodynamic parameters 

of the interaction between the pYEEW 

peptide and FynSH2. Linear least squares 

fitting of the enthalpy data A//°obs (red) 

gives a ACp obs value of -567 ± 845 J mol * 

K *. The variations of the change in entropy 

TAS°obs (green) and the change in free 

energy of binding AG°obs (blue) for the 

interaction with respect to temperature are 

also shown.

TempCTatire, K
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A5 The peptidomimetic/FynSH2 binding experiments for the determination of ACp obs

A5.1 The PDl 10/FynSH2 interaction measured at varying temperatures

Table A5.1.1: Thermodynamic parameters detomined from ITC expmmoits, fix the binding of the 

FynSH2 domain to the peptidomimetic PDl 10 at varying temperatures.

K

TEMP N KbXlO^ AH
kJmol*

TAS
kJmol'‘

AG
kJmol^

284.3 11.15 1.04 0.469 -26.32 44.55 -30.87

289.3 16.15 0.91 0.538 -30.17 +1.57 -31.74

293.3 20.15 0.97 0.459 -36.28 -4.49 -31.79

293.3 20.15 0.95 0.315 -37.67 -6.80 -30.87

293.3 20.15 0.90 0.304 -34.35 -3.57 -30.78

298.3 25.15 1.11 0.560 -35.61 -2.78 -32.82
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